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ABSTRACT

It is well known, that there is a severe lack of information available pertaining to neutron rich nuclei, specifically of those nuclei with mass numbers ≥ 60. These neutron rich nuclei are not easy to access in current experimental facilities or be produced with sufficient yield to allow for it to be studied. In order to expand our understanding of nuclear physics by studying the properties and characteristics of these nuclei, the development of new facilities producing Radioactive-ion Beams (RIBs) is required. The applications for RIBs are wide, allowing for deeper investigations into the properties of nuclei, their interactions and the manner in which they were formed in the early universe. Additionally, there are various interdisciplinary fields such as medicine, biology and material science in which RIBs can be utilized as a driving mechanism for new research and technological innovation.

The iThemba Laboratory for Accelerator Based Sciences (iThemba LABS), South Africa, has proposed a new facility for the production and acceleration of radioactive-ion beams (RIBs). The RIB Project is to be developed in sequential phases and would produce a range of neutron-rich isotopes for low-energy materials science and nuclear physics research. Of specific interest, is the production of the Helium-6 isotope (6\(^{6}\)He), for its potential applications in various areas of nuclear physics research.

The aim of this research work was to design, model and optimise a RIB production target capable of producing high intensity 6\(^{6}\)He beams, guided by the characteristics of the primary proton beam available for use at iThemba LABS. This research work/design study is however limited, due to the absence of experimentally measured and verified 6\(^{6}\)He cross section data for proton induced reactions on the proposed target materials (Graphite and Boron Carbide). However, best-estimate approaches were adopted through the use of validated computer codes. Additionally, all 6\(^{6}\)He yield results are presented as in-target yields, as this study did not cover the diffusion (isotope release) efficiency of the target systems in question.

Three RIB production targets types were investigated using Graphite, Boron Carbide and Beryllium Oxide as potential target materials. Following numerous optimisation processes, a Boron Carbide RIB target was converged upon, proving to be suitable for the production of high intensity 6\(^{6}\)He beams at iThemba LABS, by meeting the material thermal and mechanical limiting criteria for operation. This target system was found to produce an in-target 6\(^{6}\)He yield rate of 2 \(\sim\) 3 \(\times\) 10\(^{11}\) 6\(^{6}\)He/s, considered sufficient for experimental application at iThemba LABS.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Nuclear chart and valley of stability

The Nuclear Landscape Chart (also known as the Segré chart) can be viewed as a summary of what we have and have not yet discovered about nuclei within the driplines, which mark the regime of unbound nuclei. With reference to figure 1-1 below, the chart represents the stable nuclear species which are plotted as black squares, as a function of atomic (proton) number ($Z$) and neutron number ($N$). For each proton number there are generally one or more stable nuclei, or isotopes, each containing a different number of neutrons [Won98]. The chemical properties of an element are characterised by the electrons orbiting outside the nucleus in addition to the number of protons inside the nucleus. It is generally found that the chemical properties of different isotopes are rather similar to each other. Their nuclear properties, however, are significantly different as a result of their differing neutron numbers [Won98].

![The Nuclear Landscape Chart](image)

Figure 1-1: The Nuclear Chart [Eur18].
For light stable nuclei \((N + Z = A < 40)\), a generic approximation of \(N = Z\) can be made. An example of this approximation can be made by observing nuclei with mass number, \(A = 4\). Here, it can be noted that the only stable nucleus \(^4\text{He}\) with \(A = 4\), also referred to as the \(\alpha\)-particle, contains two protons and two neutrons \((Z = N = 2)\). However, the \(A = 4\) nuclei containing three protons, \(^4\text{Li}\) \((Z = 3, N = 1)\) and three neutrons \(^4\text{H}\) \((Z = 1, N = 3)\) are both known to be highly unstable.

The collection of black squares along the diagonal of the nuclear chart (figure 1-1) is referred to as the valley of beta stability. Where a nuclear species is considered stable if it is long enough lived to be found on Earth [Gel01].

Additionally, the nuclear chart shows estimates of the proton and neutron drip lines, which are the points at which another proton or neutron can no longer be added and bound to a nucleus. Thus far, the most progress in establishing the limits of nuclear existence has been made around the proton drip-line, which separates nuclei into “bound” and “unbound” with respect to proton emission from their ground states. This is to say, the nuclide at which the addition of another proton results in the nuclear ground state becoming energetically unstable to the emission of a proton [Gel01]. The neutron drip-line can be defined in an analogous way [deA14]. The neutron drip-line is located much further away from the valley of stability as opposed to the corresponding proton drip-line, due to the lack of electrical repulsion between neutrons. The exact location of the neutron drip-line is, however, still largely undefined, as the experimental data currently available only accounts for nuclei with masses up to around 30. To obtain a more exact description of the neutron drip-line, another significant factor for investigation is the density dependence of the effective interaction between nucleons in nuclei of exotic N/Z ratios [deA16]. It is predicted, from current research, that changes in nuclear density and size in nuclei with increasing N/Z ratios would result in different nuclear symmetries and new modes of excitation. An example of this prediction was found in light nuclei, such as \(^6\text{He}\), where a halo structure has been identified (this is discussed in further detail in section 1.2.1).

As all the nuclear species found between the drip-lines and the valley of beta-stability, which represent the large majority of nuclei, are unstable and hence radioactive, studying these nuclear species present significant challenges.
1.2 Studying Radioactive Nuclei

In order to overcome the present restriction of being limited to studying nuclei close to the valley of beta stability, or neutron deficient nuclei, new techniques are required to probe/investigate the before mentioned radioactive nuclear species, with the most prevalent method being that of Radioactive-ion Beams (RIBs). RIBs allow for the study of nuclear processes currently inaccessible with stable projectile-target combinations. RIBs make it possible to examine reactions important in expanding our knowledge about the structure of the nucleus and the nucleosynthesis processes responsible for heavy element formation in the relevant stellar processes driving such activities in the universe [Zha01]. The recent development and production of beams of unstable ions has stimulated the research of nuclear structure and reactions for exotic nuclei in previously unexplored regions of the nuclear chart, especially on the neutron-rich side [deA14] [Ber04]. As mentioned in the preceding section, the nuclear chart defines two lines, the proton and neutron drip lines, which could be considered a measuring gauge for our current knowledge of nuclei. Since the neutron drip-line is considered undefined, it is a significant area of focus in current research.

The applications for RIBs are wide, allowing for deeper investigations into the properties of nuclei, their interactions and the manner in which they were formed in the early universe. Additionally, there are various interdisciplinary fields such as astronomy, medicine, biology and material science in which RIBs can be utilized as a driving mechanism for new research and technological innovation. A few of the areas in which RIBs can be applied are discussed briefly in the sub-sections to follow.

1.2.1 Nuclear Physics – RIB application

In order to understand the characteristics of a nucleus, it is necessary to have an insight into its structure, by being able to determine the arrangement of the nucleons contained within the nucleus. Various areas of nuclear physics research such as nuclear structure (of specific interest in this work, as it relates to halo nuclei), limits of nuclear stability, clustering in nuclei and neutron skins, could and would draw great benefit from the advancements and availability of intense radioactive-ion beams.

**Halo nuclei:**
The field of halo nuclei has provided for much excitement and initiated a large body of research since its initial discovery in 1985 at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory [Tan85a] [Tan85b].
Further work conducted by Hansen and Jonson produced a paper on the subject two years later, thereby first coining the term “halo” nuclei [Han87]. It is worth mentioning, especially in relation to this thesis work, that the first ‘halo nucleus’ to be produced in the laboratory was $^6$He, as early as 1936, by impinging a neutron beam onto a $^9$Be target.

To conceptualise the concept of halo nuclei, a good place to start is with the following mathematical expression describing the energy required to separate a neutron from a nucleus ($E_s$) [Bar13]:

$$E_s \approx -\lambda(-\Delta_n)$$

where $\lambda$ is the Fermi level, described as a measure of the shell level spacings and $\Delta_n$ is the neutron pairing gap, described as a measure of the strength of the residual pairing interactions.

It is well understood that in nuclei near the drip-line, the separation energy of the last nucleon(s) becomes extremely small ($E_s \approx 0$) [Bar13] [Tan96]. In stable nuclei, the separation energy is commonly 6-8 mega electronvolt (MeV), however, many dripline nuclei have either one or two nucleon separation energies that are less than 1 MeV. The neutron density distribution in these loosely bound nuclei exhibit an extremely long tail, known as the neutron halo. This neutron density of the halo, although very low, has significant effects on the cross section of the nuclei and leads to new properties in these nuclei [Tan96]. An example of these new deviating properties is the size of the nucleus in these halo nuclei, such as that of $^{11}$Li which has a significantly large nucleus [Jen04] [Tan85b], comparable in size to the much heavier nucleus $^{208}$Pb, as graphically depicted in figure 1-2 below. The three most studied halo nuclei are $^6$He, $^{11}$Li and $^{11}$Be (although others such as $^{14}$Be and $^{15}$C have been confirmed), all of which are neutron halo systems and are close to the neutron dripline at the limits of stability [Al04].

![Figure 1-2: Comparative size of $^{11}$Li (left) and $^{208}$Pb (right). The large size of $^{11}$Li can be seen to be attributed to the large volume occupied by its two-neutron halo [Lun04].](image)
Due to the short-lived nature of halo nuclei, they need to be studied using RIBs, by which they are formed and subsequently used to initiate nuclear reactions for experimentation purposes [Al04].

**Neutron skin:**
When the $Z$ and $N$ numbers in a nucleus are similar, their distributions throughout the nucleus are also similar, that is to say, their radii are approximately equal. However, when there is a large excess of neutrons relative to protons, significant differences are noted. This significant excess of neutrons, generally noted in heavy nuclei with a neutron rich outer-layer, results in what is known as a “neutron skin” [Bar13].

This neutron skin formation is as a result of neutrons extending further in radius as opposed to the protons of the given nuclei. Understanding how these nucleon distributions differ from nuclide to nuclide would provide insight into the complex interactions which hold nuclei together, and by extension, insight into more exotic structures such as neutron stars [Tar14]. RIB facilities, producing neutron rich nuclei, can be used to study the properties of neutron skins.

**Clustering in nuclei:**
The traditional description of the nucleus describes it as a central structure in which there is a roughly homogenous distribution of protons and neutrons. However, it is now predicted, with theoretical models, that certain nuclei behave like molecules composed of clusters of protons and neutrons [Ebr12]. Clustering is a recurrent phenomenon observed in light neutron rich nuclei as well as halo nuclei [Bec11], such as $^6$He and $^{11}$Li [Mar01].

Clustering in nuclei is significant when considering the states in nuclei that lie close to their cluster decay threshold (Q-value for separating the nucleus into its separate cluster constituents). A rather well-known example of clustering in nuclei is the *Hoyle State*, which is understood to be a cluster of three $\alpha$-particles at an energy of 7.654 MeV, which is just above the triple-alpha threshold energy of 7.275 MeV [Coo57]. This state was first predicted by British astronomer Fred Hoyle in 1954 to account for the abundance of carbon in the universe [Fre10]. This led to the understanding of carbon synthesis in stellar environments, which occurs through a triple-alpha process, whereby two $\alpha$-particles first fuse momentarily to form an unstable, but relatively long lived $^8$Be nucleus, with a resonance capable of combining with another $\alpha$-particle to form $^{12}$C [Epe13] [Fre10]. The bulk of the carbon ($^{12}$C) present in the universe is produced through this process and drives the process of oxygen ($^{16}$O) production by capturing an additional $\alpha$-particle, resulting in a $^{12}$C : $^{16}$O abundance ratio of ~ 1 : 2 [Cso01].
The production of an appreciable amount of carbon is a necessity for carbon-based life in the universe, in addition to the production of oxygen, as no spontaneous development of carbon-based life would be possible without water (H₂O) [Cso01].

Light-ion neutron-rich beams, produced in RIB facilities, can be used to populate cluster states in inelastic reactions, allowing for interesting and extensive research related to clustering in nuclei. An example of this would be the use of ⁶,⁸He beams to probe the molecular states involving neutron-rich helium isotopes in ¹²Be, ²²O and ²⁶Ne [Bar13].

1.2.2 Nuclear Astrophysics – RIB application

Most nuclear reaction sequences which play a pivotal role in our understanding of the cosmos occur under extreme astrophysical conditions (i.e. high temperatures and pressures) and involve short-lived, rare isotopes, which in recent years have been unattainable in laboratory scale experiments [Facility for Rare Isotope Beams [FRIB12]]. As a result, stellar explosions and nucleosynthesis processes, which can be generalised as the production of ‘new’ atomic nuclei on a cosmic scale from pre-existing protons and neutrons, are poorly understood. The current astronomical observations used to examine these processes, such as large optical telescopes, UV, X-ray and Gamma-ray observations, neutrino detection, meteoritic abundances, cosmic rays and most recently gravitational waves [Abb16], cannot be fully exploited and, in some cases, remain unexplained [FRIB12]. The recent astronomical observations made with these methods have however added depth to the mystery pertaining to the origin of elements heavier than iron (Z = 26). On the one side, observations of old (metal-poor) stars in the Galaxy, conducted with the largest available telescopes, have shown a robust pattern of abundances of elements heavier than tin (Z = 50) that agrees with that of the solar system [FRIB12]. On the contrary, significant differences between the observations and solar abundances are seen for elements between iron and tin. The physical processes that result in these abundances in the early history of the Galaxy are challenging to explain within the boundaries of our current understanding of astrophysical phenomena [FRIB12]. Realistic models of core collapse supernovae (explosions of massive stars in which most of the nuclei found in the Universe are produced and disseminated [Jan07]) fail to reproduce the hydro-dynamical conditions required to robustly create heavy rapid neutron capture process (“r-process”) elements (Z > 56). In addition, neutron star mergers are currently considered too infrequent to produce sufficient abundances of heavy elements early in the history of the Galaxy [FRIB12]. The overarching issue is that the significant uncertainties
in the properties of short-lived nuclei induce ambiguity to a direct comparison of the wealth of new observations and realistic astrophysical models/simulations.

The current research and development in the field of RIBs, specifically the production of short-lived isotopes of sufficient intensity, could thus address most of the fundamental nuclear physics required for refining our understanding of stellar explosions and the origin of the elements in the Universe.

1.2.3 Solid State Physics – RIB application

Radioactive atoms have been applied in solid state physics research for many years. Well established, classical nuclear techniques such as Mössbauer spectroscopy, Beta Nuclear Magnetic resonance ($\beta$-NMR) and emission channelling have now been extended by new tracer techniques such as radioactive deep level transient spectroscopy, capacitance voltage measurements and photoluminescence spectroscopy [For99]. These new tracer techniques arise as a result of the usage of radioactive nuclei and are applied to study defects and/or impurities in metals, semiconductors and superconductors [For99]. The radiotracers for diffusion studies, in general, rely on measuring the amount of radiation as a function of specific parameters. RIBs are therefore a powerful diagnostic tool for providing detailed information on materials in the solid state research arena [Cor13].

1.3 Basics of RIB production

Two complimentary techniques exist for the production of RIBs – Isotope Separation Online (ISOL) and In-flight fragmentation. ISOL facilities allow for high quality, low emittance beams of lower energy and generally higher yields near stability, whereas In-flight facilities are suited for high energy beams of very-short-lived species [Lax14]. In the ISOL method, radioactive species are produced through nuclear reactions occurring from the interaction of a primary beam and target material, with the resulting reaction products being produced within the target material. Similarly, radioactive species are produced through the same process in the in-flight fragmentation method, however, the produced reaction products are ejected (“fly out”) from the target material. Another common aspect shared by these RIB production techniques, is that the nuclei of interest are transported from their place of production to a well-shielded experimental set-up [Blu13], where further research can be conducted with or on these nuclei.
The four main properties of importance in the production sequence of RIBs at any RIB facility, are production rate, efficiency, selectivity and delay time. These properties can be expanded upon as follows:

- **Production rate** – For any RIB facility, the highest production rate of the nuclei of interest will be strived for. In order to achieve the highest possible production rate of a particular nuclide, factors such as reaction cross section ($\sigma$), target material density, primary beam type, current and energy have to be optimised through the selection of the beam-target combination [Blu13]. This optimisation requires the establishment of the correct balance between the highest possible beam intensity of the impinging beam and the maximum power deposition which the target system can cope with.

- **Efficiency** – The processes undergone by the reaction products (nuclei of interest) during the transport phase (i.e. place of production to experimental set-up) such as ionisation, acceleration, and purification, have to be done at the highest transmission efficiency possible, to ensure a high quality, intense RIB for experimentation.

- **Selectivity** – Since a significant quantity of unwanted species (reaction products which are not of interest in a given experiment) are produced in the nuclear reaction taking place between the impinging primary beam and target material, a selective separation process should be used to reduce these unwanted species and the primary beam, from the nuclei of interest to be used for experimentation.

- **Delay time** – As the produced exotic nuclei of interest have very short half-lives, the losses as a result of radioactive decay between the moment of production and the delivery to the experimental set-up should be kept to a minimum [Blu13].

The ISOL RIB production technique is now discussed in further detail, as this is the proposed RIB production technique to be developed and used at iThemba LABS.

ISOL is a multi-step method, which produces isotopes through nuclear reactions occurring as a result of a highly energetic beam (e.g. protons) interacting with a thick target material [Ego16]. The target is heated so that the reaction products are vaporised and diffuse out of the target. They subsequently move towards an ion source where they are ionised and extracted as an ion beam. The ion beam is then transported through an electromagnetic device which separates the ions by mass, before being injected into a second accelerator.
which increases the energy of the ions to the required levels for experimentation [Gel01]. It should be noted that non-accelerated ion beams exiting the separator could be used for beta-decay experiments/studies.

RIB production facilities using the ISOL Technique generally consist of four primary components, namely:

1. Primary accelerator / Primary beam delivery
2. Target system, including extraction and ionisation systems
3. Mass and isotope separators
4. Post-accelerator

![ISOL RIB Production schematic](Har04)

These primary components constituting a complete ISOL facility are discussed briefly, as follows:

- **Primary accelerator:**
  A cyclotron or linear accelerator (LINAC) could be used as a primary accelerator, or driver, which is tasked with delivering the primary beam to the target system. This is general done through the injection of proton or low energy ionised atoms into the accelerator, which subsequently accelerates the injected particles to the required energy and the required beam current [Ros14].

- **Target System:**
  The primary beam with desired energy and current is delivered to the front-end of the target system, where it impinges the RIB production target, producing radioactive isotopes as a result of nuclear reactions. The radioactive isotopes produced constitute the secondary beam.
Two classes/types of target exist, namely direct targets and two-step or convertor targets. In the case of a direct target, the primary beam impinges on the target producing radioactive isotopes. In the case of a two-step or convertor, the leading target is used to convert a beam of protons into a flux of neutrons, which is subsequently directed onto the target which induces the nuclear reactions, producing radioactive isotopes.

- **Ion Source:**
  The produced radioactive isotopes migrate through a transfer line to an ion source. In order to limit the ‘sticking’ of atoms to the transfer-line internal walls, the line is kept at a high temperature, to assist the migration process. Depending on the experimental requirements, different types of ionisation sources (e.g. plasma ion-source, surface ion-source) could be used [Van06], in which singly-charged positive or negative ions are produced from the radioactive isotopes.

- **Mass and isotope separators:**
  In order to chemically and isobarically purify the complex of radioactive isotopes produced, highly efficient electromagnetic mass separators are crucial to select and purify the desired nuclei.

- **Post-accelerator:**
  Following the mass separation process, the now “purified” beam, consisting of the desired radioactive isotope, is subsequently injected into the accelerator. This process is referred to as post-acceleration. The resultant purified, energetic beam of radioactive-ions is then sent to the experimental set-up(s) where it can be used for a multitude of applications or as desired by the user.

### 1.4 iThemba LABS RIB Project

The iThemba Laboratory for Accelerator Sciences (iTL) in South Africa, is a multidisciplinary research facility which provides accelerator-based facilities for physical, biomedical, material sciences, as well as the production of radioisotopes. iThemba LABS currently operates a number of accelerators, with the biggest of these accelerators being the Separated-Sector Cyclotron (SSC). The SSC is a variable energy machine, capable of producing proton beams up to about 200 MeV, a variety of heavy ion beams and polarised protons, at energy sufficient to probe the structure of sub-atomic matter [Con16]. Currently, the SSC is shared between
several disciplines/departments within iThemba LABS, including nuclear physics research, radioisotope production, medical physics, neutron dosimetry, etc.

The proposed iThemba LABS RIB production facility was recently named the South African Isotope facility (SAIF). SAIF will consist of two phases, the first being the Accelerator Centre for Exotic Isotopes, comprising the Low-Energy Radioactive-Ion Beam (LERIB) project and a new cyclotron for commercial radionuclide production. The second phase is the Accelerator Centre for Exotic Beams (ACE Beams) project, implementing post acceleration [Bar18].

The RIB demonstrator/test facility, currently under construction, would be upgraded to become the Low-Energy RIB (LERIB) facility [Bar18]. LERIB represents a collection of collaboration efforts between iThemba LABS and Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN) in Legnaro (Italy).

The acquisition and installation of a dedicated 70 MeV H-minus cyclotron, to be procured from either Best Cyclotron Systems Inc. (BCSI) or Ion Beam Applications (IBA) [Bar18], for the iThemba LABS radioisotope production programme, would allow the current iThemba LABS SSC to be exclusively used on the LERIB project and stable beam experiments. LERIB will make use of the high intensity 66 MeV proton beam from the SSC to produce neutron-rich isotopes, expanding the range of available beams at iThemba LABS. It is envisaged that the second phase will allow for the acceleration of low-energy RIBs using a post accelerator, which will be capable of accelerating radioactive beams from the LERIB project to an initial energy of approximately 5 MeV per nucleon [Con16]. Full use of the existing building infrastructure will be made to establish the independent radioisotope production facility (SAIF). The 70 MeV H-minus cyclotron will be installed in the currently under-utilised neutron therapy vault [Con16], while the proton therapy vault and the third redundant vault will house a number of isotope production target stations. Therefore, the isotope production target station will be completely decoupled from the SSC [Bar18]. The layout of the iThemba LABS Accelerator Centre for Exotic Isotopes project is shown in figure 1-4 below.
1.5 iThemba LABS and INFN collaboration

Since the inception phase of the proposed iThemba LABS RIB project, the intention has been to draw on past international experience through collaborative efforts. The iThemba LABS RIB project is similar to the Selective Production of Exotic Species (SPES) project, currently under construction at INFN, and plans to make use of a 70 MeV proton beam at an intensity of 200 µA the primary beam [Bar13], with the primary goal of producing intense ‘exotic’ radioactive-ion beams. The SPES facility will be making use of a 40 MeV proton beam with an intensity of 200 µA as the primary beam, with an upgrade to 70 MeV at an intensity of 750 µA envisaged for the future. A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) has been drawn up between iThemba LABS and the INFN laboratory to test their SPES target system at iThemba LABS, due to iThemba’s availability of high power proton beams [Bar13]. Furthermore, the MoU provided
the protocol for various technical exchanges between iThemba LABS and INFN, as it relates to RIB target design, construction and testing.

Similar to the iThemba LABS RIB project, SPES will be operating using the ISOL methodology, in which a primary beam provided by a driver accelerator induces nuclear reactions in a thick target. A direct, uranium carbide (UC_x) target will be used in SPES, expected to produce up to 42 elements (mainly neutron rich) at a production rate of \(10^{13}\) fissions per second. The reaction products/isotopes are extracted from the target via thermal processes due to the high operating temperature (2000 - 2300°C) of the target-ion source system [deA14]. The isotopes are sequentially ionised and extracted by means of an ion source, then isotopically separated and further ionised to produce an ‘exotic’ radioactive-ion beam. The produced RIB is finally injected into a post-accelerator for delivery to the experimental setup.

The iThemba LABS target design and modelling process is largely similar to that of the INFN SPES process, in terms of design methodology, technical considerations during target modelling and the computer codes employed for calculations and analysis.

1.6 iThemba LABS RIB Target design study

The target design and modelling process, illustrated in figure 1-5 below, is conducted in an iterative manner to achieve two objectives, namely, maximizing the product yield obtained from the beam-target interaction (reactions) and ensuring the target is operated within the material's thermal and mechanical (thermo-mechanical) thresholds/limits.

The process starts by defining the beam parameters and target material specifications, with the latter informing the specification of the target geometry. The beam-target interaction is then computed using computer codes capable of simulating various nuclear reactions and the energy transfer mechanisms (power deposition onto target materials) accompanying these reactions. This simulation produces two outputs, the first being the yield results, which could be further optimised by adjusting the target geometry specifications, and secondly, the power deposition output data which are subsequently used to simulate the thermo-mechanical effects occurring within the target system. The analysis of the results obtained from the simulation of the thermo-mechanical effects is then compared against the thermo-mechanical thresholds of the target system materials, to ensure the target design is fit for purpose. A favourable (optimised) balance between the highest attainable yield and acceptable thermal-mechanical results is then used to inform the final target design.
Figure 1-5: RIB target design and modelling process.

The initial target geometry used as a generic target system, was adopted from the SPES target design, and used as a starting point for the design and optimisation of the iThemba LABS RIB target.

As is the case in the SPES target system design, the target canister, coupled to a resistive heater and ion source, is to be housed inside a larger vacuum chamber. The vacuum chamber contains an integrated water cooling circuit and secondary beam dump. The primary beam (indicated as PPB in figure 1-6) enters the target canister resulting in the production of nuclides, which are subsequent ionised and extracted from the target canister, as discussed in the previous section. It should be noted that the specific design and thermo-mechanical analysis for the SPES adapted vacuum chamber to be used for the proposed iThemba LABS RIB target configuration, was not covered in this work.

The target canister contains a number of target discs, arranged sequentially along the proton beam path and positioned inside the target canister, as illustrated in figure 1-7. The discs are optimally spaced to allow the heat generated (during operation) in the target discs to be
dissipated (via thermal radiation). The back end of the target canister contains a number of beam dumps, with sufficient thickness to ensure the primary beam is stopped within the target system. Two thin ‘windows’ are located at the proton beam entry point of the target canister in order to prevent the unwanted emission of nuclear fragments. Due to the high operating temperature (> 2000 °C) required for efficient release of radioisotopes, and the fact that the energy provided by impinging proton beam is not sufficient to maintain the target system above 2000 °C, an additional heating source is required. This requirement is met by attaching an external resistive heater to the target canister, which assists in the heating of the target and subsequent control/maintenance of optimal temperature.

Figure 1-6: SPES target system design and layout. [Cor13].

Figure 1-7: Generic target layout as shown by SPES prototype. Adapted from [Mon15].
In 2014, iThemba LABS and INFN conducted a successful collaborative online experiment to test a high-power Silicon Carbide (SiC) prototype target [Mon16]. This test confirmed the ability of finite element method (FEM) calculations to simulate temperature and mechanical stress profiles of the production target under realistic operating conditions [Bar18]. During this test a 66 MeV proton beam with 60 µA intensity, was injected into the target assembly comprising of 13 thin SiC discs housed in a graphite canister. SiC was chosen as a target material for this test due to its relatively low post-irradiation residual activity with the proton beam. The design of the SiC target used in the online test, is similar in its layout of core components (canister, discs and beam dumps) as that of the INFN SPES target and proposed iThemba LABS RIB target, discussed in this work.

During the 2014 online SiC test, it was possible to monitor the temperature of the first SiC disc, target canister and target beam dump. The measured temperatures of the SiC disc, canister and beam dump were compared against the simulated FEM computer model temperatures. The experimentally measured and FEM temperatures were found to be in good agreement, with the relative differences in temperature values between measured and FEM being 4.3%, 1.6% and 3.4%, for the first SiC disc, canister and beam dump [Mon16], respectively. These results thus served as confirmation of the validity of the FEM model to be used for thermal and mechanical stress analysis in the RIB design and modelling process.

1.7 Helium-6 User request

Resulting from the establishment of the iThemba LABS RIB project, a user request (by Prof. P. Papka) for a high intensity Helium-6 ($^6$He) beam was made for nuclear physics research, more specifically nuclear structure studies. Precision measurements of nuclear structure in very neutron-rich nuclei, of which $^6$He is the lightest, is of specific interest as it allows for investigations of aspects related to the nuclear configuration and nucleon interactions that are less prevalent in nuclei closer to stability [Mue07]. Additionally, access to intense $^6$He beams would open a plethora of additional nuclear physics research areas, such as low density nuclear interactions, asymmetric nucleus, shells for high-isospin interactions and collective motions of low density nuclear matter [Tan96], to name a few.
Figure 1-8: Illustration of $^6$He configuration. Blue spheres – neutrons, Red spheres – protons, with the two outlying, “orbiting” neutrons representing the “halo”. Adapted from [Lu13].

The $^6$He nucleus is unstable with respect to beta-decay, but with a measured half-life of 807 ms [Kne12], is considered to be sufficiently long to achieve production and acceleration via the Isotope On-Line Separation (ISOL) method.

This research works aims to design, model and optimise a radioactive-ion beam production target capable of producing high intensity $^6$He beams, based on the characteristics of the primary proton beam available for use at iThemba LABS.

1.8 Review of past, present and proposed $^6$He production facilities

The first documented case of $^6$He being produced for nuclear physics research purposes was in the early 1990s, through a collaboration between the Belgian universities of Louvain-la-Neuve, Brussels and Leuven [Huy11]. The collaboration project, called the Radioactive Ion Beam project, was housed at university of Louvain-la-Neuve. The Louvain-la-Neuve facility made use of a dual cyclotron providing 30 MeV proton beams at an intensity of 300 µA (9 kW beam power) [Ols93]. Louvain-la-Neuve produced $^6$He at a maximum intensity of $1.2 \times 10^6$ $^6$He/s (post accelerated) using the 9 kW proton beam impinging a lithium fluoride (LiF) target [Loi96]. The RIB facility at Louvain-la-Neuve was closed in 2009.

Currently the TRIUMF-ISAC facility in Canada and GANIL-SPIRAL1 facility in France have the capability to produce $^6$He beams at sufficient intensities for experimentation. The TRIUMF-ISAC facility is currently capable of producing $^6$He at an intensity of $\sim 5.0 \times 10^7$ $^6$He/s using a 32.5 kW proton beam impinging a silicon carbide (SiC) target [TRI18]. GANIL-SPIRAL1 makes use of a 2.5 kW $^{12}$C primary beam impinging a $^{12}$C target, capable of producing $^6$He beams at an intensity of $2.0 \times 10^8$ $^6$He/s [GAN16]. The GANIL facility is in the process of
upgrading the capacity for radioactive ion beam production, through the proposed SPIRAL-2 facility. GANIL-SPIRAL2 is predicted to be capable of producing $^6\text{He}$ at an intensity of $\sim 4.0 \times 10^{11} \, ^6\text{He}/\text{s}$ through the use of 200 kW deuteron ($^2\text{H}$) beam impinging a two-step target constituting a rotating carbon converter and beryllium oxide target [Sai10].

Facilities such as CERN-ISOLDE (Switzerland) and SOREQ-SARAF (Israel) have also proposed target designs for high intensity $^6\text{He}$ production, for future implementation at these facilities. CERN-ISOLDE plans to make use of a two-step target containing a tungsten convertor and beryllium oxide target, impinged by a 100 kW proton beam predicted to be capable of producing $\sim 2.0 \times 10^{13} \, ^6\text{He}/\text{s}$. Similar to that of SPIRAL2, the SOREQ-SARAF facility plans to use a deuteron beam with a power of 80 KW impinging a two-step target consisting of a lithium (Li) convertor and beryllium oxide target, which is predicted to yield $^6\text{He}$ at an intensity of $\sim 2.0 \times 10^{13} \, ^6\text{He}/\text{s}$ [Sai10].

The challenge for iThemba LABS is to design a target capable of $^6\text{He}$ production at appreciable intensities ($> 10^{10} \, ^6\text{He}/\text{s}$), comparable or better than the current $^6\text{He}$ production rates obtained by operational facilities.

### 1.9 iThemba LABS RIB Target design process

Initial design and modelling work conducted on the RIB target system for use at iThemba LABS, results of which are presented in this work, focused on graphite as the suitable target material. Graphite was chosen as a natural starting point, as it has been relatively well investigated and modelled by the INFN SPES project team, and therefore the design of the graphite target was used as a means to calibrate/validate the computer models to be used during the design of the iThemba LABS RIB target to that of the experimentally verified SPES computer models. From the outset of this research work, it was well known that boron carbide ($\text{B}_4\text{C}$) was a more beneficial target material, as a result of its higher $^6\text{He}$ yield, which was verified by preliminary target yield results obtained from the computer code used to simulate reactions. An order of magnitude increase in $^6\text{He}$ production was observed from simulation results when using boron carbide as opposed to graphite as the target material. Further optimisation, using the design and modelling process shown in figure 1-5 above, was then conducted for the boron carbide RIB target. Lastly, a two-step RIB target using Beryllium Oxide (BeO) was partially evaluated as an alternative high $^6\text{He}$ yielding target, as Beryllium was known (from literature) to be a good material for the production of neutron rich light nuclei. However, the modelling and design process could not be completed on this target, due to the
lack of critical material specification information required to conduct feasible thermo-mechanical simulations.

This work presents the technical aspects (of both the physics and engineering fields) investigated and analysed within the target design process, resulting in the design of an optimised RIB target to produce high $^6$He yields at iThemba LABS.
CHAPTER 2: TARGET DESIGN METHODOLOGY

2.1 Designing the RIB target

When selecting a RIB production target, it is important to optimize the primary beam and target combination with respect to the highest achievable production cross-section and the lowest quantity of undesired nuclei (contaminants) [Van06]. The production of isotopes will be dependent on the nuclear reactions occurring when the primary beam and target material interact. The class of reaction(s) could be direct, compound, spallation and/or fission reactions (these reactions are described in detail in section 2.2.1). Additionally, consideration should be given to the use of a target material that can withstand the highest possible beam currents, within its operational safety envelope. The following section deals with the factors to be considered when selecting a RIB production target, and the system characteristics which influence these factors.

2.1.1 Isotope production in the RIB target

A major objective for any ISOL facility is maximizing the RIB intensity, which can be analytically described by the following equation:

\[
I = \Phi \cdot \sigma \cdot N_{target} \cdot \varepsilon_{Diff} \cdot \varepsilon_{Eff} \cdot \varepsilon_{ion} \cdot \varepsilon_{MS},
\]

where \( I \) is the intensity of the radioactive-ion beam, \( \Phi \) the primary beam intensity, \( \sigma \) the production reaction cross section and \( N_{target} \) the number of target atoms per surface area. The reaction cross section is an energy dependent measure of the probability that a nuclear reaction will occur during the interaction between the primary beam and the target, and can be expressed as follows:

\[
P_{reaction} = n \cdot x \cdot \sigma,
\]

where \( P_{reaction} \) is the reaction probability per beam particle, \( n \) the number of target atoms per unit volume, \( x \) the target thickness and \( \sigma \) the reaction cross section (usually expressed in cm\(^2\) or barns, 1 barn = 10\(^{-24}\) cm\(^2\)).
The efficiency terms are denoted as follows: $\epsilon_{Diff}$ is the efficiency for the radioactive atoms of interest to migrate out of the target material (diffusion), $\epsilon_{Eff}$ is the efficiency for the transfer of these atoms (from the target material) through the transfer line (effusion), $\epsilon_{Ion}$ is the efficiency of ionisation and $\epsilon_{MS}$ is the efficiency of mass separation.

The losses as a result of decay are included in the individual efficiencies, $\epsilon$, which are dependent on the speed of release and transport and the lifetime of the isotope under consideration [Kös03]. Selectivity of separation is another important parameter to be considered, as the use of a less selective method would result in a higher isobaric background. This higher isobaric background would require the collection of more data in order to obtain a significant signal above the background for an exotic isotope [Kös03]. The accuracy of the modelling of these processes is crucial for predicting the radioactive-ion beam yield, and in addition, for the study of target optimisation.

Optimising the radioactive-ion beam yield can prove to be rather complex, as all the optimisation factors are interdependent. It is noted for example, that increasing the number of target atoms impinged by the primary beam by means of increasing the target length would be theoretically possible if the primary beam energy is high enough to provide sufficient penetration range. However, the increase in target length, would result in longer release time of the product nuclei and could thus reduce the radioactive-ion beam yield, unless changes to the target geometry (such as splitting the target into a number of wafers/discs with the same total effective ‘increased’ target length) is made to counteract the increased release time. The radioactive-ion beam yield is thus strongly dependent of the exact target geometry and the interplay between the effusion and diffusion processes [Kös03]. Therefore, the optimisation of target size and geometry needs to be done individually, in a somewhat iterative manner.

2.1.2 RIB target requirements

In addition to the material’s reaction cross section and isotope release efficiency (geometric consideration) as discussed in the preceding sections, the following target material properties are desirable [Bro96] for the production of light neutron rich isotopes ($^6$He) at a RIB production facility:

- High melting/sublimation point
- High thermal conductivity
- Chemically inert – minimal corrosion
• Radiation damage resistance
• Target material composition – minimal impurities
• Material availability and cost

The thickness of the production target is chosen in order to maximize the production rate, more specifically the desired yield. The production target is often of sufficient thickness to stop the impinging primary beam delivered from the accelerator. The beam power deposited into the target results in a temperature increase of the target material, and introduces thermo-mechanical stresses. The target lifetime is thus determined by the time in which the target is able to operate under these thermo-mechanical conditions, before failing due to cracking, sintering or evaporation. In order for a target to be considered useful, a target lifetime of at least a few weeks is usually required [Str04], although not always achieved.

2.1.3 RIB target modelling – Computer simulations

The RIB production target design can be divided into two phases/categories, starting with the modelling and analysis of the production reactions occurring during the primary beam-production target interaction and secondly, modelling of the energy transfer and material effects occurring in the target system as a result of the production reactions taking place. Due to the statistical nature of the processes involved in production reactions and the complex numerical solutions required to analyse the mechanical and thermal effects on the target materials resulting from the production reactions, computer simulations are used to model and analyse these complex multi-variable problems. These computer simulations allow for the solutions of large equation sets within the user defined physical boundaries (i.e. target material properties, target geometry, primary beam properties, etc.). The following aspects of RIB target design are modelled/analysed/solved using computer simulations:

• Nuclear reactions and decay processes occurring during the interaction of the primary beam and target - provide details regarding the species and their quantities produced in this interaction.
• Energy transfer mechanisms during the primary beam and target material interaction – provide details regarding the energy deposited into the target by the primary beam and energy released as a result of the nuclear reactions occurring during the interaction.
• **Thermal and mechanical analysis** of target system materials — provides details regarding the thermal and mechanical effects undergone by the materials in the target system as a result of the energies imparted on it during operation.

• **Release of reaction products** — provide details regarding the rate at which reaction products are released from the target system.

The computer simulated aspects listed above, except that of the release of reaction products, are employed in this research work and will be described in further detail in the remainder of this chapter.

### 2.2 Nuclear Physics Aspects

The two most important nuclear physics aspects as it relates to the modelling of a RIB target, is that of nuclear reactions and nuclear decay. The ability to accurately predict and model, by means of computer simulations, the nuclear reactions taking place during the beam-target material interaction and the subsequent nuclear decay processes undergone by the produced radioactive nuclides, is a key criterion in RIB target design. These aspects (nuclear reactions and nuclear decay), relevant to the experimental energy range (< 100 MeV) considered in this work, are discussed in the sub-sections to follow.

#### 2.2.1 Nuclear reactions

A *nuclear reaction* occurs when a particle (e.g. proton, neutron) strikes a nucleus, resulting in an interaction between particles. Depending on the energy of the incoming particle, different types of reactions, also known as reaction channels, could occur. A simple reaction is generally written as follows [Kra88]:

\[
A + a \rightarrow B + b .
\]

Or more concisely:

\[
A(a, b)B ,
\]

where \(A\) is the target nucleus, \(a\) the incident particle, \(B\) the residual nucleus and \(b\) the ejectile.
In the production of RIBs, the most commonly employed reaction channels/types are direct, compound, spallation and fragmentation reactions. Although not all of these reaction types are relevant to this research work (e.g. compound reactions), they are briefly elaborated on below.

**Compound reactions**

A compound reaction is a two-step process in which the incident particle \(a\) and target nucleus \(A\) merge, forming an intermediate ‘compound nucleus’ \(C^*\) before de-exciting by releasing one or more particles through evaporation. Compound reactions generally occur in a time period \(< 10^{-16}\) seconds. The most common final state is one in which two classes of final products are formed, the evaporated (ejected) particles \(b\) plus the residual nuclides \(B\), as follows [Ber04]:

\[
A + a \rightarrow C^* \rightarrow B + b.
\]

**Direct reactions**

A direct reaction is a reaction in which the incident particle probes the nucleus and in doing so, proceeds directly from an initial state to a final state without the formation of an intermediate compound nucleus. Direct reactions generally occur with incident particle energy \(> 20\) MeV/A and in a time period in the order of \(10^{-22}\) seconds, considered ‘fast’ when compared to compound reactions [Ber04]. There are various types of direct reactions, described as follows [Ber04] [Kra88]:

- **Elastic scattering**: In elastic scattering reactions the target nucleus remains unchanged and in its ground state.
- **Inelastic scattering**: In inelastic scattering reactions the target nucleus is left in an excited energy state.
- **Transfer reactions**: In a transfer reaction, the transfer (or rearrangement) of nucleons between the target nucleus and incident particle occurs. There are two sub-groups of transfer reactions:
  - **Stripping** – a nucleon (or nucleons) is transferred from the incident particle to the target nucleus
  - **Pickup** – a nucleon (or nucleons) is transferred from the target nucleus to the incident particle (which becomes the ejectile)
- **Knock-out reaction:** In a knock-out reaction the incident \((a)\) and ejectile \((b)\) is the same, but the reaction causes another nucleon to be ejected from the target nucleus, separately.

- **Break-up reactions:** In a breakup reaction one or more particles are emitted from the target nucleus after interaction with the incident particle. The incident particle is not always present in the final reaction state.

**Fission reactions**

The fission reaction/process was discovered in the late 1930s, shortly after James Chadwick’s prolific discovery of the neutron in 1932. Subsequent to the discovery of the neutron, it was soon realised that thermal neutrons could induce splitting of the nucleus. The fission reaction, by means of neutron induced nucleus splitting would from this point on, go on to be one of the most significant industrialised nuclear processes on Earth. Fission reactions are more applicable to the production of heavy neutron rich nuclei and are generally not prevalent in the production of light neutron rich nuclei, such as \(^{6}\)He (considered in this work).

Fission reactions are classified into two groups, spontaneous fission and induced fission. Spontaneous fission occurs when an unstable nucleus splits up in order to attain a more stable state and in doing so, releases energy, fission fragments and particles. Induced fission occurs when a material is bombarded by particles such as protons or neutrons, resulting in a release of energy, fission fragments and particles [Gar16].

**Spallation reactions**

Spallation is a nuclear reaction in which a light projectile, such as a proton or neutron with kinetic energy ranging from several tens of MeV to several GeV, interacts with a heavy nucleus (production target) and results in the emission of a large number of hadrons (mostly neutrons) or reaction fragments [Krá10]. The two most important aspects in spallation reactions are spallation products (residual nuclei) and spallation neutrons. Spallation reactions occur in two stages, namely intra-nuclear cascade (INC) and de-excitation.
The intra-nuclear cascade is a fast and direct stage, approximated to occur within $10^{-22}$ seconds. The incoming light projectile (i.e. proton) distributes its kinetic energy to the nucleons in the target material by elastic collisions, which results in a cascade of nucleon-nucleon collisions [Pfü12]. These fast proceeding nucleon-nucleon interactions lead to the ejection of some of the nucleons from the nucleus as well as to the excitation of the residual nucleus [Mon05], as depicted in figure 2-1, above. The subsequent de-excitation of the residual nucleus proceeds via two stages, namely evaporation and fission. The residual nucleus reduces its energy by isotropic evaporation of neutrons or light nuclei, such as alphas, helions, deuterium, tritium, with energies up to $\approx 40$ MeV [Mon05]. In the second de-excitation process, fission, the residual nucleus is split into two fragments of different masses. When the excitation energy of the nucleus becomes less than the binding energy, typically around 8 MeV, the nucleus does not have enough energy to emit neutrons and thus de-excites via gamma emission [Krá10]. At the end of the de-excitation stage, the resulting nucleus is usually radioactive and will undergo nuclear decay until it reaches a stable state.

The above mentioned processes deposit heat in the target material, primarily from ionisation energy loss of the incoming projectile, as well as the kinetic energy of the nuclear collision interactions.
2.2.2 Nuclear Decay processes

As discussed in section 1.1, nuclei far from the valley of beta stability, characterised by their excess or shortage of neutrons, are unstable and therefore radioactive. The radioactive nuclei decay to a stable state by emitting different particles or electromagnetic radiation, dependent on the nature of the given nucleus. These nuclear decay mechanisms are therefore responsible for the transmutation of reaction products produced in the RIB system. Before elaborating on these decay mechanisms, an interlinking concept, known as half-life is worth discussing in sufficient detail.

The half-life is the measure of how quickly an unstable nucleus (radioactive) will decay. Half-lives can range from a fraction of a second to billions of years, as represented in figure 2-2 below. The radioactive half-life for a radioisotope is essentially a measure of the probability of the given nucleus to decay/disintegrate [Nav17]. The half-life of a radioisotope is independent of the physical state, temperature, pressure and any other external influence. Radioactive decay is a statistical process which is dependent on the instability of the particular radioisotope, but which for any given nucleus in a sample is completely unpredictable [Nav17]. Half-life can be mathematically expressed by starting with what is known as the decay constant ($\lambda$), given as follows:

$$dN = -\lambda . N . dt .$$

Rearranging:

$$\lambda = \frac{(dN/dt)}{N},$$

where $N$ is the number of radioactive nuclei present at time $t$. The right hand side of the above equation is the probability per unit time for the decay of an atom. Integrating the equation above leads to the exponential law of radioactive decay, expressed as:

$$N(t) = N_0 e^{-\lambda t},$$

where $N_0$ is the original number of nuclei present at $t = 0$. The half-life ($t_{1/2}$) of a nuclide can now be expressed, as the time required for half of the original number of nuclei to decay, thus $N = N_0/2$. Solving the above equation:
\[ t_{1/2} = \frac{\ln(2)}{\lambda}. \]

There are generally four types of decay mechanisms which can occur, described as follows:

- **Alpha Decay:**

  Alpha decay generally occurs in elements with a proton number, \( Z > 83 \), and is characterised by the emission of an alpha particle, or more descriptively, a helium
nucleus ($^4\text{He}$) containing 2 protons and 2 neutrons. An example of such a decay process/reaction is shown as follows:

$$^{263}_{106}\text{Sg} \rightarrow ^{259}_{104}\text{Rf} + \frac{1}{2}\text{He}$$

- **Beta Decay and Electron capture:**

Beta decay can occur by three modes, namely beta-minus ($\beta^-$) decay, beta-plus ($\beta^+$) decay and electron capture. Beta-minus decay is the process in which a neutron is converted into a proton, accompanied by the emission of an electron ($\beta^-$ particle) and an antineutrino ($\bar{\nu}$). Beta-minus decay thus results in $Z$ being increased by 1 and $A$ remaining constant. Beta-minus decay is specific to neutron-rich nuclei, and by undergoing this process of removing excess neutrons, the resultant nuclei moves closer to the valley of beta-stability [Fri81]. An example of the $\beta^-$ decay process is shown as follows:

$$n \rightarrow p^+ + \beta^- + \bar{\nu}$$

In contrast, $\beta^+$ decay, is the process in which a proton is converted to a neutron, accompanied by the emission of a positron ($\beta^+$ particle) and a neutrino ($\nu$). Beta-plus decay thus results in $Z$ being reduced by 1 and $A$ remaining constant. Beta-plus decay is specific to neutron-deficient nuclei, and by undergoing this process of neutron addition, the resultant nuclei move closer to the valley of beta-stability. An example of the beta-plus decay process is shown as follows:

$$p^+ \rightarrow n + \beta^+ + \nu$$

Electron capture is the competing reaction/process of the $\beta^+$ decay, and has the same net effect on the atom in question, with $Z$ being reduced by 1 and $A$ remaining constant. Electron capture proceeds when an orbital electron of a given nucleus is captured by a proton in the said nucleus, resulting in the emission of a neutrino ($\nu$) [Che12].

- **Gamma ray emission:**

Decay via gamma-ray emission differs from the other 3 decay mechanisms as it does not result in a change in proton number ($Z$) or mass number ($A$) of the nucleus.
undergoing this type of decay. When a nucleus undergoes alpha or beta decay, a newly formed nucleus is produced, referred to as the ‘daughter nucleus’. Since this daughter nucleus is usually in an excited state, it emits its excess energy through electromagnetic radiation, also known as gamma rays, in order to reach a stable state. An example of the gamma-ray emission process is shown as follows:

$$^{137}_{56}\text{Ba} \rightarrow ^{137}_{56}\text{Ba} + \gamma$$

- **Spontaneous fission:**

Spontaneous fission is the phenomenon in which a heavy nucleus spontaneously breaks apart, forming two large fragments accompanied by neutron emission [Fri81]. An example of the spontaneous fission process is shown as follows:

$$^{254}_{96}\text{Cf} \rightarrow ^{118}_{46}\text{Pd} + ^{132}_{52}\text{Te} + 4^1_0\text{n}$$

### 2.3 Energy Transfer Mechanisms

A key aspect of RIB target design is the modelling and analysis of the energy transfer mechanisms occurring during operation. This analysis is conducted by means of computer simulations, which can provide detailed information regarding the energy deposited into the target by the primary beam during the beam-target interaction.

The stopping power of a material is defined as the rate at which a given particle loses energy per unit path length when impinging on the material [Ros14]. The mathematical derivation of this stopping power is known as the Bethe-Bloch formula, and is expressed as follows [Ros14]:

$$- \frac{dE}{dx} = \left(\frac{Ze^2}{4\pi\varepsilon_0}\right)^2 \frac{4\pi Z \rho N_A}{Amv^2} \left[ \ln \left( \frac{2mv^2}{I} \right) - \ln(1 - \beta^2) - \beta^2 \right],$$

where $Ze$ is the particle’s electronic charge, $m$ the mass of an electron, $N_A$ Avogadro’s number, $A$ and $Z$ the atomic mass number and proton number respectively, $\rho$ the density of the stopping material and $\nu = \beta c$ the velocity of the ion. Most light particles are stripped of their electrons when moving through matter and, hence, the charge of the impinging light particle can be considered equal to $Ze$. The quantity, $I$, is the energy required to ionise an atom in the material and is considered as an empirical parameter used as $I \approx 11Z$ eV.
The stopping range for materials is commonly expressed in units of energy loss per mass per unit area (i.e. MeV.mg\textsuperscript{-1}.cm\textsuperscript{2}), which is obtained by dividing the stopping power, $-dE/dx$, by the density of the material [Ros14].

It should be noted that two types of stopping, namely electronic and nuclear, are present when a projectile impinges a target material. Electronic stopping occurs as a result of the collisions between the impinging particle and the electrons of the target material and leads to excitation and ionisation of target atoms as well as energy loss of the impinging particle. In contrast, nuclear stopping is a result of the elastic collisions between the impinging particles and target material’s nuclei [Bos11]. The total stopping power of a material is given as the sum of the electronic and nuclear stopping power. For interactions involving a light particle impinging a heavy target, the nuclear stopping power is considered negligible in comparison to the electronic stopping powers, with the nuclear stopping power increasing the heavier the impinging particle is. Additionally, at high primary/impinging particle velocities (typically > keV), electronic stopping is the dominant stopping mechanism [Yos16]. Figure 2-3 below illustrates the total, electronic and nuclear stopping power of a proton impinging on graphite. From figure 2-3 it is noted that the contribution of the nuclear stopping power to the total stopping power is negligible, as it is numerous orders of magnitude lower than that of the electronic stopping power across the depicted energy range (keV to GeV), with the contribution decreasing with an increase in proton energy. Since this research work only considers high energy (> MeV) light particles (protons) impinging heavy targets, the total stopping power is considered to be that of the material’s electronic stopping power.

![Figure 2-3: Stopping power of protons in graphite (ρ = 1.7 g/cm³). Adapted from source [Sel93].](image)
Additionally, when an incident particle travels through the material, ionising atoms and depositing energy along its path, a maximum peak in stopping power is noted just before the particle comes to rest (kinetic energy \( \sim 0 \)) [Bro16]. This maximum peak in stopping power is known as the Bragg peak, discovered by British physicist Sir William Henry Bragg in 1903.

The Bragg peak occurs as a result of the interaction cross section increasing as the charged particle’s energy decreases. The energy lost by charged particles is inversely proportional to the square of their velocity, due to greater time spent in the negative electron field when the particle velocity is low and hence the peak occurs just before the particle comes to rest [Nuc17]. Slight variations in the Bragg curve for a given material with the same incident particles and initial energy could be noted as a result of what is known as straggling. The straggling effect is due to the fact that microscopic interactions involving any specific particle will have some measure of random variation as a result of the statistical nature of the energy loss process which consists of a large number of individual collisions [Nuc17]. Figure 2-4 below, illustrates the typical profile of a Bragg curve.

![Bragg Curve Diagram](image)

**Figure 2-4**: Generic illustration of a Bragg curve, with Bragg peak towards the end of the particle range [Ros14].

In this research work, the computer code/software, SRIM, was employed to calculate the stopping powers of the proposed RIB target materials. SRIM, *Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter*, is a widely applied collection of software packages which is able to calculate many features of the transport of ions in matter. SRIM allows for quick calculations which produce tables of stopping powers, range and straggling distributions for any ion at any energy in any elemental target [Zie10].
2.4 Solving the RIB Physics problem – FLUKA

FLUKA (FLUktuierende KAskade), is described as a general purpose tool for calculations of particle transport and interaction with matter [Fer05]. The original FLUKA code was written in the 1960s for the purpose of designing shielding systems in high energy proton beam accelerators. Over the years, FLUKA was gradually developed to cover a large variety of applications, which include neutrino physics, cosmic ray physics, calorimetry, radiation protection, activation studies and many more [Wür16]. FLUKA is an ideal tool for modelling, analysing and solving the nuclear physics aspects of RIB target design as discussed in sections 2.2 and 2.3 above.

In this research work, FLUKA is used to simulate the various nuclear reactions occurring during the primary beam and RIB target interaction as well as to provide an indication of the residual nuclide yields to be expected from these reactions, based on the experimental parameters provided. Additionally, FLUKA is used to calculate the energy deposition of the primary beam in the target material, which is subsequently used (in engineering software packages, to be discussed in section 2.5) to model and analyse the thermal and mechanical (thermo-mechanical) loads undergone by the RIB target system materials during operation.

Some of the key aspects of FLUKA are briefly discussed in the sub-sections to follow.

2.4.1 Monte Carlo method

The FLUKA software package employs the Monte Carlo simulation method to predict the outcomes of various physics models, with given input parameters, and provides results/outputs with a minimal set of free parameters fixed for all energy/target/projectile combinations. FLUKA is able to simulate, to a high degree of accuracy, the interaction and propagation in matter of about 60 different particles (neutrinos, neutrons, hadrons, photons, electrons, etc.), for a vast array of ‘particle dependent’ energy ranges [Wür16].

The Monte Carlo (MC) method can be defined as a class of computational algorithms which makes use of repeated random sampling to compute results [Rub16]. These algorithms are constructed from insight into a given physical system described by natural laws and numerical methods in the form of differential equations. The algorithm is then coded into a computer program and executed to produce results, in the form of desired output parameters of the
physical system. The coding of algorithms containing the MC method (repeated random sampling) is therefore referred to as a Monte Carlo simulation (and/or simulation code).

MC simulation can therefore be considered as a methodical way of conducting a “what-if analysis”, using mathematical models [Ray08]. These mathematical models rely on a number of input parameters, which produce one or more outputs, when processed through the mathematical formulas in the model [Ray08], as depicted in figure 2-5, below.

![Input Data → Math Model → Output Analysis](image)

Figure 2-5: Mathematical model process flow diagram [Ray08].

In MC simulation, the statistical distribution to be used as a source for each of the input parameters is identified. Random samples are then drawn from each distribution, representing the values of the input variables. For each set of input parameters, a set of output parameters is produced. The value of each output parameter is thus one outcome scenario in the simulation run [Ray08].

### 2.4.2 FLUKA – Code aspects

#### PEANUT Model

In FLUKA, nuclear reactions below 1 GeV are computed using the PEANUT model. The PEANUT (Pre-Equilibrium Approach to Nuclear Thermalisation) model accounts for the following nuclear processes: intranuclear cascades (INC), pre-equilibrium emission, evaporation and de-excitation [Fas03].

Within the Intranuclear cascade (INC) component of the PEANUT model, relativistic kinematics are applied, with accurate conservation of energy and momentum, with the inclusion of the recoil energy and momentum of the residual nucleus. All particles are transported along paths which are subject to the shape of the Coulomb and nuclear potentials, allowing for refraction and reflection at the nuclear surface to be accounted for and the Coulomb effects to be accurately described [Fas94].
Particle Transport

Within the confines of four assumptions – (1) particles travel in straight paths with no energy losses between collision points, (2) particles undergo a collision per unit distance with probability \( P(t) \), (3) the transition time between entering and leaving a collision is negligible, and (4) the particle transport being simulated is linear [Car75], a generic description of the particle transport mechanism occurring during FLUKA simulation can be given as follows:

Considering a particle in Cartesian coordinates, with its origin being \((x, y, z)\) and direction of flight specified by direction cosines as \((u, v, w)\). The new position of this particle after travelling a distance \( k \) would thus be \((x', y', z') = (x, y, z) + k(u, v, w)\). The free distance travelled, \( k \), is a function of the material the particle interacts with, the type of particle and the energy of the particle [Car75].

Once the particle has travelled its free path, the collision takes place which results in a variety of interactions with various particles of the target material. FLUKA is designed to solve transport problems consisting of shared regions. The material properties within each region are uniform in order to make the data storage traceable. The region’s boundaries are specified by one or more quadratic surfaces of the general form:

\[
A x^2 + B y^2 + C z^2 + D xy + E yz + F zx + G x + H y + J z + K = 0 ,
\]

where \(A, B, C, ..., K\) are constants [Car75]. For a simple surface, such as a plane, sphere, or cylinder, several of these coefficients are zero, and FLUKA thus treats these as special cases of the more general equation in order to save computation time.

Estimators and “Scoring” process

Any result produced in a Monte Carlo calculation is obtained by summing up the contributions to the “score” or “tally” of a user defined detector. A detector is the Monte Carlo equivalent of a measurement device. In FLUKA, each detector, also referred to as an estimator, is designed to estimate one or more radiometric quantities, with the final score/tally being a statistical estimation of the average value of the corresponding population [Fer05]. As in experimental measurements, it is possible to compute a standard deviation by running several independent computations.
2.4.3 FLUKA – Input file and simulation properties

In FLUKA, the framework and conditions for simulation are defined in a user developed input file. These input files consist of a various number of ‘commands’ (also referred to as ‘options’), with each command containing one or more ‘lines’ (also referred to as ‘cards’). In addition to the FLUKA commands, the input files may contain the description of the geometry of the experimental set-up to be simulated. The detail of this geometric description is provided by means of specific geometry ‘command cards’ [Fer05].

The typical, generic layout of a FLUKA input file could be described as follows:

- Simulation title
- Description of experimental geometry
- Definition of experimental material
  - When using user-defined material and/or material properties
- Material assignments
  - Regions of the experimental geometry are to be assigned a specific material
- Definition of particle source
  - Including particle type, initial position, travel path, distribution profile, energy (momentum)
- Definition of detectors
  - Various detectors (estimators) can be defined, corresponding to different quantities and to different algorithms used to estimate them.
- Definition of optional problem settings
  - Settings such as energy cut-offs, step size, physical effects not simulated by default, particles not to be transported
- Initialization of the random number sequence
  - Mandatory for the estimation of the statistical errors
- Starting signal and number of requested histories

One of the most important aspects to define accurately are the characteristics of the primary particle beam. The parameters of the particle beam are defined in the cards “BEAM” and “BEAMPOS”. In “BEAM” the particle beam type (proton, neutron, deuteron, etc.) and energy (momentum) are defined, whereas the beam’s starting co-ordinates and direction are defined in the “BEAMPOS” card. These two cards can also be used to define particle beams having angular or momentum distributions (i.e. Gaussian or rectangular), as is the case in this thesis.
work (discussed in section 2.6.1.1). The “PART-THR” card defines the transport cut-off energy for hadrons (e.g. protons), muons and neutrinos. In order to override the standard FLUKA defaults for some physics processes, the “PHYSICS” card is used. As applied in this research work, the “PHYSICS” card in set to activate ‘new evaporation with heavy fragmentation’, allowing for the modelling of the evaporation process of fragments up to mass number, $A = 24$, which is critical for the calculation of residual nuclei.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th><em>Themba LABS B4C Target</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy threshold for protons, otherwise they stop too early</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>PART-THR</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Energy $\rightarrow$ Part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>EVAPORAT $\rightarrow$ Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define the beam characteristics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta E$: Flat $\rightarrow$ Gauss $\rightarrow$ X(1FWHM): 1.175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define the beam position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAMPOS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$: 1 $\rightarrow$ 0 $\rightarrow$ z: 1 $\rightarrow$ 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rightarrow$ Positive $\rightarrow$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2-6: Example of FLUKA “BEAM” and “BEAMPOS” cards.

FLUKA can handle both elemental and compound materials, the cards “MATERIAL” and “COMPOUND” are used to define these, respectively. The “ASSIGNMA” card, assigns the material or compound to a given region in the geometry. Two predefined ‘materials’ in FLUKA are worth mentioning due to their extensive use in FLUKA simulations, these are “BLCKHOLE” and “VACUUM”. Where the predefined “BLCKHOLE” is a material with infinite absorbance and “VACUUM” is a material with no absorbance.

Using the “RANDOMIZ” card, random number sequences can be generated, allowing several simulation jobs to run in parallel. The card “START” allows the user to set the number of primaries/particles to be simulated upon execution of the simulation.

### 2.4.4 FLUKA – Outputs

The outputs obtained from FLUKA are all explicitly requested by user defined scoring options (also referred to as scoring ‘cards’), as no default detector(s) are available. There are different input options corresponding to different types of detectors. The detectors/scoring cards relevant to this thesis work are briefly discussed in the sub-sections to follow.

**USRBIN**

Similar quantities can be scored in a uniform spatial mesh which is independent of geometry, called a “binning”, by means of FLUKA defined scoring card, USRBIN. There are several
binning types, namely, Cartesian, 2D-cylindrical, 3D-cylindrical and more complex phase space structures. It is possible to use USRBIN to score dose, particle density and fluence distributions [Fer05]. USRBIN results are displayed as colour plots, with each colour corresponding to a pre-defined range of values.

**USRBDX**

The scoring card USRBDX calculates fluence averaged over the boundary between two geometry regions (e.g. across the surface of a material). It is therefore a boundary crossing estimator, scoring fluence as the surface density of cross particles weighted with the secant of the angle between the trajectory and normal to the boundary at the crossing point [Fer05]. The USRBDX results obtained can account (on user request) for particles crossing the boundary from either side or from one side only, and are in the form of double-differential energy and angular spectra.

**USRYIELD**

The scoring card USRYIELD is a multi-purpose estimator option, which can score several different double-differential quantities. The most common application of this card is for scoring the energy-angle double differential yield of particles escaping from a target, with the angle being with respect to a fixed directions [Fer05]. Energy and angle can be replaced by many other variables, such as momentum and rapidity.

**RESNUCLEi**

Scoring the production of residual nuclei can be conducted with the scoring card RESNUCLEi. The results obtained are provided through the scoring of residual nuclei after inelastic hadronic interactions and may include nuclei produced in low-energy ($E < 20 \text{ MeV}$) neutron interactions, provided the corresponding information is available in the neutron cross-section library for the material of interest [Fer05].

### 2.5 Release of reaction products from a RIB target

Another significant physical factor for a RIB production target is its ability to release the desired nuclides at a rate that is faster or comparable to the radioactive decay rate of the desired nuclei. Three release processes, namely diffusion, adsorption and effusion, are to be considered during target design and are all strongly temperature dependent [Str04]. The
targets are thus operated at the highest possible temperature (often in excess of 2000 °C), within its thermo-mechanical restrictions. In order to fully capitalize on the favourable effect of high temperature target operation, short diffusion paths within the target are generally required. Short diffusion paths, achieved by the use of thin fibre, powder or high voidage material structures, assist in minimizing losses due to radioactive decay during the period in which the nuclei diffuses from the target material matrix. In addition, an open material structure is favourable, allowing the desired nuclei to diffuse out of the target material matrix and into a collection chamber from which it can be extracted for further use in the RIB production process (ion-source, post-acceleration).

Once radioactive nuclei are generated within the target matrix, they migrate (diffusion process) with a given direction and speed, directly related to the operating temperature and microstructure of the target material. Once the nuclei migrate to the surface of the target material, certain nuclei would typically move in the surrounding target system volume (target canister), undergoing several collisions, before migrating through a transfer line (effusion process) directly connected to the target system, to reach the ion source. The term ‘release time’, is used to describe the time elapsed between the moment a given nucleus is produced to the moment this nucleus is extracted from the ion source. The release time is dependent on the diffusion from the target material, desorption (adsorption process) from the material surface and the effusion to the ion source exit [Van06]. During operation, collisions between the produced nuclei and the target system’s internal components (often called ‘sticking’), can have an increasing effect on the release time. Additionally, the release time could be increased by chemical reactions and re-diffusion inside the target material. Re-diffusion is generally uncommon, as target systems are typically operated at temperatures high enough to ensure that re-diffusion does not occur [Cor13].

For the case of “thin” target materials (e.g. discs/wafers), the thickness of the target is significantly smaller than its other dimensions. Diffusion is therefore only considered in the direction perpendicular to the surface of the foil. The diffusion process can be analytically described by means of Fick’s second law of diffusion, as follows [Ego16]:

\[
\frac{\partial C(\vec{x}, t)}{\partial t} = \nabla \cdot (D(\vec{x}) \nabla C(\vec{x}, t)).
\]

Accounting only for the perpendicular component \(x\), the above equation can be further simplified to:
\[
\frac{\partial C(x, t)}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ D(\bar{x}) \frac{\partial C(x, t)}{\partial x} \right],
\]

where \( D \) is the diffusion coefficient of the diffusing species/nuclei in the material and \( C \) the concentration profile of the species/nuclei. The Arrhenius law is used to describe the temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient, shown as follows [Ego16]:

\[
D = D_0 \exp \left[ -\frac{\Delta H}{RT} \right],
\]

where \( T \) is the absolute temperature, \( \Delta H \) the activation enthalpy of diffusion and \( R \) the universal gas constant. The above equation shows that the diffusion coefficient increases with increasing temperature, and it is for this reason that ISOL targets are required to be operated at high temperature.

In order to model/simulate the release of \(^6\)He from the RIB targets proposed in this work, the use of RIBO (Radioactive-ion Beam Optimizer), a Monte Carlo code which is able to track the paths of point-like objects (namely atoms or photons) moving within solid (and even moving) boundaries [San05], was considered. RIBO was developed under the EURISOL (European Isotope Separation Online) project, with the intent of simulating the main phenomena involved in isotope extraction and ion beam formation, namely, diffusion, effusion, ionization, and ion transport. However, private communication with the INFN SPES project leader indicated that based on user experience, the RIBO code has proven to be unreliable and thus the use of RIBO was not advised.

Therefore, the release of reaction products was not simulated due to the unavailability of reliable computer codes for this application, coupled with the lack of information in literature pertaining to diffusion coefficients of \(^6\)He diffusing from the target materials considered in this work (i.e. graphite, boron carbide and beryllium oxide). The release of \(^6\)He from these target materials, thus requires experimental measurement for future refinement of this RIB target design study.

It should be noted however, that study was conducted by Stora et al. [Sto12] at CERN-ISOLDE in 2012, in which the release efficiency of \(^6\)He from a two-step target, with tungsten (W) as the convertor and beryllium oxide (BeO) as the target material, was investigated. The extraction efficiency from the hot BeO target was measured in the temperature range from 700 to 1400 °C. This study found that 82% of the \(^6\)He produced in-target was extracted at 1400 °C.
Although this study does not have direct application/bearing on this research work, it provides confidence that an appreciable quantity of $^6$He can be extracted from solid targets at high temperatures.

Although the isotope release has not been calculated/simulated in this research work, the principles applied for reduction in release times, namely, high temperature target operation and low target material thickness, are taken into account during the RIB target design process.

2.6 Engineering Fundamentals of Materials

In order to link the before mentioned physics aspects related to the energy transfer mechanisms present during RIB target operation and the material engineering aspects (both mechanical and thermal) of the RIB target, the following concepts (in the sub-sections to follow) require a detailed description.

2.6.1 Mechanical Properties of materials

The mechanical properties of materials are dependent on the composition and microstructure of the specific material. The strength and ductility of a given material are directly related to material composition, mechanisms of bonding, defects and crystal structures. The following sections provide a review of the fundamental mechanical properties of materials and their behaviour under applied loads.

2.6.1.1 Stress and Strain

Stress is considered as the intensity of force, measured in terms of force per unit area of the surface upon which it acts [Ask11] [Roy08]. Three categories of stress exists, namely tensile, compressive and shear stresses. Tensile and compressive stresses are considered normal stresses, where a normal stress arises when the force applied acts perpendicular to the area of interest. Tension causes elongation in the direction of the applied force, whereas compression causes shortening. A shear stress results when the applied force acts in a direction parallel to the area of interest [Ask11].
Strain is defined as the change in dimension per unit length [Ask11]. Elastic strain is defined as strain which is completely recoverable from an applied stress. The strain is said to be elastic if it develops as soon as the force is applied, remains for the period during which the load/force is applied, and is recovered when the force is removed.

Strain in the direction of the applied load is referred to as the normal strain, expressed as follows:

\[ \varepsilon_y = \frac{\delta_y}{L} \]

The above equation defines the normal strain as the ratio of elongation/stretching to original length. Normal strain, \( \varepsilon_y \), is therefore a dimensionless quantity.

2.6.1.2 Elastic and Plastic deformation

Deformations are quantifiable in terms of normal and shear strain. The effect of cumulative strains in a material component is a deformation, such as a stretch, bend or twist [Dow12]. It is worth noting that specific functionalities can be harnessed as a result of material deformations, such as the compression and stretching of a spring. Deformation which appears rapidly upon application of stress (loading) can be classified as either elastic deformation or plastic deformation [Dow12].

In cases where only elastic deformation is present, stress (\( \sigma \)) and strain (\( \varepsilon \)) are usually proportional, as shown in figure 2-8. In a case of axial loading, the constant of proportionality is known as the modulus of elasticity, \( E \), which is further expanded upon in section 2.6.1.3.
Plastic deformation in a material is known as the plastic strain, in this case, when the stress/load is removed, the material does not return to its original shape (i.e. the change is permanent). Materials that are capable of sustaining large amounts of plastic deformation are said to exhibit *ductile* behaviour, whereas materials that fail/fracture with relatively low amounts of plastic deformation are said to exhibit *brittle* behaviour [Dow12].

### 2.6.1.3 Young’s Modulus

Young’s modulus, also referred to as the modulus of elasticity ($E$), is one of the most important mechanical properties of a material. In order to completely describe how this modulus is obtained, the concepts of stiffness and strength should be defined and distinguished.

*Stiffness* is a measure of the load required to induce a given deformation (elastic or plastic) in a material, whereas *Strength* refers to a given material’s resistance to failure by fracture or excessive deformation [Roy08]. The stiffness of a material can be approximated with the use of Hooke’s Law, in which an applied load ($P$) is linearly related to its resulting deformation ($\delta$). Hooke’s Law is algebraically expressed as:

$$ P = k\delta, $$

where $k$ is a constant of proportionality called the stiffness with units of N/m, which is a function of the material’s properties and shape.

In order to adjust the stiffness ($k$) to be solely a function of the material, the load ($P$) is normalised by the use of tensile stress. Furthermore, the deformation $\delta$ can be normalised by noting that an applied load spans the material uniformly, so that a reasonable measure of “stretching” is deformation per unit length [Roy08], expressed as follows:
\[ \varepsilon = \frac{\delta}{L_0}, \]

where \( L_0 \) is the original length and \( \varepsilon \) a dimensionless measure of stretching called strain.

Using these more general measures of load per unit area and displacement per unit length, Hooke’s Law thus becomes:

\[ \frac{P}{A_0} = E \frac{\delta}{L_0}. \]

Or, further simplified to:

\[ \sigma = E\varepsilon, \]

where the constant of proportionality \( E \), is known as Young’s modulus (modulus of elasticity) and has the same units as stress, “Pa”.

### 2.6.1.4 Poisson’s Ratio

Poisson’s ratio, \( \nu \), relates the longitudinal elastic deformation produced by a compressive stress to a lateral deformation occurring simultaneously [Ask11], as follows:

\[ \nu = \frac{-e_{\text{lateral}}}{e_{\text{longitudinal}}}. \]

The above equation can generally be described as the effect of a positive (tensile) strain in one direction contributing a negative (compressive) strain in the opposite direction [Roy08]. Poisson’s ratio is a dimensionless parameter which provides a significant insight into the nature of the material.

Brittle materials have lower Poisson’s ratio, and generally as the flexibility of materials are increased its Poisson’s ratio increases. The attribute of a material to contract laterally as it is extended longitudinally is proportional to its molecular mobility [Roy08], where molecular mobility can be defined as the measure of freedom of movement of the molecules in a given
material. The Poisson’s ratio is also linked to the compressibility of a given material. The bulk modulus or modulus of compressibility, $K$, is the ratio of the hydrostatic pressure, $p$, required for a unit relative decrease in volume, $\Delta V/V$, and is expressed as follows [Roy08]:

$$K = \frac{-p}{(\Delta V/V)},$$

where the negative sign indicates that a compressive pressure induces a negative volume change [Roy08].

For isotropic materials, i.e. materials which have identical properties in all directions, the bulk modulus is related to the elastic modulus (Young’s Modulus) and the Poisson’s ratio, as follows [Roy08]:

$$K = \frac{E}{3(1-2v)}.$$

### 2.6.1.5 Material yielding and Von-Mises Stress criterion

Following work conducted by French mathematicians Poncelet and Saint-Venant in the mid-1800s on fracture mechanics of ductile materials, which was further expanded by Maxwell in 1865, the distortion-energy theory was developed. The distortion-energy theory was premised from the observation that ductile materials stressed hydrostatically exhibited yield strengths largely in excess of the values produced by rudimentary tension tests [Jon09]. It was therefore suggested that the yielding of a material was related to the angular distortion of the stressed element, as opposed to yielding being a simple tensile or compressive phenomenon. The modern distortion-energy theory for ductile materials is now summarised as, “Yielding occurs when the distortion strain energy per unit volume reaches or exceeds the distortion strain energy per unit volume for yield in simple tension or compression of the same material” [Jon09]. This phenomenon was further refined by Polish engineer Huber in 1904 and formalised by Austrian mathematician von Mises in 1913 [Bou86].

The theoretical strength of a material is defined as the stress required to break the atomic bonds and separate the atoms. It could be shown, as a rough rule of thumb, that the theoretical strength of a given material can be approximated as one-third of that material’s Young’s Modulus ($E/3$) [And05]. However, it has been observed that most materials fail at 1%, or even 0.1% of their theoretical strength value. This discrepancy between theoretical strength
and actual strength of materials can be attributed to the mechanisms by which materials fail. Failure (yielding) in ductile materials occurs as a result of sliding between atoms, and not the separation of atoms. Therefore, the yielding stress required for ductile materials is significantly less than that of the stress/energy required to separate the atoms of the material. In brittle materials, the material failure still occurs as a result of separation of atoms, however, the high value of stress/energy is provided by localised stress concentration caused by pre-existing flaws (i.e. cracks) in the material. The stress concentration factors can range in the order of 100 to 1000, therefore the stress applied to the material is amplified significantly due to the presence of flaws and is thus sufficient to separate the atoms of the material. When this process becomes unstable, brittle failure of the material occurs and the material separates over a large area.

Von-Mises (VM) Stress is defined as an effective or equivalent stress at which yielding is predicted to occur in ductile materials. Von-Mises stress is mathematically derived using principal stresses on principal axes $\sigma_1, \sigma_2$ and $\sigma_3$.

Using principal axes, the ‘state of stress’ at a point can be described in terms of the principal stresses $\sigma_1, \sigma_2$ and $\sigma_3$ into the sum of two states, namely (a) the state of hydrostatic stress due to the stress $\sigma_{av}$ acting in each of the principal axis directions which only induces a volume change, and (b) the state of deviatoric stress (stress component containing unequal principal stresses) causing angular distortion without inducing a volume change. Where $\sigma_{av}$ is mathematically defined as follows [Jon09]:

$$\sigma_{av} = \frac{\sigma_1 + \sigma_2 + \sigma_3}{3}.$$  

![Figure 2-9: State of stress illustration, where (a) indicates the ‘state of stress, (b) indicates the state of hydrostatic stress and (c) indicates the state of deviatoric stress [Jon09].](image-url)
As discussed in section 2.5.1.3 above, in a simple tension test, Hooke’s law can be derived and is given as follows:

\[ \sigma = E \varepsilon. \]

Therefore, the strain energy per unit volume for simple tension is given as follows [Jon09]:

\[
\begin{align*}
    u &= \int_0^\varepsilon \sigma \, d\varepsilon = \int_0^\varepsilon E \varepsilon \, d\varepsilon = \frac{1}{2} E \varepsilon^2 = \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon \sigma
\end{align*}
\]

For the state of stress depicted in figure 2-9 (a), the total strain energy per unit volume is:

\[
u = \frac{1}{2} \left( \varepsilon_1 \sigma_1 + \varepsilon_2 \sigma_2 + \varepsilon_3 \sigma_3 \right),
\]

where:

\[
\begin{align*}
    \varepsilon_1 &= \frac{1}{E} \left( \sigma_1 - \nu (\sigma_2 + \sigma_3) \right) \\
    \varepsilon_2 &= \frac{1}{E} \left( \sigma_2 - \nu (\sigma_3 + \sigma_1) \right) \\
    \varepsilon_3 &= \frac{1}{E} \left( \sigma_3 - \nu (\sigma_1 + \sigma_2) \right)
\end{align*}
\]

In which \( \nu \) is the Poisson’s ratio. By substitution using the above equations, the total strain energy can be obtained as follows:

\[
u = \frac{1}{2E} \left[ \sigma_1^2 + \sigma_2^2 + \sigma_3^2 - 2\nu (\sigma_1 \sigma_2 + \sigma_2 \sigma_3 + \sigma_3 \sigma_1) \right].
\]

By setting \( \sigma_1 = \sigma_2 = \sigma_3 = \sigma_{av} \) and applying it to the equation above, the strain energy associated with hydrostatic loading (volume change only), \( u_v \), is obtained [Jon09]:

\[
u_v = \frac{1 - 2\nu}{6E} \left[ \sigma_1^2 + \sigma_2^2 + \sigma_3^2 - 2(\sigma_1 \sigma_2 + \sigma_2 \sigma_3 + \sigma_3 \sigma_1) \right].
\]

The distortion energy per unit volume is therefore the difference between the two equations above:

\[
u_d = \nu - u_v
\]
\[ u_d = \frac{1 + \nu}{3E} \left[ \frac{(\sigma_1 - \sigma_2)^2 + (\sigma_2 - \sigma_3)^2 + (\sigma_3 - \sigma_1)^2}{2} \right]. \]

It should be noted that no distortion exists in hydrostatic state of stress, as \( u_d = 0 \) if \( \sigma_1 = \sigma_2 = \sigma_3 \).

For a simple tensile test of a ductile material, the conditions would be \( \sigma_1 = S_y \) and \( \sigma_2 = \sigma_3 = 0 \), where \( S_y \) is the yield stress in tension for the material [Jon09]. The distortion energy equation above, then reduces to:

\[ u_{dy} = \frac{1 + \nu}{3E} S_y^2. \]

From the before mentioned distortion-energy theory, yield is predicted to occur if the value of \( u_d \) equals or exceeds the value of \( u_{dy} \). This is to say, yielding occurs when the following condition is met:

\[ \left[ \frac{(\sigma_1 - \sigma_2)^2 + (\sigma_2 - \sigma_3)^2 + (\sigma_3 - \sigma_1)^2}{2} \right] \geq S_y. \]

Therefore, the left side of the above equation represents an equivalent or effective stress at which yielding of any ductile material is predicted to occur. This stress is known as the von Mises stress and is denoted as \( \sigma_{vm} \) in this thesis work.

\[ \sigma_{vm} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \left[ (\sigma_1 - \sigma_2)^2 + (\sigma_2 - \sigma_3)^2 + (\sigma_3 - \sigma_1)^2 \right]^{0.5}. \]

Material manufacturers and industrial users often quote the Elastic limit (also referred to as the yield strength) of materials, which is the maximum stress a material can withstand before the onset of permanent deformation. It can thus be used as a design criteria when considering a certain material for a given application, whereby the user verifies that the von Mises stress does not exceed the elastic limit of that material.

In the material science and mechanical engineering industries, components are analysed digitally through the use of computer codes, by method of finite element analysis (FEA). Linear-elastic behaviour is usually assumed and graphical representations of the magnitude
of the von Mises Stress are produced. This allows for the visualisation of any region on the component which would exceed its yield strength during the assumed load to be applied and is therefore an invaluable assessment tool for the user.

2.6.2 Thermal Properties of materials

The term “thermal property” can be generically described as the response of a given material to the application of heat. When proposing the use of a specific material for a given practical application, the three thermal properties that are often critical during material selection are thermal expansion, thermal conductivity and heat capacity (specific heat). The following section provides a review of the fundamental thermal properties of materials and their behaviour subsequent to the application of thermal energy/heat.

2.6.2.1 Thermal Expansion

Thermal expansion, also known as the coefficient of linear thermal expansion is a property of a material that is indicative of the extent of expansion a material undergoes upon heating. Most solid materials expand upon heating and contract when cooled. The bond between a pair of atoms of a solid material behaves as a “linear-elastic spring” when the relative distance between the atoms is small [Cve02]. However, when the distance between the atoms is larger, the before mentioned “spring” acts in a nonlinear manner. The bonds are said to be anharmonic, as the bonds become stiffer when the atoms are pushed together and less stiff when pulled apart. The thermal vibration of atoms involves significant large displacements, as the temperature is increased, the anharmonicity of the bonds pushes the atoms apart, increasing their mean displacement [Cve02]. This effect is measured by the linear expansion coefficient as is represented by the following equation [Cve02]:

\[
\alpha = \frac{1}{l} \frac{dl}{dT},
\]

where \( \alpha \) is the coefficient of linear expansion with units \((1/\degree C)\), \( l \) a linear dimension of the material and \( T \) the temperature.
2.6.2.2 Specific Heat

When a material is heated, it absorbs energy which is signified with an increase in temperature of the material [Cal12]. The property of a material to absorb heat from an external source, is known as heat capacity or specific heat, and represents the amount of energy required to produce a unit temperature increase. Heat capacity, $C$, can be expressed mathematically with the following equation [Cal12]:

$$C = \frac{dQ}{dT},$$

where $dQ$ is the energy required to produce a $dT$ temperature change.

Heat capacity and specific heat are differentiated by their units, where heat capacity has units per mole of material (i.e. J/mol.K) and specific heat has units per unit mass (J/kg.K). Heat capacity is measured by two methods. The first method entails the measurement of a material's heat capacity while maintaining a constant volume of sample material, which is denoted as $C_v$. In contrast, the second method entails the measurement of heat capacity of a sample material under a constant external pressure, denoted as $C_p$ [Cal12].

In solid materials the principal method of thermal energy absorption is via the increase in vibrational energy of the atoms [Cal12]. These atoms are in a state of constant high frequency vibration, with adjacent atoms coupled by virtue of atomic bonding. Coordinated vibrations produce traveling lattice waves, which could be considered as elastic waves, having short wavelengths and very high frequencies, which propagate through the crystal at the speed of sound [Cal12]. Vibrational thermal energy of a solid material are constituted by a series of these elastic waves, with various distributions and frequencies, and it is these waves which allow for the transport of energy during thermal conduction.

Another method of thermal energy absorption which adds to the heat capacity of a solid material is the electronic contribution of free electrons, which are electrons freed from filled orbitals to empty states above Fermi energy [Cal12]. Fermi energy can be briefly defined as the highest occupied energy level of a material at a temperature of absolute zero (0 K) [Ait17] [Sin01]. Free electrons within the solid material absorb energy by increasing their kinetic energy [Cal12]. It should be noted however, that the electronic contribution of free electrons to overall energy absorption is relatively insignificant, except at temperatures near absolute zero.
2.6.2.3 Thermal Conductivity

The natural phenomenon by which heat is transferred from a high to low temperature region of a material or substance is known as thermal conduction [Cal12]. Thus, the property of a material to transfer heat is referred to as thermal conductivity. Thermal conductivity, \( k \), can be expressed mathematically with the following equation [Cal12]:

\[
q = -k \frac{dT}{dx},
\]

where \( q \) is the heat flux per unit time per unit area, with units \( \text{W/m}^2 \). \( k \) is the thermal conductivity with units \( \text{W/m.K} \) and \( \frac{dT}{dx} \) the temperature gradient through the conducting material/substance. It should be noted that the area considered for heat flux, refers to the area which is perpendicular to the direction of heat flow.

As this thesis will be dealing with both high purity metals and ceramic materials, it is worth noting how other material properties influence the thermal conductivity of the given material.

In high purity metals, the free electron mechanism of heat transfer (as discussed in section 2.6.2.2) is largely more efficient than the vibrational contribution (lattice waves), as the electrons are not as easily scattered as the vibrational waves and have higher velocities [Cal12]. Generally, metals are very good conductors of thermal energy due to the relatively large numbers of free electrons available to participate in thermal conduction. Thermal conductivities of the common metals generally range between about 20 and 400 \( \text{W/m.K} \) [Cal12].

Ceramic materials could be considered ‘thermal insulators’ as they do not contain large numbers of free electrons, and hence vibrational waves are the primary mechanism for thermal conduction in ceramic materials. Starting at relatively low temperatures (i.e. \( 0 – 1400 \) °C), the scattering of vibrational waves becomes more pronounced with an increase in temperature, and therefore the thermal conductivities of ceramic materials normally reduces as the temperature increases. At higher temperatures (> 1500 °C), the thermal conductivity of the ceramic material begins to increase, as a result of radiant heat transfer in which significant quantities of infrared radiant heat is transported through the material. The efficiency of the radiant heat transfer increases with temperature [Cal12]. The effect of temperature on the thermal conductivity of ceramic materials is graphically represented in figure 2-10, below:
Porosity in a ceramic material has a significant effect on the material's thermal conductivity, as increasing the volume of pores will generally induce a reduction in thermal conductivity. This reduction in thermal conductivity with increasing pore volume is a result of poor heat transfer across the stagnant air contained within the pores of the material. Furthermore, no heat transfer by means of conduction occurs within a vacuum, as the thermal conductivity of a vacuum is essentially zero, and heat is only transferred via the black body radiation mechanism [Bae10] (discussed in section 2.6.2.5 to follow).

2.6.2.4 Thermal Stress

Thermal stress can be defined as stress induced in a material as a result of changes in temperature [Cal12]. When selecting a material for a specific application, it is of utmost importance to understand the nature of thermal stresses the material will undergo, as these stresses could lead to fracturing or plastic deformation of the material.

In general, for an isotropic material which is not restrained in any manner, when a uniform temperature gradient is applied (heating or cooling), the expansion or contraction of the material will be stress free. However, in the event that the material is restrained, say by rigid supports, thermal stresses would be introduced. The magnitude of these thermal stresses, $\sigma_T$, resulting from a temperature change of $T_i$ to $T_f$ can be expressed mathematically as follows:
\[
\sigma_T = E \alpha (T_i - T_f),
\]

where \( E \) is the Young’s modulus and \( \alpha \) the coefficient of thermal expansion of the given material. \( T_i \) and \( T_f \) are the initial and final temperatures, respectively.

When a solid material is heated or cooled, the internal temperature distribution is dependent on the size, shape and thermal conductivity of the material, as well as the rate at which the heating/cooling is occurring. Upon heating, the exterior of the material would be hotter and hence, would have expanded more than the interior regions of the material. Compressive stresses are thus induced at the exterior of the material, which are balanced by the tensile stresses in the interior [Cal12][Bro86]. This exterior-interior stress mechanism is reversed for rapid cooling, such that the surface of the material is placed in a state of tension (contraction) [Bro86].

Ductile metals are alleviated from thermally induced stress by means of plastic deformation, which is to say, the metal retains the deformed shape (expansion or contraction) resulting from the applied thermal stress.

Ceramic materials, which are generally non-ductile, carry an increased possibility of brittle fracture from thermally induced stresses. Rapid cooling of a brittle material has a higher likelihood of inflicting thermal shock than heating, since the induced exterior/surface stresses are tensile [Mal13], which increases the probability of crack formation and propagation from the material’s surface flaws [Cal12][Dim08]. The capacity of a material to withstand failure resulting from thermal stresses is referred to as the material’s thermal shock resistance (TSR) [Cal12]. The resistance to thermal shock of a ceramic material depends on the magnitude of the temperature gradient [Mal13] as well as the mechanical and thermal properties of the material. Ceramic materials having high fracture strengths (\( \sigma_f \)), high thermal conductivities (\( k \)), low moduli of elasticity (\( E \)) and low coefficients of thermal expansion (\( \alpha \)), would have greater thermal shock resistance [Cal12][Lu98]. The thermal shock resistance, \( TSR \), of a material can be approximated as follows [Cal12]:

\[
TSR = \frac{\sigma_f k (1 - \nu)}{E \alpha}.
\]

In addition to modification of the thermal and mechanical properties of the material, thermal shock could be reduced or even prevented by altering the material’s operating conditions to a
degree that heating and cooling rates are reduced and temperature gradients across the material are minimized.

2.6.2.5 Thermal Radiation and Emissivity

In order to discuss the material property, emissivity, the concept of thermal radiation is required for conceptualisation. Thermal radiation refers to the method of heat transfer through the emission of energy by means of electromagnetic radiation, with the intensity of this energy flux emitted being dependent on the temperature of the body and the characteristics of its surface [Lie13]. This energy emission is as a result of the thermal motions (kinetic energy of constituent particles in a material) at a microscopic level in atoms and molecules [Sie71]. Thermal radiation, as opposed to other forms of heat transfer, namely, conduction and convection, does not require any media through which to transfer energy/heat (i.e. thermal radiation can occur in a vacuum). The total amount of radiative energy emitted isotropically from a surface is known as emissive power \((E_{\lambda,b})\). The magnitude of the emissive power is dependent on wavelength \((\lambda)\), temperature \((T)\) and a surface property termed emissivity \((\epsilon)\). The emissive power, \(E_{\lambda,b}\), of a black body surface is given by Planck’s law as follows:

\[
E_{b,\lambda} = \frac{c_1}{\lambda^5\left[e^{(c_2/\lambda T)} - 1\right]},
\]

where \(c_1\) and \(c_2\) are radiation constants, also referred to as Planck function constants.

The total emissive power \(E_b\) of a black body (perfect emitter) is given by the Stefan-Boltzmann law, expressed as follows [Sie71]:

\[
E_b = \int_0^\infty E_{\lambda,b} d\lambda.
\]

Integration of the above equation, yields:

\[
E_b = \sigma_B T^4,
\]

where \(\sigma_B\) is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant \((5.67 \times 10^{-8} \, \text{W/m}^2\cdot\text{K})\) and \(T\) the temperature in Kelvin \((K)\).
All objects at temperatures above absolute zero (0 K) emit thermal radiation. However, for any specific wavelength and temperature the amount of thermal radiation emitted is dependent on the emissivity of the surface of the object in question. Emissivity (\(\varepsilon\)) of a material surface or body is generally defined as the ratio of the radiation emitted by the surface (\(E_s\)) to the maximum possible radiation emittance, from a perfect emitter known as a ‘black body’ at the same temperature, expressed as follows:

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{E_s}{E_b}.
\]

Emissivity is a dimensionless number ranging from 0 (perfect reflector) to 1 (perfect emitter). Additionally, the emissivity of a surface does not only depend on the type of material in question, but also the nature and geometry of the surface.

### 2.6.3 Finite Element Analysis

Engineering problems can generally be considered as mathematical models of physical situations; whereby mathematical models refer to differential equations, derived from the application of fundamental laws of nature to a system, linked to a set of boundary and initial conditions. Under a given set of conditions, the exact solutions of these differential equations provide a detailed description of the behavior of a system. The behavior of a system in any given engineering problem is influenced by two sets of parameters, namely: (1) parameters providing information regarding natural (physical) characteristics (i.e. viscosity, thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity), and (2) parameters inducing disturbances in a system (i.e. temperature gradients, pressure gradients, moments) [Moa99].

A large number of engineering problems exist, for which an exact solution cannot be obtained. This could be as a result of the nature/complexity of the differential equations governing the system, and/or the difficulties presented when dealing with the boundary or initial conditions linked to the differential equations [Moa99]. In order to overcome these difficulties, numerical approximations are used to approximate exact solutions at discrete points, referred to as nodes. Two common classes of numerical approximation methods exist; finite difference methods (FDM), and finite element methods (FEM). Using finite difference methods, the differential equations are written for each node, and the derivatives are replaced by difference equations, which results in a set of simultaneous linear equations [Moa99]. Finite difference methods (FDM) are generally only useful for simple engineering problems, as this method
becomes difficult to apply to problems containing complex geometries or boundary conditions. Alternatively, the finite element method (FEM) creates a system of algebraic equations by use of integral formulations. The system’s solution region is divided into small parts referred to as elements, and an approximate continuous function is assumed to represent the solution of each element [Bha05] [Moa99]. The complete solution is then generated by assembling the individual solutions of the elements. The finite element method (FEM) is the preferred approximation method for solving engineering problems containing complex geometries, boundary conditions, and material characteristics.

The finite element procedure reduces the basic unknowns or field variables (i.e. displacements, velocities, temperatures) of a given engineering problem to a finite number by dividing the solution region into small parts referred to as elements. The unknown field variables are then expressed in terms of assumed approximating functions (Interpolating/Shape functions) within each element [Bha05]. The approximating functions are defined in terms of field variables of specified points called nodes (also referred to as key points), therefore the unknowns are the field variables of the nodes [Bha05].

Owing to the complexity and multi-variable nature of analysing the resultant thermal and mechanical loads imparted on the RIB target system during operation, the FEM method is thus the ideal tool for modelling, analysing and solving the engineering aspects relating to the RIB target, as discussed in sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 above.

### 2.6.3.1 Finite Element solution procedure

The finite element method solution procedure can be summarized in the following main steps [Nik09]:

1. **Discretizing:** The first step is the dividing of the solution region into finite elements (a process known as discretizing), typically generated by a pre-processor program within the FEM software (discussed in section 2.7). A mesh is defined at this point which consists of arrays of nodal coordinates and their associated element connections.

2. **Selection of interpolation functions:** Interpolation functions are used to interpolate the field variables over the element. Typically, polynomials are assigned as interpolation functions. The degree of the polynomial depends on the number of nodes assigned to the element.
3. **Assigning element properties:** The matrix equation for the finite element should be established, which would relate the nodal values of the unknown function to other parameters. This task is done using numerical methods.

4. **Assemble the element equations:** In order to find the global equation system for the complete solution of the region of interest, all the element equation must be assembled. This is to say, the local element equations used for discretization should be combined to develop the global element equation. Boundary conditions are imposed on the global element equation at this point (before solution of the equation).

5. **Solution of the global equation system:** The finite element global equation system is solved using either direct or iterative methods (depending on the complexity of the problem). The nodal values of the unknown function are produced as the result of the solution.

### 2.6.3.2 Finite Element calculation method

As discussed in the preceding sections, finite element analysis involves solving of differential equations under various conditions such as boundary or initial conditions leading to the understanding of the physical phenomena and ability to predict future physical phenomena [Sto11] (i.e. material failure, plastic deformation, etc.). Obtaining exact solutions for a set of differential equations is generally challenging. Numerical methods can be adopted to obtain approximate solutions for these differential equations, these are referred to as ‘discrete analysis’ methods. By using these methods of discrete analysis, differential equations can be reduced to simultaneous linear algebraic equations and then solved numerically [Sto11]. If the physical formulation of the problem is known as a differential equation then the most popular method of its finite element formulation is the Galerkin method [Nik09].

The Galerkin method can be described using a simple one-dimensional example of finite element formulation. Consider the following equation to be solved numerically [Nik09]:

\[
\frac{d^2 u}{dx^2} + b = 0, \quad (0 \leq x \leq 2L)
\]

**Boundary Conditions:**
- \( u(0) = 0 \),
- \( a \frac{du}{dx}(2L) = R \),

where \( u \) is an unknown solution.
The line element presented in figure 2-11 above, has two nodes, \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \), and approximation of the function \( u(x) \) can be done as follows [Nik09]:

\[
    u = N_1 u_1 + N_2 u_2 = [N]\{u\},
\]

where functions \( N_i(x) \) are the following piecewise linear functions and are called shape functions of the nodal point “i” [Sto11]:

\[
    N_1 = 1 - \frac{x - x_1}{x_2 - x_1},
\]

\[
    N_2 = \frac{x - x_1}{x_2 - x_1}.
\]

which are used for interpolation of the function \( u(x) \) using its nodal values. Nodal values \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \) are unknowns which should be determined from the discrete global equation system. Substituting \( u \) expressed through its shape functions and nodal values, into the differential equation, results in the following:

\[
    a \frac{d^2}{dx^2} [N]\{u\} + b = Z,
\]

where \( Z \) is a nonzero residual as a result of the approximation of a function inside a finite element. The Galerkin method is used to minimise the residual (\( Z \)) by multiplying terms of the above equation by shape functions, integrating them over the element and equating to zero [Nik09]:

\[
    \int_{x_1}^{x_2} [N]^T a \frac{d^2}{dx^2} [N]\{u\} dx + \int_{x_1}^{x_2} [N]^T b dx = 0.
\]
Finally, in solving the finite element, a set of simultaneous algebraic equations for unknown variable of \( u(x) \) at the \( i^{th} \) nodal point \( u_i \) and those of its derivatives \( du/dx, (du/dx)_i \) are derived by integrating the above equation using the integration by parts method/procedure and then accounting for the boundary conditions [Sto11]. Simultaneous equations of this nature can easily be solved using the computational power of computers, through FEM software packages.

### 2.7 ANSYS® Software Package

ANSYS® [ANS15] is one of the most commonplace software packages in industry, used for finite element analysis and design. ANSYS is a general-purpose program, allowing for a wide variety of finite element analysis in numerous industries, such as aerospace, railway, electronics, automobile, power generation, civil construction and biomechanics, to name a few. The term “general purpose”, also refers to the multiple engineering disciplines, in which the ANSYS software suite is used, such as structural, mechanical, electrical, thermal and fluid [Bar01]. ANSYS Mechanical, is a sub-component of the complete ANSYS software package which employs FEM to solve mechanical and thermal engineering problems. ANSYS Mechanical is thus an ideal tool for modelling, analysing and solving the mechanical and thermal engineering aspects of the RIB target design, as discussed in section 2.6, above. The ANSYS mechanical software package, version 16.2, was used, and is discussed in this thesis work.

The general ANSYS Mechanical analysis process can be sub-divided into three main steps, as follows:

1. Pre-processing
2. Solution
3. Post-processing

These process steps above, are discussed in further detail in the sub-sections to follow.

#### 2.7.1 Pre-processing

Pre-processing can be considered as the process of defining the engineering problem. The process of conceptualisation is initiated by constructing the geometry of the structure or
component. The construction of the problem geometry starts with defining the keypoints/lines/areas/volumes, which serves as the ‘anchor points’ for defining the element type to which material properties (i.e. density, thermal conductivity, modulus of elasticity, etc.) are assigned. At this point, the geometrical framework of the structure/component is well defined, it is then further refined by meshing the geometry (elements) in order to allow for a more accurate final solution.

ANSYS allows for two methods of model geometry generation, namely solid modeling and direct generation. With solid modeling, the geometrical shape of the structure/component is described within ANSYS, and the program then automatically meshes the geometry with nodes and elements [Sto11]. The shape and size of the elements generated by ANSYS can be further manually edited/controlled. In contrast, with the direct generation method, the location of each node and the connection to each element is manually defined within ANSYS [Sto11], or imported from compatible software packages.

2.7.2 Solution

The solution stage of the ANSYS simulations consist of assigning loads, applying boundary conditions and running the solution.

A load is an external force applied to a structure/component, directly related to the function or constraint of this structure/component during use. Some common examples of loads applied to systems modeled using FEA are pressure loads on surfaces, body forces such as gravity and thermal loads on bodies, to name a few. The application of loads distorts the physical structure and thereby creates stress in it. ANSYS divides loads into six categories, namely, Degree-of-Freedom (DOF) constraints, forces, surface loads, body loads, inertia loads and couples field loads [Sto11]. These loads are either applied on the solid model (i.e. keypoints, lines, areas) or the finite element model (nodes and elements). There are two important terms in ANSYS, to be clarified when dealing with loads, these are the load step and sub-step. A load step is a configuration of loads for which the solution is obtained and a sub-step is an incremental step (also known as time-steps) taken within a load step [Sto11].

Boundary conditions are used to constrain portions/structure of the model to remain fixed or to shift by a prescribed or “allowable” amount. Boundary conditions are thus the limits/conditions in which the model may deviate from its original/initial structure, during and/or after the application of stress inducing loads.
Once the loads/boundary conditions are defined and integrated into the governing equations of the model, these equations are then assembled into mathematical matrix form to be solved numerically. The assembly of this mathematical matrix is dependent on the model’s element types, material properties and loads/boundary conditions, as well as the type of analysis to be conducted. Two type of analysis are generally performed, depending of the required output required, these analysis are referred to as static (steady-state) or dynamic (transient) analysis.

Static or steady-state analysis can be generically described as the state that is established after a certain time/period has elapsed in the system. Whereas dynamic or transient analysis is the state between the beginning of the event (i.e. application of a load/boundary condition) and the steady state.

2.7.3 Post-processing

Post-processing is the stage at which the results of the solution is reviewed. ANSYS contains two post-processing mechanisms, labelled as POST1 and POST26.

POST1 is a general post-processor which allows for the review of results at one sub-step (time step) over the complete model or portion thereof [Sto11]. POST1 can produce contour displays, deformed shapes and tabular data listings for the review and interpretation of analysis results [Sto11]. Additionally, POST1 offers functionalities such as error estimation, calculations using results and path operations.

POST26 is a time history post-processor which can be used to review simulation results at specific points in the model over all time steps. Additionally, POST26 can be used to obtain graphical plots of specific result evolutions over time as well as tabular data listings [Sto11].

2.8 FLUKA and ANSYS integration

By coupling particle cascade simulations conducted in FLUKA with subsequent Finite Element thermo-mechanical calculations in ANSYS, a reliable means of analysing practical engineering problems related to the design and construction of RIB targets and associated system components can be developed. The integration of these software packages was used to study, model, design and optimize the RIB targets in this research work.
The following process flow diagram, figure 2-12, describes the FLUKA and ANSYS integration process employed during the RIB target design and optimisation. The components of the process are further described, under corresponding heading titles, in the section to follow.

Figure 2-12: Target design and optimisation algorithm.

2.8.1 FLUKA Simulation

When modelling a simulation to test a proposed target design, there are various key physical parameters that are required to define the experimental simulation setup. The FLUKA simulation was conducted with the following primary beam and geometric input parameters, in order to obtain a model as close as possible to real experimental values. Additionally, the accuracy of these initial parameters are paramount, as this has a direct influence on the $^6\text{He}$ yield and power deposition results, with the latter informing the final thermo-mechanical analysis, which will be discussed in section 2.8.2 to follow.

2.8.1.1 FLUKA Input Parameters

As the iThemba LABS cyclotron is expected to deliver a proton beam at 70 MeV, this value was used as the primary proton beam energy for the simulation.
From studies conducted at INFN [Mon15], the use of a flat beam profile versus that of a wobbled Gaussian beam with fixed standard deviation was investigated. It was found that the use of a wobbler coupled to the cyclotron, which rotates the primary beam, allows for a more uniform power deposition along the radial axis of the target [Mon15], as seen in figure 2-13 below. This allows for safer and longer target operation, as the reduced power deposition at the center of the target \((r = 0 \text{ mm})\) ensures a reduction in thermally induced material stress, and by extension stress related target failure. As a result of these studies, the primary proton beam is modelled with a Gaussian profile of 11.7 mm FWHM in both the x and y axes, in the FLUKA simulation.

![Graph showing power density distribution along the radial axis of target disc, for beam with and without wobbler](image)

Figure 2-13: Power density distribution along the radial axis of target disc, for beam with and without wobbler [Mon15].

The beam properties for simulation are defined under the BEAM card in FLUKA. The PHYSICS model referred to as ‘Evaporation’ with ‘Heavy fragmentation’ was used, as this simulation configuration produces the most accurate results for residual nuclei production or fragmentation [Fer05].

### 2.8.1.2 FLUKA Target Geometry

The FLUKA target geometry, is a retrofit of the SPES RIB target developed at INFN as mentioned in Chapter 1. The SPES target however, consists of 7 aligned UC\(_x\) discs in a cylindrical container, with a 4 layer beam dump at the end of the disc array. During the RIB target adaption and subsequent optimisation phase, the general sub-component layout of the SPES design was maintained, but featured differing target configurations, in terms of number of target material discs, target material, canister length, beam dump thickness, etc. These adaptions to the SPES design were due to the fact that the primary beam power to be used
at the iThemba LABS RIB production facility is significantly higher (70 MeV) than that of SPES demonstrator, which is operating with a beam of 40 MeV, in addition to the fact that the specific nuclide of interest in this research work is $^6$He.

![Figure 2-14: Example of adapted SPES RIB target design for iThemba LABS.](image)

Target optimisation studies were conducted by adjusting the following parameters:
- Target material type
- Target disc thickness
- Spacing between target discs
- Beam dump thickness and spacing

### 2.8.1.3 FLUKA Yield of Product Nuclei

The key component of the target design is to obtain/produce the largest quantity possible of the required nuclide ($^6$He). The type and quantity of the nuclides produced by the impingement of the primary proton beam on the target material can be obtained by means of scoring with FLUKA’s integrated scoring card, RESNUCLEi. FLUKA defines the function of the RESNUCLEi scoring card as “scores residual nuclei produced in inelastic interactions on a region basis” [Fer05].

The nuclide yield results were used as the cornerstone for target optimisation, with the primary aim of obtaining higher $^6$He yields.

### 2.8.1.4 FLUKA Power Deposition Calculation

The energy deposited by the primary beam into the target system can be analysed using FLUKA’s integrating scoring card, USRBIN. The function of the USRBIN scoring card is defined as “scores distributions of several quantities in a regular spatial structure (binning detector) independent from the geometry scores distribution” [Fer05]. Thus, by using the
USRBIN card it is possible to score/analyse the distribution of energy throughout the target system.

Use is made of 1D binning with cylindrical coordinates, in order to model the energy deposited of the target disc surfaces along the radius of the discs. By employing symmetry, it is possible to produce a complete energy deposition for each target disc, this process is illustrated by figure 2-15, below.

![Figure 2-15: Conversion process of FLUKA output energy deposition data to ANSYS energy deposition input data.](image)

The FLUKA output data are then converted to ANSYS input data, which provide the thermal load applied to each disc, during the ANSYS thermo-mechanical analysis.

### 2.8.2 ANSYS® Simulation

In order to accurately model the RIB target system for operation, the parameters selected for use during the thermo-mechanical analysis is of utmost importance, as the accuracy and quality of results provided by ANSYS is only as good as the accuracy of the detailed mechanical model, material data files and applied loads and boundary conditions.

#### 2.8.2.1 ANSYS Target Geometry and Solution setup

As previously mentioned in section 2.7.1, the starting point to developing the ANSYS model is ‘Pre-processing’, which is the process of defining the engineering problem. The RIB target geometry model was constructed using the ‘direct generation’ method, in which the nodes/key-
point are user-defined and meshed together to form solid volumes (elements). These keypoints provide the spatial co-ordinates of the sub-divided elements of a given component in the target system, and collectively describe the dimensions of the elements/components (i.e. disc thickness, disc spacing, target chamber thickness, etc.). The RIB target system was split into separate components/elements for easier load and boundary condition application. These components were the target canister, target dump canister, target discs, beam dumps, screens, windows and heater. It is important to note that the geometry defined in ANSYS is the same as the geometric definition used in FLUKA to simulate the interaction of the primary proton beam with the RIB target.

The material properties of each of these components were provided by means of user-defined ANSYS material data files. These data files, which are further discussed in chapter 3 to follow, were validated against experimental data for the given materials, obtained from literature.

In order to analyse the effect of a long term load, which is to say, during stable operation of the RIB target system, a transient structural analysis was used in ANSYS. By definition, a transient analysis involves loads that are a function of time (i.e. heat generation in target discs due to impinging proton beam) and hence this type of analysis is used to determine the dynamic response of a structure under the action of any general time-dependent loads. With this type of analysis, time scale of the loading is such that the inertia or damping effects are accounted for, as opposed to a static analysis. For all simulations conducted in ANSYS, the simulation was run until the default ANSYS convergence criteria was achieved, in order to ensure accurate representation of the dynamic behavior of the RIB target system materials under continuous load.

2.8.2.2 ANSYS Loads and Boundary Conditions

Following from section 2.8.1.4 above, the power deposition results extracted as an output from FLUKA on completion of the simulation of the primary proton beam interaction with the RIB target, was converted into input loads for simulation in ANSYS.

In ANSYS, the power deposition results obtained from FLUKA for the RIB components - discs, dumps, screens and windows, were applied as input loads in terms of power density ($W/m^3$). This was done by fragmenting the power density values as sub-divisions along the component’s radius, and then employing the use of symmetry to provide a complete $2\pi$ power density profile for the given component.
2.8.2.2 ANSYS Post-processing - Thermo-Mechanical results

As discussed and described in section 2.7.3 above, the post-processor used in ANSYS on completion of simulation was POST1. This allowed for the generation of contour plots (both nodal and elemental solutions) of the body temperature results and von Mises (VM) stress results for the completion time evolution of the solutions (simulation).

These contour plots allowed for user-analysis of the final solution results at various points in the RIB target system. Most importantly, during the target optimisation phase, this information allowed for the identification of potential problem areas (i.e. over-stress on components, exceeding of material thermal thresholds) and informed the steps to be taken to correct or enhance the RIB target’s capabilities.

The final thermo-mechanical results for the proposed RIB target design, to be shown and discussed in Chapter 3, are presented by means of ANSYS contour plots.
CHAPTER 3: TARGET MATERIAL EVALUATION

The following chapter evaluates the proposed target materials, Graphite and Boron Carbide, used in the RfB target designs conducted in this research work. The rationale for choosing these materials has been covered in section 1.6. The material evaluation assesses and employs information obtained from literature as well as commercial material manufacturers, in order to obtain sufficiently accurate mechanical and thermal characteristics for the materials evaluated in this work.

3.1 Graphite

Graphite, is one of two naturally occurring forms of solid carbon, with the other being diamond. The distinguishing atomic factor which differentiates graphite and diamond from one another, is the mechanisms with which their carbon atoms bond within their atomic structure [She01]. In diamond, the atomic structure is cubic with each carbon atom covalently bonded to four other carbon atoms to form a tetrahedron. In graphite, the structure is said to be hexagonal with only three of the four valence electrons of carbon forming covalent bonds with adjacent carbon atoms. The fourth electron resonates between the valence bond structures [She01].

For this research study and material application, isostatic graphite, also referred to as isomolded graphite was considered. Isomolded graphite is produced using a technique known as Cold Isostatic Pressing (CIP). CIP is a common manufacturing process used for the consolidation of metal and ceramic powders. Around 100% of theoretical density for metals and 95% theoretical density for ceramic powders can be achieved with this method. CIP makes use of a liquid media, such as water or an oil, to apply pressure to the powder [Ekl16]. The powder is contained in a mold that does not change shape, but preserves the shape from the mold and ensures none of the liquid media penetrates into the powder. This process is conducted at typical pressure ranges of 100 – 600 MPa, which enables the voids in the powder to be smaller or eliminated, through the high compaction forces that will likely result in ceramic powders crumbling so that the density increases and the end-product is the “green compact” (unsintered ceramic item) that can be handled, machined and sintered, where sintering is the process of compacting a solid material (i.e. ceramic) by heat or pressure without melting it [Ekl16].
The greatest advantage of the CIP process is that it produces a final ceramic product/material with uniform properties in all directions (isotropic). Additionally, the CIP process produces ceramics with improved thermal and mechanical properties [XRD17], such as:

- Good Thermal Stability
- Low thermal expansion coefficients
- Excellent thermal and electric conductivity coefficients

### 3.1.1 Graphite – Sublimation point

When proposing and developing a RIB target system, one of the most important parameters to be considered is the melting/sublimation point of the given target/component materials. To this end, literature sources were consulted to obtain thermal limits for graphite operating under RIB target operation conditions (i.e. high temperature and vacuum). Various literature and commercial manufacturer sources quote the graphite sublimation temperature in vacuum to be in the range of 2000 – 2400 °C.

A study conducted in the early 2000s by Thieberger [Thi00] and Haines [Hai02], at The Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), America, investigated the upper limits for sublimation from hot carbon target in a vacuum and in gasses. This study was conducted as part of the BNL Muon Collider Project, to examine the possible carbon target life-time limitations due to sublimation in vacuum conditions. This study evaluated the mass loss the carbon would undergo during continuous operation at high temperature and high vacuum, and concluded a safe/feasible continuous operating temperature of 2365 °C [Thi00]. The carbon mass loss rate results obtained during this study at temperatures above 2100 °C and approximate vacuum of 10^{-3} - 10^{-4}, are shown in figure 3-1 below. These results indicated a stable mass loss rate of approximately 0.0011 g/hr in the operating temperature range of 2120 to 2135 °C. A sharp increase in mass loss rate is noted beyond 2135 °C up to a maximum measured mass loss rate of 0.0092 g/hr at 2227 °C. Although these results are insightful, they cannot be directly used to make inferences on the proposed graphite components (target and beam dumps) in this research work as the exact geometry and graphite type proposed in this work is not accounted for. Additionally, it should be noted that these results do not consider the re-condensation of evaporated/sublimated carbon.
For this design study, taking into account the manufacturer, literature and experimental sources, as discussed above, a safe operational temperature of 2300 °C for graphite was adopted during RIB target design.

3.1.2 Graphite – Density

Generally, in graphite, the physical and mechanical properties of the material improve as the density increases. The theoretical density of graphite is said to be 2.26 g/cm³, however, commercially produced graphite rarely exceeds 80% of this theoretical value due to natural voids and pores in the material structure. Additionally, the density of graphite is known to be temperature dependent, with the density increasing with an increase in temperature, this increase however, is rather insignificant below 2000 °C [She01].

In order to obtain a density specification value for commercially available graphite, manufacturer data sheets and material specifications were reviewed. Grade AJT isomolded graphite was considered, as it has been an industry standard for many years, which can be machined to precise tolerances and fine surfaces finishes.

Using the Grade AJT graphite specification [Gra09], a density value of 1.76 g/cm³ was used during simulation (FLUKA and ANSYS) for graphite throughout the operating temperature range. No significant density change was assumed since the material is not expected to undergo a phase change during operation and would not be operated far above 2000 °C.
3.1.3 Graphite – Thermal conductivity

In order to obtain a realistic thermal conductivity data for graphite at RIB target operating temperature ranges, a study conducted by Taylor & Groot in 1978 [Tay78] at the Properties Research Laboratory in Indiana, America, was employed for reference. This study analysed the thermal properties (thermal conductivity, specific heat and electrical resistivity) for two samples of POCO AXM 5Q graphite of differing densities. Fig 3-2 below, shows the results obtained during this study for the thermal conductivity of graphite in the temperature range 400 to 2400 ºC. The two samples tested, indicated as sample 3A1 and 3A2 had densities of 1.742 g/cm³ and 1.834 g/cm³, respectively. As described in the preceding section (6.4.1.3), a graphite density value of 1.760 g/cm³ was used during simulations (FLUKA and ANSYS). Therefore, interpolated thermal conductivity values corresponding to a graphite density of 1.76 g/cm³ were taken as a best approximation and included into the ANSYS material data file as such.

From figure 3-2 it can be seen that the difference in thermal conductivity for the two samples of differing density is marginal. The thermal conductivity decreases in an exponential fashion with increasing temperature, and stabilizes in the range of 36 to 38 W/m.K beyond 2200 ºC.

![Thermal conductivity graph](image)

Figure 3-2: Thermal conductivity of two graphite samples of differing densities (ρ). Sample 3A1 (ρ = 1.742 g/cm³) and Sample 3A2 (ρ = 1.834 g/cm³). Adapted and developed from [Tay78].
3.1.4 Graphite – Coefficient of Thermal expansion

Data relating to the thermal expansion characteristics of graphite was obtained in a comprehensive study conducted in 1977, by Touloukian, et al. [Tou77], published under the Thermophysical Properties Research Centre (TPRC) data series. This study considered the before mentioned Grade AJT isomolded graphite, and provides the results obtained for coefficient of thermal expansion in the temperature range, 293 to 2600 K, as depicted in figure 3-3. As expected, the thermal expansion coefficients increase in a linear manner with an increase in temperature, as a result of widening gaps between the atoms in the material as it receives energy/heat. This thermal expansion data set was considered to be the most comprehensive of the data found in current literature, and is therefore used in the ANSYS material data file for graphite.

![Figure 3-3: Coefficient of thermal expansion vs. temperature for isomolded graphite. Adapted and developed from [Tou77].](image)

3.1.5 Graphite – Young’s Modulus

In order to obtain realistic/measured Young’s modulus (modulus of elasticity) data for graphite at RIB target operating temperature ranges, a study conducted by Marlowe in 1970 [Mar70] at the General Electrical Nucleonics Laboratory, America, under a NASA contract, was employed for reference. In this study, three grades of graphite were tested up to 2000 °C, to evaluate the effect of increasing temperature on the Young’s and shear modulus of these materials. One of these grades of graphite was ATJS with a similar density to the grade AJT proposed for simulation in this research work. The Young’s modulus results obtained in this
study, for AJTS graphite heated from room temperature to 2000 °C, where adapted through unit conversion (psi to Pa) and presented in figure 3-4, below.

![Figure 3-4: Young’s Modulus vs. temperature for isomolded graphite. Adapted and developed from [Mar70].](image)

**3.1.6 Graphite – Poisson’s ratio**

No comprehensive literature could be found, examining the effects of high temperature and low pressure (vacuum) on the Poisson’s ratio of isomolded graphite. Commercial manufacture’s technical data sheets indicate the Poisson’s ratio graphite to be approximately 0.3. This value corresponds to measurements taken in a study conducted by Sun & Yoon in 1988 [Sun88], in which the Poisson’s ratio of graphite was found in the region of 0.31 across the temperature range of 0 to 200 °C. The value of 0.3 was used during simulation as a “best estimate” value for this parameter, and included as such as a constant value across the complete operational temperature range in the ANSYS material data file.

**3.1.7 Graphite – Specific heat**

In order to obtain a realistic specific heat capacity data for graphite at RIB target operating temperature ranges, a study conducted by Taylor & Groot in 1978 [Tay78] at the Properties Research Laboratory in Indiana, America, was employed for reference. This study analysed the thermal properties (thermal conductivity, specific heat and electrical resistivity) for two samples of POCO AXM 5Q graphite of differing densities. Figure 3-5 below, shows the results obtained during this study for related to the specific heat of graphite in the temperature range
300 to 2400 °C. The two samples tested, sample 3A1 and 3A2, had densities of 1.742 g/cm³ and 1.834 g/cm³, respectively. As described in the preceding section (3.1.2), a graphite density value of 1.76 g/cm³ was used/assumed during simulations (FLUKA and ANSYS). Therefore, interpolated specific heat values corresponding to a graphite density of 1.760 g/cm³ were taken as a best approximation and included into the ANSYS material data file as such.

Figure 3-5: Specific Heat capacity of two graphite samples of differing densities (ρ). Sample 3A1 (ρ = 1.742 g/cm³) and Sample 3A2 (ρ = 1.834 g/cm³). Adapted and developed from [Tay78].

From figure 3-5 it can be seen that the specific heat capacity of graphite increases in a somewhat linear manner from 300 to 700 °C and thereafter flattens out between 2.0E+3 and 2.2E+3 J/kg.K beyond 1400 °C.

### 3.1.8 Graphite – Electrical Resistivity

In order to obtain a realistic electrical resistivity data for graphite at RIB target operating temperature ranges, the study conducted by Taylor & Groot in 1978 [Tay78] at the Properties Research Laboratory in Indiana, America, was again employed for reference. Figure 3-6 below, shows the results obtained during this study for related to the electrical resistivity of graphite in the temperature range 300 to 2400 °C. As described in the preceding section (5.4.1.3), a graphite density value of 1.760 g/cm³ was used/assumed during simulations (FLUKA and ANSYS). Therefore, interpolated electrical resistivity values corresponding to a graphite density of 1.760 g/cm³ were taken as a best approximation and included into the ANSYS material data file as such.
Figure 3-6: Electrical resistivity of two graphite samples of differing densities ($\rho$). Sample 3A1 ($\rho = 1.742 \text{ g/cm}^3$) and Sample 3A2 ($\rho = 1.834 \text{ g/cm}^3$). Adapted and developed from [Tay78].

3.1.9 Graphite – Emissivity

Emissivity measurements for Graphite, under the SPES project framework at INFN, Italy, were conducted in 2008 by Biasetto, et al. [Bia08]. This experimental study was employed for reference of realistic graphite emissivity values in the range of 1000 to 2000 ºC under high vacuum ($10^{-4}$ Pa) conditions.

In this experiment, four grades of isomolded graphite were used, namely EDM200, AF5, EDM3 and CL 2114, which only differ in grain size, but other than that are no less similar to the Grade AJT isomolded graphite mentioned in the preceding sections.

Figure 3-7: Measured emissivity values for isomolded graphite of varying grain size, $d$ (in $\mu$m). POCO AF 5 ($d < 1$), POCO EDM200 ($d > 5$), POCO EDM3 ($1 < d < 5$) [Bia08].
From figure 3-7 above, it can be seen that the experimental study found the emissivity of graphite (for three of the four grades) to be between 0.8 and 0.9 in the temperature range of 1000 to 1500 °C. A further test, conducted on graphite grade CL 2114, which sought to compare the emissivity values of polished and unpolished samples of this graphite grade in the temperature range 1000 to 2000 °C was done. These results, shown in figure 3-8 below, for the unpolished graphite samples, were well in agreement with the three previously tested graphite grades, showing emissivity values ranging from 0.8 to 0.9 in this temperature range. Additionally, the effect of surface roughness is shown to be significant, as reducing the surface roughness of the graphite sample, yielding significantly lower emissivity values.

The results obtained from this study, which provided realistic emissivity values at the RIB target operating conditions found to be in the range of 0.8 to 0.9, were used in the ANSYS material data file for thermo-mechanical simulations.

3.1.10 Graphite – Elastic limit

Due to absence of commercial or literature references relating to the elastic limit of graphite, the best estimate elastic limit (yield strength) value for graphite was assumed to be 200 MPa (same value as used by INFN SPES). This value was considered as the limiting mechanical stress value in the target design process.
**3.2 Boron Carbide**

Boron carbide was discovered in the 19th century as a by-product of a reaction involving metal borides [Sur10]. In recent years, boron carbide has become the material of choice for various engineering applications, due to its unique combination of properties. Boron carbide is used in refractory applications for its high melting point and thermal stability [Dom11]. Industries such as abrasive and ballistic manufacturing and development, employ boron carbide for its high abrasion resistance, high hardness and low density. Furthermore, boron carbide is extensively used in nuclear applications, specifically in boiling water nuclear reactors, for its neutron absorption properties.

Although information on the crystalline structure of boron carbide is available in the literature, largely obtained from diffraction measurements, the exact site occupancies of the boron and carbon atoms are still under investigation. The difficulty in distinguishing the atomic configuration is a result of carbon and boron’s similar electronic and nuclear scattering cross sections (\(^{12}\text{C}\) and \(^{11}\text{B}\) isotopes). By means of crystal symmetry considerations, two configurations for stable boron carbide have initially been proposed, (i) \(B_4\text{C}\) and (ii) \(B_{13}\text{C}_2\). However, it is widely accepted that carbon rich \(B_4\text{C}\) (\(B_{12}\text{C}_2\)) is the stoichiometrically stable state of boron carbide [Dom11].

The current commercial method of boron carbide production is known as carbothermic reduction, which involves carbon reduction of boric acid (\(\text{H}_3\text{BO}_3\)) and boron trioxide (\(\text{B}_2\text{O}_3\)). The reaction process/step proceeds in three stages, as follows [Sur10]:

Upon heating, boric acid (\(\text{H}_3\text{BO}_3\)) coverts to \(\text{B}_2\text{O}_3\) with the release of water

- **Stage 1:** \(4 \text{H}_3\text{BO}_3 \rightarrow 2 \text{B}_2\text{O}_3 + 6 \text{H}_2\text{O}\)

\(\text{B}_2\text{O}_3\) is reduced by the addition of carbon monoxide (CO) at temperatures above 1400 °C

- **Stage 2:** \(\text{B}_2\text{O}_3 + 3 \text{CO} \rightarrow 2 \text{B} + 3 \text{CO}_2\)

Boron and carbon are reacted at furnace temperatures in excess of 2000 °C, enhancing the overall rate of reaction, as this reaction is highly endothermic.

- **Stage 3:** \(4 \text{B} + \text{C} \rightarrow \text{B}_4\text{C}\)
Boron carbide is proposed as a suitable target for the iThemba LABS RIB facility, due to its favorable $^6$He cross section and material properties. These favorable material properties for iThemba LABS RIB application are as follows:

- Good thermal properties - thermal conductivity, coefficient of thermal expansion
- High melting point
- Low density
- Optimal mechanical properties – Poisson’s ratio, Young’s Modulus
- Chemical inert nature at high operating temperature

For this thesis work, various literary and commercial sources were used to obtain measured or in some cases, best approximations, for the thermal and mechanical properties of B$_4$C. Due to the lack of studies relating to the use of B$_4$C in systems operating at high temperature and high vacuum, some extrapolation and estimation was required for modelling of the material properties. These material properties were used to compile material data input files for use in ANSYS. The material properties of B$_4$C are evaluated in the sub-sections to follow.

### 3.2.1 Boron Carbide – Melting point

When proposing and developing a RIB target, one of the most important parameters to be considered in the melting/sublimation point of the given target material. For boron carbide, of high carbon content (i.e. B$_4$C), various phase diagrams are available in the literature which indicate a phase transition (sublimation) of B$_4$C at 2450 °C under atmospheric pressure (see figure 3-9, below). It should be noted however, that these sublimation/melting point temperatures for B$_4$C do not account for the low pressure (vacuum) conditions to which the target would be subjected to during operation in the RIB target system.

Due to the lack of literature available related to the melting point of B$_4$C under low pressure (high vacuum) condition, commercial B$_4$C manufacturers were contacted for information on this matter. The Kurt J. Lesker Company® provided a B$_4$C melting point temperature range [Kur17] of approximately 2500 - 2580 °C at a pressure of $10^{-4}$ Pa (RIB target system pressure). Although this temperature value is higher than the melting point temperature for B$_4$C under atmospheric conditions, a conservative approach was taken and the B$_4$C target limiting temperature (melting point) was set at 2400 °C for this target design.
3.2.2 Boron Carbide – Thermal conductivity

In order to obtain a realistic thermal conductivity for Boron Carbide at varying temperatures, a study conducted by Wood & Zoltan in 1985 [Woo85], was employed for reference. This study found that thermal conductivities of boron carbides (samples of varying compositions were tested) at high temperature, are moderately low (0.1 – 0.01 W/m.K at 1000 K). Boron carbide of the highest carbon concentration, B$_4$C (20% carbon, 80% boron), exhibited the highest thermal conductivity between the tested boron carbides, as well as the most significant decrease due to increasing temperature [Woo85]. This relatively high thermal conductivity value of B$_4$C is characteristic of the lattice thermal conductivity of the crystal, suggesting that at the high carbon concentration, carbon atoms occupy all available sites, and therefore the thermal transport is that of a well ordered crystal. In contrast, at lower carbon concentrations, the carbon atoms only occupy a fraction of the available locations in the crystal structure, and thus the thermal transport through this defect structure resembles that of a disordered material [Woo85]. Therefore, it can be concluded that the carbon content and the impurity levels of the manufactured boron carbide, would have a significant impact on the thermal transport of the material, and therefore its thermal conductivity.
Although this study only measured the thermal conductivity of boron carbide up to approximately 1700 °C, the “best-estimate” for values up to 2200 °C using extrapolation were used. This adapted thermal conductivity data set was imported into the B₄C ANSYS material file for simulation.

![Graph showing thermal conductivity of boron carbide against temperature.](image)

Figure 3-10: Experimentally obtained thermal conductivity values of various grades of boron carbide for temperature range 0 to 1800 °C [Woo85]

3.2.3 Boron Carbide – Coefficient of Thermal expansion

In order to obtain a realistic, best approximation values for the thermal expansion of Boron Carbide, a study published by Michaux, et al. [Mic07] in 2007, in which the thermal expansion of various ceramic materials was studied, was employed for reference. In this studies, two marginally varying grades of boron carbide were tested, denoted as B₄C (1) and B₄C (2). These grades differed as a result of different manufacturing processes used to produce the boron carbide.

During the thermal expansion test, the boron carbide behaved as would be expected from a ceramic material upon heat application, by expanding. Figure 3-11 below, indicates the thermal expansion values obtained during this experiment, from these two grades of boron carbide between the temperature range 0 to 1200 °C.
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These thermal expansion values were averaged between the two grades of boron carbide, and used as an input in the ANSYS material data file, for the range 0 – 1200 °C. Best estimate values, by means of extrapolation were used for temperatures above 1200 °C.

### 3.2.4 Boron Carbide – Young’s Modulus

The same study used for reference of thermal expansion data, published by Michaux et al. [Mic07] in 2007, was consulted for information related to the modulus of elasticity (Young’s Modulus) of B₄C upon heating. This study found that the modulus of elasticity of B₄C decreases in a constant manner with an increase in temperature, as shown in figure 3-12 below [Mic07]. This observation is stated to be as a result of the progressive weakening of the intra-chemical bonds of the B₄C material.

These Young’s modulus values were averaged between the two grades of boron carbide, B₄C(1) and B₄C(2), and used as an input in the ANSYS material data file, for the range 0 – 1200 °C. Best estimate values, by means of extrapolation were used for temperatures above 1200 °C.

Figure 3-11: Experimentally obtained thermal expansion coefficient values of various ceramic materials (including Boron Carbide) for temperature range 0 – 1200 °C [Mic07].
3.2.5 Boron Carbide – Density

In order to ensure a realistic density value for B$_4$C, various manufacturers of commercially produced B$_4$C were contacted for reference. The quoted density values for 20% carbon containing B$_4$C ranged between 2.30 and 2.52 g/cm$^3$ [AZo01] [Kur17] [Ted14]. Using these manufacturer inputs, a density value of 2.50 g/cm$^3$ was used during simulation (FLUKA and ANSYS) for B$_4$C throughout the operating temperature range. No significant density change was assumed since the material is not expected to undergo a phase change during operation.

3.2.6 Boron Carbide – Poisson’s ratio

No literature could be found, examining the effects of high temperature and low pressure (vacuum) on the Poisson’s ratio of boron carbide. It is well documented, in the literature [Dom11] and commercial manufacture technical data sheets [AZo01] [Pan17], that the Poisson’s ratio of high carbon containing boron carbide, B$_4$C, is approximately 0.2. This value was used during simulation as a best estimate value for this parameter, and included as such as a constant value across the complete operational temperature range in the ANSYS material data file.
3.2.7 Boron Carbide – Specific heat

A review study conducted by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in 1997 [Cle97], evaluating experimental results of the thermal properties of boron carbide, was used for reference for realistic values of boron carbide’s specific heat through the RIB target operational temperature range. This study considered experimental results of 10 boron carbide samples with densities ranging from 2.38 to 2.50 g/cm³. These results are presented in figure 3-13 below, with the code numbers E000xxxx indicating the various boron carbide samples considered.

![Figure 3-13: Specific heat capacity of various boron carbide samples, with densities ranging from 2.38 to 2.50 g/cm³, for temperature range 0 – 2700 °C [Cle97].](image)

From the results shown in figure 3-13, the boron sample E0001906 was considered relevant for the purposes of this research work, as its density value was the same (2.50 g/cm³) as the boron carbide sample proposed for use. From these results, it is noted that the specific heat of boron carbide increases in a somewhat linear fashion between the temperature range 0 – 1100 °C, and then begins to flatten out as it approaches 2000 °C and beyond. This data set represents a realistic analysis of the specific heat profile of boron carbide at the RIB operating temperature range, and was thus used in the ANSYS material file for boron carbide.
3.2.8 Boron Carbide – Electrical Resistivity

In order to obtain realistic electrical resistivity data for boron carbide at RIB target operating temperature ranges, a study conducted by Lee et al. in 1992 [Lee92], was employed for reference. In this study, the electric resistivity of approximately 20% carbon containing boron carbide was measured. The measured results, for the temperature range 750 to 3000 K are presented in figure 3-14 below. It should be noted however, that this study measured the electrical resistivity of thin film boron carbide, and does not provide an indication of the density of the boron carbide that was tested. Therefore, these results are considered a “best approximation” for electrical resistivity data as it relates to this research work. This data set was used in the ANSYS material file for boron carbide.

![Figure 3-14: Electrical resistivity of thin film, 20% carbon containing boron carbide. Adapted and developed from [Lee92].](image)

3.2.9 Boron Carbide – Emissivity

In order to obtain a realistic and most accurate emissivity value for Boron Carbide, a study conducted [Kam92] in 1991 in which the heat transfer between boron carbide fuel pellets and control rod cladding in a Fast breeder reactor was experimental evaluated, was employed for reference. In this study, it was found that the emissivity of boron carbide decreases with increasing temperature, up to approximately 300 °C, and thereafter exhibits a constant emissivity of 0.85 [Kam92]. Relatively high emissivity values are noted below 100 °C, which is
attributed to the reflection of incident energy from the surroundings. The results of this experimental evaluation are provided in figure 3-15, below.

![Emissivity of Boron Carbide](image)

Figure 3-15: Emissivity of Boron Carbide. Adapted from [Kam92].

This data set was used for the emissivity values in the ANSYS material file for Boron Carbide, with a constant emissivity value of 0.85 used for operating temperatures above 500 °C.

### 3.2.10 Boron Carbide – Elastic limit

The best estimate elastic limit (yield strength) value for boron carbide was found to be 260 MPa, as referenced by material manufacturer, AZO Materials [AZo01]. This value was considered as the limiting mechanical stress value in the target design process.
CHAPTER 4: SIMULATIONS

During the iThemba LABS RIB target design and optimisation process, numerous target configurations of differing target materials, geometries and thicknesses, were tested and simulated. A number of these target configurations and their accompanying simulation results are presented in this chapter.

4.1 Graphite Targets

As discussed in chapter 1, graphite was considered a suitable target material for use in an adapted SPES target configuration, due to its well defined and referenced thermal and mechanical properties. Furthermore, the design of the SPES adapted graphite target was considered a departure point for further RIB target design and a means of providing assurance of the accuracy of the computer codes and simulations applied during the design process.

4.1.1 Graphite Targets – Design and optimisation

As previously mentioned, during the RIB target design the main aim was to produce the highest possible quantity of $^6$He within the engineering constraints (thermal and mechanical limits) of the target material and associated target system components. The $^6$He yield obtained from the target can be optimised by adjusting the following parameters: target disc thicknesses and the number of target discs. However, these two parameters have direct and significant influence on the following aspects: the release time of $^6$He from the target disc, the spacing between discs and the thermo-mechanical stresses exerted on the target discs.

Increasing the target disc thickness would result in:

- An increase in the $^6$He release time from the target material, which, due to the short half-life of $^6$He (807 ms), would result in a reduction of extractable $^6$He from the target system.
- An increase in power deposited by the primary beam into the target disc, resulting in increased thermo-mechanical stresses on the target discs

Additionally, increasing the number of target discs (assuming a fixed target canister length) would result in:
• An increase in thermo-mechanical stresses on the target discs due to the increased contribution of thermal radiation between the target discs
• An increase in the time taken for the $^6$He to migrate from the target discs to the transfer line, used to extract the $^6$He from the target system. This increased delay would thus reduce the quantity of extractable $^6$He for post-acceleration

It is therefore important to find an optimal balance between these parameters, to ensure effective and reliable operation of the RIB target. In order to balance these parameters, the following aspects were considered:

• The proton energy range at which the proton-graphite reaction cross section is highest
• The stopping power and projected range of protons in graphite

In order to gain insight into the reaction cross section for the $^{12}$C(p,x)$^6$He reaction (where x in the reaction is classified as one or more “unknown” secondary particles), a study conducted in 1970 by Davids, et al. [Dav70], was employed for reference. In this study, a thin graphite target (65.0 – 80.0 µg/cm$^2$ average thickness) was impinged by a primary proton beam at various energies within the 28 - 40 MeV range and the collective reaction cross sections of mass (A=6) particles $^6$He and $^6$Li measured. A FLUKA simulation was conducted to validate the PEANUT (Pre-Equilibrium Approach to NUclear Thermalisation) model employed by FLUKA to compute hadron-nucleus interactions, against that of the experimental cross section data obtained from the Davids study. The FLUKA simulation was conducted using the experimental parameters defined in the Davids study, with the graphite target thickness being averaged to a value of 72.5 µg/cm$^2$. The FLUKA in-target yield results for $^6$He and $^6$Li at the varying experimental proton beam energies were summed and converted to a reaction cross section value. A comparison of the reaction cross section data from the Davids study and the FLUKA simulation for the reactions $^{12}$C(p,x)$^6$He + $^{12}$C(p,x)$^6$Li, is shown in figure 4-1 below.

From figure 4-1, it can be seen that the FLUKA simulation results are well in agreement with that of the experimentally measured cross section data in the 28 – 40 MeV energy range. It should be noted that ~ 99 % of combined $^6$He and $^6$Li in-target yield value obtained from FLUKA is that of $^6$Li and therefore the apparent correlation with experimental data from the Davids study, cannot be considered as a measure of FLUKA’s accuracy in simulating in-target $^6$He yields. However, this data validation, although limited, is considered to provide additional confidence in the application of FLUKA for this research work.
Figure 4-1: Reaction cross section data obtained from FLUKA simulation and Davids, et al. [Dav70] study for the $^{12}$C(p, x)$^6$He + $^{12}$C(p, x)$^6$Li reactions. Note: Error bars smaller than data points.

Figure 4-2: Stopping power and proton range in graphite. Extracted from SRIM [Zie10].
The stopping power and proton range in graphite, presented in figure 4-2 above was obtained from the SRIM software package. From figure 4-2, it can be seen that the effective length of graphite (\( \rho = 1.760 \text{ g/cm}^3 \)) required to stop 70 MeV protons is 25.9 mm. The graphite beam dump has an effective length of 13 mm, retained from the SPES design, and is an operational safety requirement as the primary proton beam deposits a maximum amount of energy (Bragg peak) at the end of its range, as a result of lower energy protons interacting with graphite, as shown by the sharp increase in stopping power below 10 MeV, in figure 4-2. The other contributions to the effective length of graphite in the target system is that of the two windows and screen at the entry of the target, the screen prior to the beam dump and the beam dump containing 4 graphite dumps at the backend of the target system. The use of graphite screens, in the form of an annulus, was introduced during the SPES target design at INFN, as it was shown to reduce the thermal and mechanical stresses on the first and last target discs at the front and back of the target system, respectively. Accounting for the contribution of the beam dump and neglecting the graphite windows (negligible thickness) and screens (due to its shape being that of an annulus), an effective minimum length of 12.9 mm graphite, is thus required to ensure the beam is stopped within the target system.

In order to meet the effective minimum length of 12.9 mm graphite, it was decided as an initial target design consideration to make use of thirteen (13) 1.1 mm graphite discs, thus providing an effective target discs length of 14.3 mm (~ 10% safety margin) and effective target system graphite length of 27.3 mm, enough to ensure that the primary proton beam would be stopped within the target system. This target system is hereafter referred to as configuration 1. Since the SPES prototype target layout was used, the following target parameters were maintained from the SPES design:

- Disc radius - 20 mm
- Target canister: Length - 230 mm, inner radius – 22.5 mm, outer radius – 24.5 mm
- Graphite windows at target entry: Thickness – 0.2 mm, radius – 22.4 mm
- Graphite screen (1) at target entry: Thickness – 0.3 mm, inner radius – 11.25 mm, outer radius – 20 mm
- Graphite screen (2) at beam dump entry: Thickness – 1 mm inner radius – 11.25 mm, outer radius – 20 mm
- Four beam dumps at the end of target: Beam dump 1, 2 and 3 thickness – 1 mm, Beam dump 4 thickness – 10 mm
Figure 4-3 below illustrates the layout of configuration 1, as simulated in FLUKA, with 13 1.1 mm graphite discs evenly spaced at 13.4 mm apart.

![Figure 4-3: Configuration 1 target system layout, as simulated in FLUKA.](image)

The in-target $^6$He yield results for configuration 1, per 1.1 mm graphite target disc, is shown in figure 4-4, below.

*It should be noted that all $^6$He yield results presented in this work are considered as in-target yields with a typical in-target average $^6$He yield error of ± 1.5% given by FLUKA.*

![Figure 4-4: Configuration 1 - In-target $^6$He yield results, per 1.1 mm graphite target disc.](image)
The FLUKA simulated total $^6$He yield obtained from configuration 1, was found to be $2.49 \times 10^{10}$ $^6$He/s for a 70 MeV, 200 µA primary proton beam. From the results shown in figure 4-4 above, it can be seen that the highest yield occurs in disc 1, which is to be expected as the primary beam has undergone minimal beam energy losses in this front region of the target system. Disc 2 to 12 shows a gradual decrease in in-target $^6$He yield, with a significant drop in $^6$He yield at disc 13. The gradual decrease in $^6$He yield throughout the length of the target system can be attributed to reduction in reaction cross section due to reducing proton energies as the protons move through the target system.

In order to verify the reproducibility of $^6$He yield result obtained from FLUKA for the simulation of configuration 1, a second configuration (denoted configuration 2) was simulated with the same 13 1.1 mm discs at variable spacing between discs. Since the effective graphite target disc length is the same in both configuration 1 and 2, it was expected that the $^6$He yield results would be the same, as the primary beam is modelled as a collimated beam (i.e. no beam spreading). The $^6$He yield comparison between configuration 1 and 2, per graphite target disc, is shown in figure 4-5 below. From figure 4-5 it can be seen that the scoring of residual nuclei in the FLUKA simulation can be considered reproducible as the two yield results are within the 5% error, with configuration 1 and 2 providing a total $^6$He yield of $2.49 \times 10^{10}$ $^6$He/s and $2.41 \times 10^{10}$ $^6$He/s, respectively.

![Figure 4-5: In-target $^6$He yield comparison between configuration 1 and 2, per graphite target disc.](image-url)
The placement of target discs and associated disc spacing for configurations 1 and 2 is shown in table 4-1 below. It should be noted that the position data shown in table 4-1, is presented with the entry of the target canister being the reference point (0 mm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disc number</th>
<th>Configuration 1</th>
<th>Configuration 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>start of disc (di) [mm]</td>
<td>end of disc (df) [mm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>44.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>58.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>71.9</td>
<td>73.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>100.9</td>
<td>102.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>115.4</td>
<td>116.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>129.9</td>
<td>131.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>144.4</td>
<td>145.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>158.9</td>
<td>160.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>173.4</td>
<td>174.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>187.9</td>
<td>189.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-1: Configuration 1 – Target disc positioning, dimensions and spacing

The proton distribution during operation of target configuration 1 and 2 with the 70 MeV, 200 µA \((1.2482 \times 10^{15})\) primary proton beam was simulated in FLUKA. The proton distributions for these target configurations are shown in figures 4-6 and 4-7 below.

Figure 4-6: Proton distribution within configuration 1.
From figures 4-6 and 4-7 above, it can be seen that the primary beam is well collimated throughout the length of the target system, with minimal beam spreading occurring in the latter half of the target system. Furthermore, it can be seen that the proton beam is stopped within the target system (at the beam dump) in both configuration 1 and 2, which is an important operational safety requirement to be met.

Since lower energy protons would deposit more energy into a target disc, due to higher residence time within the target material, it was decided to place more discs closer to the front of the target where the proton energy is highest, as was done in configuration 2, as opposed to the even spacing used in configuration 1. Additionally, by applying the disc spacing of configuration 2, it was expected that the larger spacing between the discs in the latter half of the target system would reduce the disc and beam dump temperatures in this region, as the thermal radiation between the discs in this region would be reduced.

In order to simulate the thermo-mechanical stresses on the target system components, the power deposition results obtained from FLUKA were coupled to ANSYS as input loads, allowing for simulation of target system component temperatures and mechanical stresses during operation. It should be noted that all ANSYS simulations of the target system were conducted with a 2500 W load from the external heater applied to the outside of the target system canister, which assists in the pre-heating (conditioning) of the target system and subsequent control/maintenance of optimal temperature. Following the detailed discussion
regarding the material properties and simulation inputs for graphite in Chapter 3, the following operational safety limits, listed in table 4-2 below, were adopted during the ANSYS thermo-mechanical analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Maximum Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graphite (C)</td>
<td>Max. Temperature</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max. Von-Mises Stress</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-2: Graphite operational temperature and mechanical stress limits.

ANSYS thermal simulation results for configuration 2 are presented in figures 4-8 and 4-9, below. From figure 4-8, it can be seen, as expected, that the temperatures of the discs increase as the primary proton beam moves through the target system, as a result of more energy being deposited in the target material as the primary beam slows down, due to the proton residence time within the material being longer at lower velocities. The maximum temperature experienced on the target discs, specifically discs 4 to 13, is ~ 2267 °C (SMX), which is below the thermal limit set for graphite of 2300 °C, and thus presents no operational concerns. However, from figure 4-9 it can be seen that the maximum temperature in the beam dump is found to be ~ 3042 °C (SMX), which is well above the operational temperature limit for graphite (2300 °C). Therefore, due to the temperatures noted in the beam dump, this target configuration could not be declared fit for use, as the beam dump would be subjected to material degradation at these temperatures.

Figure 4-8: Configuration 2 – target discs thermal results.
The mechanical stress (Von misses stress) analysis results for configuration 2, shown in figures 4-10 and 4-11 below, indicated a maximum VM stress value of 4.65 MPa on the discs and 23.40 MPa on the beam dump. The target discs, beam dump and system components are thus well within the mechanical stress limit for graphite of 200 MPa. It is noted, as expected, that the stresses in all discs increase radially from the center to the outer edges of the discs. This observation could be attributed to the induced thermal stress placed upon the discs as they experience an increasing temperature gradient during operation, while being restrained at their edges by the disc restraints on the interior of the target system canister.
In an attempt to reduce the beam dump temperatures noted in the ANSYS simulations of configuration 2, a redesign was proposed. This redesign entailed the use of 13 target discs of varying thicknesses, with the thicker discs being placed at the target system entry, where the proton energy is highest, as well as the last disc prior to the beam dump, in order to reduce the thermal load on the beam dump. This redesigned target is hereafter referred to as configuration 3. The disc positions and thickness of configurations 2 and 3 are provided in table 4-3 below, with the target system entry being the reference point (0 mm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disc number</th>
<th>Configuration 2</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Configuration 3</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>start of disc (di) [mm]</td>
<td>end of disc (df) [mm]</td>
<td>disc thickness (dz) [mm]</td>
<td>disc spacing after (df) [mm]</td>
<td>start of disc (di) [mm]</td>
<td>end of disc (df) [mm]</td>
<td>disc thickness (dz) [mm]</td>
<td>disc spacing after (df) [mm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>71.9</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>71.9</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>88.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>103.9</td>
<td>105.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>103.9</td>
<td>104.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>122.4</td>
<td>123.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>122.4</td>
<td>123.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>140.9</td>
<td>142.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>140.9</td>
<td>141.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>158.4</td>
<td>159.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>158.4</td>
<td>159.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>176.4</td>
<td>177.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>176.4</td>
<td>177.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>189.4</td>
<td>190.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>189.4</td>
<td>190.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-3: Configuration 2 & 3 – Target disc positioning, dimensions and spacing.
The FLUKA simulated total $^6$He yield obtained from configuration 3, was found to be $\sim 2.30 \times 10^{10}$ $^6$He/s for a 70 MeV, 200 µA primary proton beam. An approximate reduction of 5% in $^6$He yield was thus noted from configuration 2 to 3, indicating the effect of reducing the effective graphite target disc length from 14.3 mm in configuration 2 to 12.9 mm in configuration 3.

It is expected that by lowering the temperature of the last disc in the array (disc 13) the beam dump temperature could be reduced as a result of lower thermal radiation from disc 13 to the entry of the beam dump. A method of reducing the temperature of disc 13, is to ensure lower power deposition (lower temperature) in the preceding disc 12, by reducing the disc thickness. Target discs power deposition results obtained from FLUKA, for configuration 2 and 3 are provided in figure 4-12. From figure 4-12, it can be seen that disc 12 in configuration 3 has significantly lower power deposition as opposed to configuration 2. Although the total power deposited in the target array is marginally higher for configuration 2 (5.82 kW) as compared to configuration 3 (5.16 kW), the reduced thermal radiation coming from disc 12 in configuration 3, is expected to result in a lower disc 13 temperature and therefore lower beam dump temperature.

The ANSYS thermal analysis results for the redesigned target (configuration 3) are shown in figures 4-13 and 4-14 below. From figure 4-13, it is noted that the highest/maximum temperature occurs on target disc 13 with a temperature of $\sim 2200 ^\circ$C (SMX), which is a 47 $^\circ$C reduction from the maximum temperature observed in configuration 2. The beam dump temperature in configuration 3 was found to be $\sim 2873 ^\circ$C (SMX), as shown in figure 4-14.
below, which is a 47 °C reduction from the highest beam dump temperature observed in configuration 2. Although this reduction represents a significant improvement, the beam dump temperature is still significantly above the graphite temperature limit of 2300 °C and therefore renders configuration 3 unfit for purpose.

Figure 4-13: Configuration 3 – target discs thermal results.

Figure 4-14: Configuration 3 – target canister and beam dump thermal results.
For completeness, the ANSYS VM stress analysis results for configuration 3 is shown in figures 4-15 and 4-16 below. No significant changes in VM stress from configuration 2 were noted, with the maximum VM stress on the discs and beam dump being 4.6 MPa and 25 MPa, respectively, which is still well below the 200 MPa mechanical VM stress limit for graphite.

Figure 4-15: Configuration 3 – target discs VM stress results.

Figure 4-16: Configuration 3 – target canister and beam dump VM stress results.
The target canister is to be placed within a larger vacuum chamber, which serves as an external source of cooling for the hot target canister. This vacuum chamber has been design and tested in the SPES project, details of which are documented in work conducted by A. Monetti [Mon17]. The vacuum chamber is constructed from aluminium, due to its significantly low neutron activation and consists of three main components, namely the cylindrical bucket/chamber, integrated water cooling circuit and a secondary beam dump. These components provide the following functions:

- Drawing and maintaining high vacuum conditions throughout the target system.
- Heat removal (via thermal radiation) from the target canister by means of water cooling loops, constructed from copper tubes.
- Allows for a secondary beam dump, named the chamber beam dump, as a secondary safety barrier, in the event of target beam dump failure.

As a result of the high vacuum (low pressure) environment and high temperature of the target canister during operation, the heat/power deposited in the target canister can be removed mainly via thermal radiation, and directed to the external heat sink constituted by the water cooling circuit in the vacuum chamber. The heat removal process is thus as follows: (1) the discs radiate heat to the target canister, (2) target canister transfers the heat to the vacuum chamber walls and (3) the heat is removed from the vacuum chamber through the integrated water cooling circuit.

A SPES vacuum chamber design has shown no operability concerns for target canister surface temperatures up to 1800 °C, with the vacuum chamber not exceeding 90 °C during testing. In order to adopt the SPES vacuum chamber design with minimal design changes, it is envisaged to maintain the internal target canister temperature below 1800 °C. However, from figures 4-9 and 4-14 it can be seen that the internal target canister temperatures for these designs are between 1900 and 2000°C, and thus design changes to the SPES vacuum chamber would be required to accommodate the higher temperature.

The results presented in this section, for target system configurations 1, 2 and 3 are summarised in table 4-4 below. These results indicate that although no operability concerns regarding mechanical stress limits for discs and beam dumps are noted, the beam dump temperatures of all target configurations were significantly above the thermal limit of graphite. Thus, these target configurations were deemed unfit for purpose and would require additional
optimisation or operation at reduced primary beam energy and/or current, in order to be feasible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config. no.</th>
<th>Target Disk Material</th>
<th>Beam Dump Material</th>
<th>No. of Target Disks</th>
<th>Disc thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Disc spacing</th>
<th>Effective beam dump length (mm)</th>
<th>6He Yield (nuclei/s) for 200 µA [+/- 5% error]</th>
<th>Max. Disc Temp (°C)</th>
<th>Max. Dump Temp (°C)</th>
<th>Max. Disc VM Stress (Mpa)</th>
<th>Max. Dump VM Stress (Mpa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Even spacing of 13 mm</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.49E+10</td>
<td>No simulation</td>
<td>No simulation</td>
<td>No simulation</td>
<td>No simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Optimal spacing</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.41E+10</td>
<td>2267</td>
<td>3042</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>23.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Varying</td>
<td>Optimal spacing</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.30E+10</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>2873</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-4: Results summary of graphite target system configurations. ‘Green cells’ – within thermal/mechanical limit, ‘Red cells’ – exceeds thermal/mechanical limit.

Nevertheless, the simulations conducted on these graphite targets provided confidence in the simulation codes (FLUKA and ANSYS) and methods employed in the target optimisation process and will serve as a reference point for further RIB target designs.
4.2. Moving from C to B₄C

From the outset of this research work, it was well known that boron carbide (B₄C) was a more beneficial target material as opposed to graphite, as a result of its higher $^6$He yield, which was verified by preliminary FLUKA simulations of the proton-boron carbide interaction. On completion of the graphite target design and optimisation, the 13 disc optimally spaced graphite target system (configuration 2) was adapted by simply replacing the 13 1.1 mm graphite discs with 13 1.0 mm boron carbide discs. The results of this adaption showed an order of magnitude increase of in-target $^6$He yield ($2.65 \times 10^{11} \text{He/s}$) (simulated in FLUKA) and improved thermal results (simulated in ANSYS). However, although the thermal results, specifically that of the beam dump, were an improvement on the previous graphite target results, it was still not within the thermal limits of the beam dump. The thermal results of this preliminary, un-optimised boron carbide target design are provided in figure 4-17 below, in which it is evident that the graphite beam dump temperatures (~ 2526 °C) were still above the graphite thermal limit of 2300 °C.

![Figure 4-17: Preliminary, un-optimised B₄C target thermal results (13 x 1.0mm B₄C discs).](image)

Hereafter, various target optimisation studies/simulations were conducted by applying the same methodology used for the design and optimisation of the graphite targets in the preceding section. The boron carbide target design and optimisation is covered in complete detail in the section to follow.
4.3. Boron Carbide Targets

The following section presents the optimisation process, design considerations and simulation results obtained during the design of an optimised Boron Carbide target system.

4.3.1 Boron Carbide Targets - Design and optimisation

Similar to the starting point in the methodology employed for the graphite target design (as discussed in section 4.1), information regarding the $^6\text{He}$ production reaction(s) from the proton-target interaction and stopping power of boron carbide is required to initiate the target dimensioning process (i.e. number of discs and disc thickness).

Preliminary FLUKA simulations indicated that the use of B$_4$C as the target material yielded $^6\text{He}$ at a factor of 10 greater than that of graphite target system configurations with the same dimensions. As previously discussed in section 4.1, the $^6\text{He}$ production mechanism from graphite is posited to proceed via the reaction, $^{12}\text{C}(p,\alpha 3p)^6\text{He}$. This reaction mechanism is thus expected to be present in B$_4$C as well, due to its 20% carbon content. Additionally, the second $^6\text{He}$ production mechanism comes from the boron (natural boron contains 19.9% $^{10}\text{B}$ and 80.1% $^{11}\text{B}$) [Sup09] component of the B$_4$C material, and is postulated to be driven mainly by the $^{11}\text{B}(p,\alpha 2p)^6\text{He}$ reaction. However, it should be noted that this reaction cross section still requires experimental measurement and could not be found for reference in literature sources or reaction cross section databases.

Since no experimentally measured cross section data for the $^{11}\text{B}(p,x)^6\text{He}$ reaction could be found, a FLUKA simulation (using the PEANUT model) of the natB(p,x)$^6\text{He}$ reaction cross section was employed as a ‘best estimate’ during the optimisation of the B$_4$C target system. The simulation was conducted using a thin natural boron (natB) target with $\rho = 2.37$ g/cm$^3$ impinged by a proton beam at various energies in the range of 5 – 80 MeV. The results obtained from this FLUKA simulation are shown in figure 4-18 below, and indicates that the natB(p,x)$^6\text{He}$ reaction cross section is favored at proton energies in the range of 50 – 70 MeV.

The stopping power and the projected proton range in B$_4$C, shown in figure 4-19 below, was obtained using SRIM [Zie10], by specifying the B$_4$C material as having a density of 2.5 g/cm$^3$, 80% natural boron and 20% carbon. The application/use of these values are discussed in Chapter 3, and was used for all FLUKA and ANSYS simulations to follow.
Figure 4-18: Cross section or the $^7\text{Be}(p,x)^6\text{He}$ reaction as simulated in FLUKA. Note: Error bars smaller than data points.

Figure 4-19: Stopping power and proton range in boron carbide. Extracted/calculated using SRIM [Zie10].
From figure 4-19 above, it can be seen that the effective length of B₄C (ρ = 2.5 g/cm³) required to stop 70 MeV protons is 19.2 mm. However, since the graphite beam dump (as well as the graphite screens and windows) will be retained from the previous graphite target design, it was envisioned to have the highest power deposition at the end of the proton range delivered into the beam dump. This design consideration was to ensure that the temperatures on the B₄C target discs are kept as low as possible. As shown in figure 4-19, the stopping power of B₄C starts increasing exponentially below the 25 MeV proton energy mark, and thus protons with energies lower than 25 MeV would ideally need to be delivered to the graphite beam dump.

As discussed and shown in section 4.2, replacing the graphite target discs in the optimally spaced graphite target with 1.0 mm B₄C target discs resulted in an order of magnitude higher ⁶He yield and a ~ 500 °C reduction in beam dump temperature. In an attempt to reduce the beam dump temperatures further, it was decided to extend the target canister from 230 mm to 236.7 mm, with the beam dump configuration remaining as per the previous design, thus dump 1,2,3 and 4 having thicknesses of 1,1,1 and 10 mm, respectively. This target configuration is hereafter referred to as configuration 4. In addition to the extension of the target canister, the number of target discs was increased from 13 to 15 with a uniform disc spacing of 12.1 mm between the 15 target discs, as shown in table 4-5 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disc number</th>
<th>start of disc (di) [mm]</th>
<th>end of disc (df) [mm]</th>
<th>disc thickness (dz) [mm]</th>
<th>disc spacing after (df) [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>104.9</td>
<td>105.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>117.9</td>
<td>118.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>130.9</td>
<td>131.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>143.9</td>
<td>144.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>156.9</td>
<td>157.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>169.9</td>
<td>170.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>182.9</td>
<td>183.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>195.9</td>
<td>196.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-5: Configuration 4 – Target disc positioning, dimensions and spacing.
It was expected that increasing the number of target discs would result in an increase in the in-target $^6$He yield, however, increasing the number of target discs in combination with the target canister extension would increase the $^6$He release time from the target canister to the extraction line. In order to counter this expected increase in release time, the discs thickness of the 15 $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ discs was reduced to 0.9 mm. The reduction in disc thickness results in an effective $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ length of 13.5 mm, which is only 0.5 mm longer than the effective $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ length in the previous simulated 13 1.0 mm $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ disc target of 13 mm. As a result, the predicted increase $^6$He yield was expected to be marginal.

FLUKA simulation of this target provided a $^6$He yield of $2.72 \times 10^{11}$ $^6$He/s for the 70 MeV, 200 $\mu$A primary proton beam. As expected, the $^6$He yield was a marginal improvement (2.64 % increase) from the 13 1.0 mm $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ discs target (with optimal graphite target spacing), due to the minor (0.5 mm) increase in effective $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ length.

Following the detailed discussion regarding the material properties and simulation inputs for graphite and boron carbide ($\text{B}_4\text{C}$) in Chapter 3, the following operational safety limits, listed in table 4-6 below, were adopted during the ANSYS thermo-mechanical analysis. It should be noted however, that the thermal limit value of 2400 °C for $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ under vacuum conditions could be considered conservative. Information sourced from $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ manufacturers, with specific reference to Kurt J. Lesker Company® and Ted Pella. Inc® [Ted14], have quoted the sublimation (melting) point of their manufactured $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ to be between 2450 and 2650 °C at vacuum conditions. Considering the lowest point of this quoted range, 2450 °C, the assumed conservative thermal limit of 2400 °C has additional safety margin. However, due to the lack of definitive thermal limit values (sublimation point) for $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ discs at vacuum conditions and the variables which would be introduced during manufacturing of the $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ discs, such as manufacturing method/process and impurities, the thermal limits of the proposed $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ discs would need to be experimentally verified in the future, at the RIB production target operating conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Maximum Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graphite (C)</td>
<td>Max. Temperature</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max. Von-Mises Stress</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boron Carbide ($\text{B}_4\text{C}$)</td>
<td>Max. Temperature</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max. Von-Mises Stress</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-6: Graphite and Boron Carbide operational temperature and mechanical stress limits.
The ANSYS thermal analysis results for configuration 4 are shown in figure 4-20 and 4-21 below. From figure 4-20, it is noted that the maximum temperature produced in the target discs is \(~ 2398 \, ^\circ C\) (SMX), which is only \(2 \, ^\circ C\) below the temperature threshold for \(\text{B}_4\text{C}\), too close to be considered safe for operation. However, from figure 4-21, it is noted that the maximum temperature produced in the beam dump is \(~ 2668 \, ^\circ C\) (SMX), which is \(142 \, ^\circ C\) higher than that of the previously simulated 13, 1.0 mm \(\text{B}_4\text{C}\) discs target and thus significantly above the thermal limit of graphite, rendering this target unfit for operation.

**Figure 4-20:** Configuration 4 – target discs thermal results.

**Figure 4-21:** Configuration 4 – target canister and beam dump thermal results.
To gain a sense of the mechanical stresses exerted on the components of configuration 4, VM stress analysis was conducted in ANSYS with the results provided in figures 4-22 and 4-23 below. From these figures it can be seen that the maximum VM stress on the B₄C target discs and graphite beam dump is 165 MPa and 20.5 MPa, respectively, which are within the mechanical stress limits for these respective materials.

Figure 4-22: Configuration 4 – target discs VM stress results.

Figure 4-23: Configuration 4 – target canister and beam dump VM stress results.
From the configuration 4 target design and associated simulation results, in which no success was achieved in reducing the beam dump temperatures, the following design considerations were made:

- Increasing the effective graphite beam dump thickness, by extending the length of the last dump (beam dump 4) from 10 mm to 20 mm, as this should allow for greater energy dissipation due to the increased beam dump volume.
- Revising the target discs spacing by reducing the spacing between the first 5 discs and increasing the spacing between the last 5 discs. This decision was based on the thermal results shown in figure 4-22 above, in which it can be seen that the highest temperatures are on the last half of the 15 disc array (discs 8 to 14), with the lowest temperatures being on the first 3 discs in disc array.

The disc positioning of the redesigned 15 B$_4$C target disc of 0.9 mm thickness with revised/optimised spacing and extended beam dump, hereafter referred to as configuration 5, is shown in table 4-7 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disc number</th>
<th>start of disc (di) [mm]</th>
<th>end of disc (df) [mm]</th>
<th>disc thickness (dz) [mm]</th>
<th>disc spacing after (df) [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>70.9</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>82.9</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>108.9</td>
<td>109.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>122.9</td>
<td>123.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>138.9</td>
<td>139.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>154.9</td>
<td>155.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>168.9</td>
<td>169.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>182.9</td>
<td>183.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>195.9</td>
<td>196.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-7: Configuration 5 – Target disc positioning, dimensions and spacing.

FLUKA simulation of configuration 5 provided an in-target $^6$He yield of $2.85 \times 10^{11}$ $^6$He/s for the 70 MeV, 200 µA primary proton beam. Although the effective B$_4$C length of configuration 5 and 4 are the same, a 4.8 % increase in $^6$He yield was obtained with the application of the
revised/optimised spacing (hereafter referred to as Rev.1 spacing) in configuration 5. This increase, albeit marginal, can be attributed to the $^\text{nat}\text{B}(p,x)^6\text{He}$ reaction cross section being higher at the higher proton energies at the front end of the target system, as previous shown in figure 4-18.

The ANSYS thermal analysis results for configuration 5 are shown in figures 4-24, 4-25 and 4-26 below. From figure 4-24, it is noted that the maximum temperature produced in the $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ target discs is $\sim 2355 \degree\text{C}$ (SMX), which is a $\sim 43 \degree\text{C}$ reduction from the maximum target discs temperature in configuration 4. This temperature reduction (improvement) can thus be concluded to be due to the revised target disc spacing applied in configuration 5. Furthermore, this target disc temperature is below the $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ thermal limit of 2400 $\degree\text{C}$, and thus presents no operational concerns with regards to disc temperature.

Thermal analysis results of the beam dump can be seen in figures 4-25 and 4-26 below, with a maximum temperature of $\sim 2406 \degree\text{C}$ (SMX) observed in the beam dump array (beam dump 1,2,3 and 4), which is a significant improvement/reduction from the configuration 4 beam dump temperatures ($\sim 261 \degree\text{C}$ reduction). Although this beam dump temperature is still above the thermal limit of graphite, it indicates that increasing the beam dump thickness is an appropriate design change for reduction in beam dump temperatures.

Figure 4-24: Configuration 5 – target discs thermal results.
Figure 4-25: Configuration 5 – target canister and beam dump thermal results.

Figure 4-26: Configuration 5 – beam dump thermal results (top view).
The mechanical stress (VM stress) analysis results for configuration 5 is shown in figures 4-27 and 4-28 below. From figure 4-27 below, a maximum VM stress value of 164 MPa (SMX) was found on the B₄C target discs, with the highest VM stress being experienced by disc 1 and 15 (first and last). As expected, this result is similar to that of configuration 4, since configuration 4 and 5 share the same B₄C target discs dimensions and spacing. Similarly to configuration 4, the target discs present no operational concerns in terms of VM stress, as the maximum values are well below the mechanical limit of B₄C (260 MPa).

Mechanical analysis of the beam dump, shown in figure 4-28, indicates a maximum VM stress of 16.2 MPa, a slight reduction from configuration 4, which can be attributed to the increased length of beam dump 4 causing a reduction in thermally induced mechanical stress. There are thus no operational concerns related to the mechanical stresses in the dump beam as the maximum VM stress values observed are well below the mechanical limit of graphite (200 MPa).

Figure 4-27: Configuration 5 – target discs VM stress results.
Figure 4-28: Configuration 5 – target canister and beam dump VM stress results.

Resulting from the reduction/improvement in beam dump temperature noted in configuration 5, as a result of the increase in length of beam dump 4, configuration 6 was proposed, in which a further increase in the length of beam dump 4 was employed. In configuration 6, beam dump 4 is extended by an additional 10 mm resulting in a beam dump 4 length of 30 mm. The target canister would therefore also require an extension of 10 mm, resulting in a total target canister length of 256.7 mm.

Additionally, consideration has to be given to beam dumps 1, 2 and 3, as these beam dumps were also shown to be above the graphite thermal limit of 2300 °C. In order to reduce the temperatures in beam dump 1, 2 and 3, their thicknesses/lengths were reduced from 1.0 mm to 0.8 mm. The optimised Rev.1 spacing as applied in configuration 5 was employed for configuration 6. Figure 4-29 below, graphically illustrates configuration 6 as simulated in FLUKA and ANSYS. A complete description of the configuration 6 target dimensions is provided in appendix E.
Configuration 6 FLUKA simulation results provided an in-target $^6$He yield of $2.85 \times 10^{11}$ $^6$He/s for the 70 MeV, 200 µA primary proton beam, the same as that of configuration 5, which is expected since the B$_4$C target configurations are the same. Figure 4-30 below, provides FLUKA simulated in-target yield rates of all nuclei produced by the configuration 6 target system.
The distribution of both protons and neutrons during operation of the configuration 6 target was investigated through FLUKA simulations of the 70 MeV, 200 µA ($1.2482 \times 10^{15}$ protons/s) primary proton beam impinging the target system. The results of these simulations are shown in figures 4-31 and 4-32 below. From figure 4-31, providing the simulated proton distribution during operation, the main factor to be confirmed is that the incoming proton beam is completely stopped within the beam dump. From this figure, it can be seen that the incoming proton beam is stopped completely in the 30 mm thick beam dump 4.

The simulated neutron distribution during operation is shown in figure 4-32. As expected, neutrons do ‘leak’ through the sides of the target chamber and into the RIB target vault, as a result of the isotropic nature of the distribution coupled with the low shielding capability of the target canister. The dose rates and safety factors associated with the leakage of protons and neutrons from the target chamber are accounted for in separate, on-going iThemba LABS RIB vault design studies, which would assess the shielding requirements for operation of this proposed target system.

Figure 4-31: Proton distribution within configuration 6.
The ANSYS thermal analysis results for configuration 6 are shown in figure 4-33, 4-34 and 4-35 below. From figure 4-33, it is noted that the maximum temperature produced in the B₄C target discs is ~ 2356 °C (SMX), which is essentially the same as that of configuration 5 since the B₄C target disc arrays are the same in both configurations. The B₄C target disc temperature is thus below the B₄C thermal limit of 2400 °C, and presents no operational concerns with regards to disc temperature. Another aspect to be considered is that of minimum average target disc temperature, as the target discs should be kept at an elevated temperature in order to ensure efficient release of $^6$He from the target material matrix. From figure 4-33, the lowest temperature of ~ 1926 °C (SMN) is found on the outer edge of disc 1, with the center of this disc having a temperature of ~ 2100 °C. All discs thus have an average temperature in excess of 2000 °C. Although the $^6$He release efficiency from the target material has not been evaluated in this research work, it is assumed that temperatures in excess of 2000 °C are sufficient for the efficient release of $^6$He from the target material.
Figure 4-33: Configuration 6 – target discs thermal results.

Figure 4-34: Configuration 6 – target canister and beam dump thermal results.
Thermal analysis results of the configuration 6 beam dump array can be seen in figures 4-34 and 4-35 above, with a maximum temperature of ~ 2279 °C (SMX) observed in the beam dump (beam dump 1,2,3 and 4), which is a significant improvement/reduction from the configuration 5, but more importantly, it is below the thermal limit of graphite (2300 °C). Although this operating temperature is close to the thermal limit of graphite, the beam dump could be considered safe to operate under the proposed experimental conditions. Furthermore, the interior of the target canister as shown in figure 4-34, has an approximate temperature range of 1950 to 2150 °C, which is considered ideal for the transport/release of $^6$He from the interior volume of target system to the transfer line, prior to the $^6$He undergoing post acceleration processes.

As previously mentioned, SPES vacuum chamber has shown no operability concerns for target canister surface temperatures up to 1800 °C. As can be seen in figures 4-34 and 4-35 above, configuration 6 has a maximum target canister surface temperature of ~ 1800 °C. The SPES vacuum chamber design could thus be adopted for the iThemba LABS target system, with little to no design changes required.
Additional reduction in beam dump temperature could be sought by further extending the beam dump length. This additional extension was not covered in this research work, following configuration 6 meeting the operational acceptance requirements. However, further evaluations/studies were conducted to quantify the impact of reducing the beam current, with the expectation that the decrease in power deposition using these reduced beam currents would result in greater safety margins (lower operating temperatures) for both the B₄C discs and graphite beam dump. Although the greater safety margins would come at the expense of ⁶He production rates, it is a significant factor to consider for a sustainable, safe RIB target system operation. These evaluations considered beam current reductions of 10% (180 μA) and 25% (150 μA), from an initial design beam current of 200 μA. Figure 4-36 below, provides comparative resultant disc and beam dump temperatures at varying beam currents.

![Figure 4-36: Primary beam current evaluation for beam currents of 200, 180 and 150 μA, at an energy of 70 MeV.](image)

The beam current evaluation, shown in figure 4-36 above, indicates a reduction of ~ 57 °C in target disc temperature, when reducing the primary beam current from 200 μA to 180 μA, and a further 94 °C reduction from a beam current of 180 μA to 150 μA. Therefore, a 10 % beam current reduction provides an additional 2% operational safety margin on the B₄C target discs, resulting in a net safety margin of 4%. Reducing the beam current even further, to 150 μA, doubles the safety margin to 8%.

Similarly, as expected, notable reductions in the temperature of the beam dump were observed, with a temperature reduction of 80 °C noted when reducing the beam current from 200 μA to 180 μA, and a further 131 °C drop from 180 μA to 150 μA. The original estimated safety margin for the beam dump at 200 μA was calculated to be rather tight, at approximately 0.9%. The beam current reductions show significantly higher safety margins of 4.4% and 10.1%, for beam currents of 180 μA and 150 μA, respectively.
The impact of these beam current reductions on the production rate of $^6$He is provided in table 4-8 below. It should be noted, as previously stated in this chapter, that all simulated FLUKA $^6$He in-target yield results are presented with an average error of ± 30%. The decision between operating at higher $^6$He production rates with lower safety margins, or reduced $^6$He production rates with higher safety margins, is to be assessed in the future by the RIB target system operators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beam Current (µA)</th>
<th>$^6$He yield (nuclei/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>$2.85 \times 10^{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>$2.56 \times 10^{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>$2.14 \times 10^{11}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-8: In-target $^6$He yield rates by varying primary beam currents at an energy of 70 MeV.

Additionally, the possibility of reducing the target’s tantalum heater power /current in order to reduce the operating temperature of the target materials, was considered. As discussed in previous sections of this research work, an outer cylindrical tantalum heater is attached to the target canister, to provide external heating power by means of resistive heating during the conditioning phase (purification of the target at high temperature prior to impingement by the primary beam) of the target. All target systems previously discussed in this chapter were simulated with an external heating power of 2500 W. An evaluation of the impact of reducing the external heating power was conducted by reducing the beam power from 2500 W to 1500 W, and thereafter 500 W, shown in figure 4-37 below.

![Figure 4-37: External heater power evaluation using configuration 6.](image-url)
From figure 4-37 above, it is noted that the reduction in external heater power has a minor impact on the $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ target disc temperature and furthermore, an insignificant impact of the beam dump temperature. Reducing the heater power from 2000 W to 500 W, results in a 41 °C temperature drop on the target discs and a 5 °C drop in the beam dump temperature. A combination of beam current and heater power reduction could be considered, however, it should be noted that reducing the heater power results in a lower target canister interior wall temperature (approximately 20 – 40 °C reduction), which could adversely affect the release efficiency of $^6\text{He}$ from the target system. In addition, reducing the heater power could hamper the effectiveness of the conditioning phase during target system startup.

The mechanical stress (Von misses stress) analysis results for configuration 6 are shown in figures 4-38, 4-39 and 4-40. From figure 4-38 below, a maximum VM stress value of 160 MPa (SMX) was found on the target discs, with the highest VM stress being experience by disc 1 and 15 (first and last). As expected, this result is similar to that of configurations 4 and 5, as these configurations share the same $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ target discs dimensions and spacing. Furthermore, the target discs present no operational concerns in terms of VM stress, as the maximum values are well below the mechanical limit of $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ (260 MPa). Mechanical analysis of the beam dump, shown in figures 4-39 and 4-40 above, indicates a maximum VM stress of 13.7 MPa, which is a slight reduction from configuration 5, which can be attributed to the increased length of beam dump 4 causing a reduction in thermally induced mechanical stress. There are thus no operational concerns related to the mechanical stresses in the dump beam as the maximum VM stress values observed are well below the mechanical limit of graphite (200 MPa).
Figure 4-38: Configuration 6 – target discs VM stress results.

Figure 4-39: Configuration 6 – target canister and beam dump VM stress results.
A summary of in-target $^6$He yield rates, thermal and mechanical stress values for the three B$_4$C target systems discussed in this section are presented in Table 4-9 below. These results indicate that, although no operability concerns regarding mechanical stress limits for discs and beam dumps are noted in all target configurations, the beam dump temperatures of configuration 4 and 5 were well above the thermal limit of graphite. Configuration 4 and 5 were thus deemed unfit for purpose due to this thermal constraint.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config. no.</th>
<th>Target Disk Material</th>
<th>Beam Dump Material</th>
<th>No. of Target Disks</th>
<th>Disc thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Disc spacing</th>
<th>Effective beam dump length (mm)</th>
<th>$^6$He In-target yield (nuclei/s) for 200 µA</th>
<th>Max. Disc Temp (°C)</th>
<th>Max. Dump Temp (°C)</th>
<th>Max. Disc VM Stress (Mpa)</th>
<th>Max. Dump VM Stress (Mpa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Boron Carbide</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0,9</td>
<td>Even spacing of 12,1 mm</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2,72E+11</td>
<td>2398</td>
<td>2668</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>20,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Boron Carbide</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0,9</td>
<td>Optimal Rev. 1 spacing</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2,85E+11</td>
<td>2355</td>
<td>2406</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>16,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Boron Carbide</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0,9</td>
<td>Optimal Rev. 1 spacing</td>
<td>32,4</td>
<td>2,85E+11</td>
<td>2356</td>
<td>2279</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>13,7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-9: Results summary of boron carbide target system configurations. ‘Green cells’ – within thermal/mechanical limit, ‘Red cells’ – exceeds thermal/mechanical limit.

Configuration 6, in which 15 B$_4$C discs of 0.9 mm each, spaced optimally (Rev. 1 spacing) and having an extended beam dump with a total effective length of 32.4 mm, was found to be an
acceptable configuration for operational use. Although the safety margins for this target configuration is rather tight, further analysis indicated that reducing the beam current would improve the thermal safety margin, albeit with a reduction in $^6$He yield. Configuration 6 is thus proposed for application at iThemba LABS.
4.4 Beryllium Oxide two-step target

During this research work, a beryllium oxide target was considered as a possible high yielding $^6$He production RIB target. Similar research into such a target was proposed and conducted by Thiolière et al. [Thi06] in 2006 under the EURISOL (European Isotope Separation Online) Project. Similar to the prototype target proposed and partially investigated in this thesis, the EURISOL $^6$He production target system employed the two-step ISOL method, in which a neutron convertor is used to convert protons to neutrons through the neutron spallation mechanism, and subsequently having the produced neutrons impinge the target material to produce the required nuclide of interested.

The EURISOL two-step target system (figure 4-41) made use of tungsten (W) as a convertor, surrounded by a beryllium oxide (BeO) envelope. Thus, the proton beam would impinge the W convertor, releasing neutrons which react with BeO to produce $^6$He, via the $^9$Be(n,alpha)$^6$He reaction.

![Figure 4-41: EURISOL two-step $^6$He production target [Thi06].](image)

Using a 1 GeV (100 kW) proton beam, the EURISOL design proposal expects to obtain $^6$He yields in the region of $10^{13}$ - $10^{14}$ $^6$He/s. However, this target system design has not been completed as of yet.
4.4.1 Two-step RIB target proposal

Using the two-step ISOL methodology, a target of similar nature was conceptualised during this thesis work. The proposed target makes use of a tantalum (Ta) convertor with BeO as the $^6$He production material. Simulations were conducted using a 70 MeV (14 kW) proton beam, as would be available at iThemba LABS.

Experimental measurements of the $^9$Be(n,α)$^6$He reaction cross section conducted in various studies, as shown in figure 4-42 below, found the cross section of this reaction peaks at approximately 3 MeV. FLUKA simulations were conducted in order to validate FLUKA against the experimental data, using a thin $^9$Be target with $\rho = 1.85 \text{ g/cm}^3$ impinged by a neutron beam at various energies in the range of 1 – 15 MeV. The results of the FLUKA simulation is shown in figure 4-42 below, and was found to correlate very well to the experimental data, which is to be expected since FLUKA makes use of a host of validated neutron reaction cross section libraries for neutron energies below 20 MeV. FLUKA was therefore considered applicable for simulations of the proposed two-step BeO target system.

Figure 4-42: FLUKA simulation as well as experimentally obtained cross section data for $^9$Be(n,α)$^6$He reaction [Bas61] [Bat53] [Mya61] [Ste57] [Vas58].
The first step during the conceptualisation of this target was to test and understand the neutron production process occurring within the convertor. A study conducted in 2002 by the Cyclotron and Radioisotope Centre (CYRIC) [Kaw02], in which neutron yields from thick targets (C, Al, Ta, W and Pb) undergoing the (p,xn) reaction were measured at 50 to 70 MeV, was employed for reference. In their study, the emitted neutrons were measured with the time-of-flight method. The results obtained from this study indicated that Tantalum produced the greatest neutron yield between the tested materials/targets, although marginally so, when compared to W. The neutron spectra produced for a 50 MeV beam impinging on a 3 mm thick Ta target, is shown in figure 4-43 below.

![Figure 4-43: Thick target yield for Ta(p,nx) at 50 MeV [Kaw02].](image)

In order to validate FLUKA against the experimental neutron spectra shown in figure 4-43, a simulation was done for a 50 MeV proton beam impinging a 3 mm thick tungsten target, while scoring the neutrons produced at laboratory angles of 0, 15, 30, 45, 60 and 90 degrees. As the beam profile used during experimentation was not stated, a ‘pencil’ beam profile of 2 mm in radius was assumed. The results obtained from the FLUKA simulation (figure 4-44) were found to be well in agreement with the experimental results, for all laboratory angles.
From figure 4-44 above, it can be seen that the neutron yield at all scattering angles in the energy range 0 to 5 MeV, is observed to be approximately equal, with the neutron yield decreasing exponentially in this energy range. However, the high yield of 0 – 5 MeV neutrons obtained from the Ta convertor is ideal for driving the $^9\text{Be}(n,\alpha)^6\text{He}$ reaction, which has been shown to have a peak reaction cross section at 3 MeV (see figure 4-42).

The challenge hereafter, is designing the target in such a manner, that these low energy neutrons released from the Ta convertor, interact with the BeO material matrix optimally. Due to the isotropic nature of the low energy (< 5 MeV) neutron release, it was envisioned to place the Ta convertor in the center of a larger hollow BeO cylinder, as shown in figure 4-45 below.
With reference to the two-step design above; consideration must be given to the stopping distance of the impinging proton beam in the Ta convertor, as the convertor should be designed to bring the beam to a complete stop. A stopping distance simulation was done in FLUKA on Ta targets of increasing thickness, and it was found that the 70 MeV proton beam would be stopped at an approximate depth of 0.58 cm. Furthermore, as expected, the increasing Ta convertor thickness corresponds to an increase in neutron yield, but is seen to not increase appreciably above 0.4 cm as shown in figure 4-46 below.
Figure 4-47 below, provides 2D illustrations of the neutron profiles at different Ta convertor thicknesses, simulated in FLUKA.

Following the stopping distance evaluation, a Ta convertor thickness of 0.6 cm and radius of 2.25 cm was initially selected for the prototype two-step target design. The convertor is placed in the center of a hollow BeO cylinder, with an inner and outer radius of 3 cm and 6 cm, respectively and base thickness of 3 cm (refer to figure 4-45).

A FLUKA simulation of a 70 MeV, 200 µA proton beam impinging the convertor and subsequent scoring of the residual nuclei, showed an in-target $^6$He yield rate of $3.72 \times 10^{11}$ $^6$He/s, for the target system depicted above (denoted Configuration A – figure 4-45). Hereafter, various target configurations (some with two Ta convertors) were simulated in an effort to
examine and optimize the in-target $^6$He yield rate. Illustrations of two of these target designs are shown in figures 4-48 and figure 4-49 below.

Figure 4-48: Configuration B – Three Ta convertors of 0.2 cm each (green) and BeO hollow target cylinder with 1 cm wall and 1 cm base thickness (grey). Top Left – target side view, top right – target front view, bottom – config. 2 neutron distribution.

Figure 4-49: Configuration C – Two Ta convertors of 0.2 cm each (green) and BeO hollow target cylinder with 1 cm wall and 1.4 cm base thickness (grey). Left - side view, right - front view.

These target configurations provided yield rates as shown in table 4-10 below, all in the order of $10^{11}$ $^6$He/s.
Table 4-10: \(^6\)He yield rate simulation results of 70 MeV, 200 \(\mu\)A proton beam impinging target configurations A, B and C.

No further investigation and/or optimisation work was conducted on two-step target systems of this type as a result of insufficient information related to the thermal and mechanical properties of BeO from both commercial and literature sources. Future research work on this type of target system could be promising.

### 4.5 iThemba LABS RIB Target benchmarking

As discussed in Chapter 1, there are a number of facilities around the world which have used, currently make use of or plan to construct \(^6\)He production facilities. Technical details of these facilities and their predicted/operational \(^6\)He yield rates, are presented in table 4-11 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Primary Beam</th>
<th>Primary Beam Power (kW)</th>
<th>Target Type</th>
<th>Target Material</th>
<th>(^6)He In-target Yield ((^6)He/s)</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Louvain-la-Neuve</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Proton</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>LiF</td>
<td>1.2 x 10^{11}</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>[Loi96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIUMF-ISAC</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Proton</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>SiC</td>
<td>5.0 x 10^7</td>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>[TRI18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GANIL-SPIRAL1</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Carbon-13</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>2.0 x 10^8</td>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>[GAN16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERN-ISOLDE (EURISOL)</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Proton</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Two-step</td>
<td>(W)-BeO</td>
<td>~ 2.8 x 10^{13}</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>[Thi06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GANIL-SPIRAL2</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Deutron</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Two-step</td>
<td>(C)-BeO</td>
<td>~ 4.0 x 10^{11}</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>[Sai10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOREQ-SARAF</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>Deutron</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Two-step</td>
<td>(Li)-BeO</td>
<td>~ 2.0 x 10^{13}</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>[Sai10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ithemba LABS</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>Proton</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>B4C</td>
<td>~ 10^{11}</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ithemba LABS</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>Proton</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Two-Step</td>
<td>(Ta)-BeO</td>
<td>~ 10^{11}</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-11: \(^6\)He yield rates predicted/obtained at various international research facilities.

From table 4-11 above, it is notable that the predicted \(^6\)He yield rates for both the optimised B\(_4\)C (configuration 6) target and un-optimised two-step Ta-BeO target, presented in this work, is well within range (if not better, in the case of operational facilities) of other international facilities. Assuming a post-acceleration efficiency of 1%, iThemba LABS would be capable of providing \(^6\)He beams at a sufficient intensity (> 10^{9} \(^6\)He/s) for nuclear physics research.
CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The research work presented in this thesis aimed to develop and optimize an RIB target for the production of $^6$He. This aim was successfully met with a complete target design, in which boron carbide is used as the target material. This design, as well as the preceding designs conducted during the target optimisation, covered both the physics and engineering aspects, and showed significant $^6$He yields obtainable with the available primary beam at iThemba LABS, with the final design (configuration 6) remaining within the engineered thermal and mechanical limits of the RIB target system materials. Target configuration 6 is therefore suggested for operational use, consisting of 15 B$_4$C discs of 0.9 mm thickness, optimally spaced, with a 32.4 mm graphite beam dump, producing $^6$He yields in the region of $10^{11}$ $^6$He/s. This $^6$He yield is considered ‘usable’, as the final re-accelerated beam after undergoing extraction efficiency losses, could be expected to be in the region of $10^8$ - $10^9$ $^6$He/s.

However, due to the lack of precise data related to the characteristics and performance of boron carbide at high temperature and high vacuum, inherent errors are expected in the final thermo-mechanical results. Since a conservative approach was taken during the optimisation process, it cannot be ascertained whether these inherent errors would tend to be ‘beneficial’ or ‘detrimental’ in nature. In order to resolve these uncertainties/inherent errors, the following recommendations are made for future research:

- Conduct a complete evaluation of the thermal and mechanical properties of boron carbide at high temperature ($> 2000^\circ$C) and high vacuum ($10^{-4}$ Pa).
- Investigate the effects of impurities in the boron carbide matrix and develop limiting impurity criteria or preferred manufacturing technique.
- Investigate the diffusion/release of $^6$He from the B$_4$C material matrix.
- Conduct experimental measurements of the $^{11}$B(p,x)$^6$He reaction cross section.

The prototype beryllium oxide (BeO) target proposed in this thesis, showed a similar $^6$He yield as compared to that of the boron carbide target. The $^6$He yields obtained from the various BeO targets test were all in the range of $10^{11}$ $^6$He/s, before undergoing any target optimisation process. It is thus suspected that two-step targets using a Ta convertor and BeO as the target material, could be further optimised to attain $^6$He yields in excess of $10^{12}$ $^6$He/s (using the same beam conditions). However, no thermo-mechanical analysis could be conducted on these BeO targets due to the lack of information in the literature and commercial space, as it relates to the thermal and mechanical properties of BeO.
A BeO RIB production target (direct or two-step) is recommended for future research, and would encompass the following sub-components of research in order to be successfully analysed/investigated:

- Conduct an analysis comparing direct and two-step RIB production target systems, with BeO as the target material.
- Investigation of the thermal and mechanical properties of BeO at high temperature (> 2000°C) and high vacuum (10⁻⁴ Pa).
- Since beryllium is known to be toxic [AST17], a safety analysis is to be conducted covering the potential risks of using BeO in an RIB target system.
- Conduct a complete thermo-mechanical analysis of the BeO RIB production target.
- Investigate/consider the use of BeO powder, which could provide better $^6$He production and release as well as greater thermo-mechanical characteristics.
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APPENDIX A: FLUKA SIMULATION CODE (15 DISCS B$_4$C TARGET)

* ..+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....

TITLE
FLUKA Simulation of optimised 15 disk B4C target
* Energy threshold for protons, otherwise they stop too early
PART-THR -1.E-5 PROTON 0.0
PHYSICS 3.
* Evaporation with heavy fragmentation must be activated in order to score residual nuclides
EVAPORAT
* The radiation decay is set to "active". In order to change this option you can work on this card.
RADDECAY 2. -1. 0.0 0 1.
* Define the beam characteristics
BEAM -0.07 -1.175 -1.175
1.PROTON
* Define the beam position
BEAMPOS 1. 0.0 -150.
GEOBEGIN
COMBNAME 0 0
SPH void 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.
SPH void1 0.0 0.0 0.0 300.
* Black body
SPH b1kbody 0.0 0.0 0.0 3000.
ZCC tantaout 0.0 0.0 2.5
ZCC tantain 0.0 0.0 2.48
ZCC boxout 0.0 0.0 2.45
ZCC boxin 0.0 0.0 2.25
XYP z0 0.0
XYP zbi -149.
XYP zbf -148.
ZCC beamout 0.0 0.0 50.
XYP fine_h 19.6
XYP fine_b 23.
XYP w1_i 1.
XYP w1_f 1.02
XYP w2_i 1.12
XYP w2_f 1.14
ZCC screenin 0.0 0.0 1.125
XYP sli 1.31
XYP s1f 1.34
ZCC discs 0.0 0.0 2.
XYP di1 1.39
XYP di2 2.49
XYP di3 3.59
XYP di4 4.69
XYP di5 5.89
XYP di6 7.09
| XYP di7 | 8.29 |
| XYP di8 | 9.59 |
| XYP di9 | 10.89 |
| XYP di10 | 12.29 |
| XYP di11 | 13.49 |
| XYP di12 | 14.9 |
| XYP di13 | 16.29 |
| XYP di14 | 17.89 |
| XYP di15 | 19.6 |
| XYP df1 | 1.48 |
| XYP df2 | 2.58 |
| XYP df3 | 3.68 |
| XYP df4 | 4.78 |
| XYP df5 | 5.98 |
| XYP df6 | 7.18 |
| XYP df7 | 8.38 |
| XYP df8 | 9.68 |
| XYP df9 | 10.98 |
| XYP df10 | 12.38 |
| XYP df11 | 13.98 |
| XYP df12 | 15.58 |
| XYP df13 | 16.98 |
| XYP df14 | 18.38 |
| XYP df15 | 19.78 |
| XYP s2i | 19.77 |
| XYP s2f | 19.87 |
| XYP disti | 19.87 |
| XYP distf | 20.77 |
| ZCC distin | 0.0 0.0 2.1 |
| XYP dumpi1 | 20.77 |
| XYP dumpi2 | 21.47 |
| XYP dumpi3 | 22.02 |
| XYP dumpi4 | 22.67 |
| XYP dumpf1 | 20.85 |
| XYP dumpf2 | 21.55 |
| XYP dumpf3 | 22.10 |
| XYP dumpf4 | 25.67 |
| ZCC dumpin | 0.0 0.0 1.8 |
| ZCC dumpcc1 | 0.0 0.0 1.2 |
| ZCC dumpcc2 | 0.0 0.0 2.5 |

!@what.1=25.67+6.187
XYP dumpcp1 31.857
!@what.1=25.67+6.187+3
XYP dumpcp2 34.857
!@what.1=25.67+6.187+4
XYP dumpcp3 35.857
XZP guat1 15.6
XZP guat2 15.8
YCC guain1 10. 0.0 0.7
YCC guaout1 10. 0.0 1.
XYP zwf1 0.3
XZP wingyf -6.4
!@what.3=5.7/2
ZCC rmaxris 0.0 0.0 2.85
YZP wingi 2.
YZP winge -2.
XZP y0 0.0
XYP zwi2 19.2
XYP zwf2 19.45
XYP clai1 -0.95
XYP claf1 0.0
XYP clai2 .3
!@what.1=-0.95+2.3
XYP claf2 1.3499999999999999
YZP clxi +6.5
!@what.1=+6.5-9.35
YZP clxf -2.8499999999999996
YCC punte1 0.2 4.5 0.9
XZP clzi -4.5
XZP clzf -7.
XYP clpi1 17.95
!@what.1=17.95+1.25
XYP clpf1 19.2
!@what.1=17.95+1.5
XYP clpi2 19.45
!@what.1=17.95+2.6
XYP clpf2 20.55
YCC punte2 19.325 4.5 0.9
YCC punti1 0.2 4.5 0.55
YCC punti2 19.325 4.5 0.55
XZP puntiy -3.5
XZP puntfy -17.43
XZP basei -9.5
XZP basef -13.
YCC rbase 10. 0.0 18.
YCC dcix 10. 0.0 16.
YCC dcex 10. 0.0 18.
ZCC dcpi 0.0 0.0 3.
ZCC dcppe 0.0 0.0 3.5
ZCC dcpci 0.0 0.0 27.5
ZCC dcpce 0.0 0.0 3.
XYP canpi -148.
ZCC dflangia 0.0 0.0 5.675
XZP ytestai 13.35
ZCC dflangia 0.0 0.0 5.675
XZP testaf 16.1
YCC dtesta 10. 0.0 19.5
* FINE BODIES
XYP FINE_GEO 0.0
END
* Black hole
BLKBODY 5 |+blkbody -void1
|+beamout-discs+zbf-zbi
* Tantalium region
TANTA 5 |+fine_h -z0 +tantaout -tantain
* Box
BOX 5 |+fine_b -z0 +boxout -boxin
* Window1
WIN1 5 |+w1_f -w1_i +boxin
* Window2
WIN2 5 |+w2_f -w2_i +boxin
* Screen1
SCREEN1 5 |+s1f -s1i +boxin-screenin
* DISC1
DISCTOT 5 |+df1-di1+discs
        |+df2-di2+discs
        |+df3-di3+discs
        |+df4-di4+discs
        |+df5-di5+discs
        |+df6-di6+discs
        |+df7-di7+discs
        |+df8-di8+discs
        |+df9-di9+discs
        |+df10-di10+discs
        |+df11-di11+discs
        |+df12-di12+discs
        |+df13-di13+discs
        |+df14-di14+discs
        |+df15-di15+discs
#if 0
* DISC1
DISC1 5 |+df1-di1+discs
#endif
#if 0
* DISC2
DISC2 5 |+df2-di2+discs
#endif
#if 0
* DISC3
DISC3 5 |+df3-di3+discs
#endif
#if 0
* DISC4
DISC4 5 |+df4-di4+discs
#endif
#if 0
* DISC5
DISC5 5 |+df5-di5+discs
#endif
#if 0
* DISC6
DISC6 5 |+df6-di6+discs
#endif
#if 0
* DISC7
DISC7 5 |+df7-di7+discs
#endif
#if 0
* DISC8
DISC8 5 |+df8-di8+discs
#endif
#if 0
* DISC9
DISC9 5 |+df9-di9+discs
#endif
#if 0
* DISC10
DISC10 5 |+df10-di10+discs
#endif
#if 0
 * DISC11
DISC11 5 |+df11-di11+discs
#endif
#if 0
 * DISC12
DISC12 5 |+df12-di12+discs
#endif
#if 0
 * DISC13
DISC13 5 |+df13-di13+discs
#endif
#if 0
 * DISC14
DISC14 5 |+df14-di14+discs
#endif
#if 0
 * DISC15
DISC15 5 |+df15-di15+discs
#endif
* Screen2
SCREEN2 5 |+s2f -s2i +boxin-screenin
* Distanziatore
DISTA 5 |+distf -disti +boxin -distin
* Dump1
DUMP1 5 |+dumpf1 -dumpi1 +dumpin
 |+dumpi2 -dumpi1 +boxin -dumpin
* Dump2
DUMP2 5 |+dumpf2 -dumpi2 +dumpin
 |+dumpi3 -dumpi2 +boxin -dumpin
* Dump3
DUMP3 5 |+dumpf3 -dumpi3 +dumpin
 |+dumpi4 -dumpi3 +boxin -dumpin
* Dump4
DUMP4 5 |+dumpf4 -dumpi4 +boxin
DUMPCAM 5 |+dumpcp2 -dumpcp1 +dumpcc2
 |+dumpcp3 -dumpcp2 +dumpcc1
* Guarnizione Teflon
GUATE 5 |+guat2-guat1-guain1+guaout1
Voidext 5 +void1 +zbi -void
 |+void1 +canpi -zbi -beamout
 |+void1 -void -dcpe -zbf
 |+void1 +dcpe -void -z0
#if 0
Void 5 +void +zbi
 |+void -zbi +zbf -beamout
 |+void -zbi +zbf +discs
 |+void +z0 -zbf
 |+void +fine_h -z0 -tantaout +guat1
 |+void +fine_h -z0 -guat2
 |+guat2-guat1+guain1
 |+void +fine_h -z0 +guat2-guat1-guaout1
 |+void +fine_h -z0 +tanta -boxout
 |+boxin -z0 +wl_i
| +boxin -w1_f +w2_i |
| +boxin +sl1 -w2_f |
| +screenin +s1f -s1i |
| +boxin +d1l -s1f |
| +boxin -d1l +s2i -discs |
| d12 -df1 +discs |
| d12 -df1 +discs |
| d13 -df2 +discs |
| d14 -df3 +discs |
| d15 -df4 +discs |
| di6 -df5 +discs |
| di7 -df6 +discs |
| di8 -df7 +discs |
| di9 -df8 +discs |
| di10 -df9 +discs |
| di11 -df10 +discs |
| di12 -df11 +discs |
| di13 -df12 +discs |
| di14 -df13 +discs |
| di15 -df14 +discs |
| s2i -df15 +discs |
| +screenin +s2f -s2i |
| +distf -disti +distin |
| +dumpi2 -dumpf1 +dumpin |
| +dumpi3 -dumpf2 +dumpin |
| +dumpi4 -dumpf3 +dumpin |
| +void -fine_h +fine_b -boxout |
| +void +dumpcp1 -fine_b |
| +void +dumpcp2 -dumpcp1 -dumpcc2 |
| +void +dumpcp3 -dumpcp2 -dumpcc1 |
| +void -dumpcp3 |

#endif
#endif

Void_BACKUP 5 |+void-(beamout-discs+zbf-zbi)-(fine_h -z0 |
|+tantaout -tantain)-(fine_b -z0 +boxout -boxin) |
|-(fine_b -z0 +boxout -boxin)-(w1_f -w1_i +boxin) |
|-(+w2_f -w2_i +boxin)-(slf -sl1 +boxin-screenin) |
|-(df1-di1+discs)-(df2-di2+discs)-(df3-di3+discs) |
|-(df4-di4+discs)-(df5-di5+discs) |
|-(df6-di6+discs)-(df7-di7+discs)-(df8-di8+discs) |
|-(df9-di9+discs)-(df10-di10+discs) |
|-(df11-di11+discs)-(df12-di12+discs)-(df13 |
|di13+discs)-(df14-di14+discs)-(df15-di15+discs) |
|-
|-
|-
|-
|-(+s2f -s2i +boxin-screenin)-(distf -disti +boxin |
|-
|-
|-
|-
|-
|-
|-

#endif

152
#if 0
Void_prova 5 |+void-(beamout-discs+zbf-zbi)-(+fine_h -z0 +tantaout -ttaint)-(+fine_b -z0 +boxout -boxin)
  -(+fine_b -z0 +boxout -boxin)-(+w1_f -w1_i +boxin)-
  (+w2_f -w2_i +boxin)-(+df1-dil+discs)-(+df2-dil+discs)-(+df3-dil+discs)
  -(+df4-dil+discs)-(+df5-dil+discs)
  -(+df6-dil+discs)-(+df7-dil+discs)-(+df8-dil+discs)
  -(+df9-dil+discs)-(+df10-dil+discs)
  -(+df11-dil+discs)-(+df12-dil+discs)-(+df13-dil+discs)
  -(+df14-dil+discs)-(+df15-dil+discs)
  -(+dumpf1-dumpi1 +boxin-screenin)-(+distf-distin +boxin)
-dumpin)
  -([+dumpf2 -dumpi2 +boxin]++dumpf3 -dumpi3 +boxin -
  dumpin)
  +(dumpf4 -dumpi4 -boxin)
#endif
wing1 5 +zwf1 +rmaxris -tantaout -z0
  |+zwf1 +wingi -z0 -rmaxris -winge -wingyf +y0
wing2 5 +zwf2 +rmaxris -tantaout -zwi2
  |+zwf2 -wingyf +wingi -rmaxris -winge +y0 -zwi2
clampa1 5 +clxi -clai1 +claf1 -clxf -punte1 +clzi -clzf
clampa2 5 +claf2 +clxi +clzi -clai2 -clxf -punte1 -clzf
clampp1 5 +clxi +clzi +clpf1 -clxf -clzf -clpi1 -punte2
clampp2 5 +clxi +clzi +clpf2 -clxf -clzf -clpi2 -punte2
puntale1 5 +punte1 +puntiy -puntfy
puntale2 5 +punte2 +puntiy -puntfy
Base_cam 5 +basei +rbase -basef -punte1 -punte2
cilindro 5 +dcey +ytestai -dcyi -dcpe -basei
  |+dflangia +zcanpc2 -zcanpc1
  |+dcpe +zcanpc1 -dcyi -dcpi -z0
  |+dcey +dcpe -dcyi -dcpc
canprot 5 +dcpe -dcey -dcpi -canpi +z0
testa 5 +testaf +dtesta -guaout1 -ytestai
  |+guat1 +guaout1 -guain1 -ytestai
ARIA 5 +void -dflangia -dtesta
  |+void +dtesta -testaf
  |+void +basef +dtesta -punte1 -punte2
  |+void +dflangia -dcpe -dtesta +zcanpc1
  |+ytestai +dtesta -basef -rbase -dcpe
  |+void +dflangia -zcanpc2
  |+guaout1 +testaf -guat2
  |+void +punte1 +puntfy
  |+void +puntfy +punte2
#endif
void 5 +zbf +discs -zbi
  |+dcp1 -zbf -dcyi +z0
  |+clai1 +dcyi +ytestai -basei
  |+dcyi +ytestai -clai1 -clxi -basei
  |+clzf +dcyi -zbf -clai1 -basei -dcpi -punte1 -
punte2
clai1 -punte1 -clzi -clzf -punte2 -basei -dcpi
| +wingyf +zwf2 +clxi -s2f -clxf -clzf -punte2
| +zwf1 +clxi +clzi -z0 -winge -punte1 -clzf
| +zwf1 +wing1 +winge +clxi +clzi -z0 -clxf -punte1 -clzf

clzf
| +zwf2 +clxi +ytestai -s2f -wingyf -rmaxris -wingi -
| +clzf -punte2
| +wing +zwf2 +clzi -s2f -clxf -clzf
| +punte1 +ytestai -puntiy
| +punte2 -puntiy +ytestai
| +clxf +clzi +dcyi -clzf
| +z0 +dcpi -clail
| +clxi +clzi +clpi1 -claf2 -clxf -clzf
| +clxi +clpf2 -rmaxris -wingi -clail -punte1 -punte2
| -clzi +ytestai
| +zwf1 +wingyf +clxi -z0 -clxf -punte1 -clzf
| +wing +dcyi +ytestai -rmaxris -clzi -z0
| +boxin +w1_i -z0
| +tantain +fine_b -boxout -z0
| +s2f +rmaxris -tantaout -zwf1
| +winge +dcyi +ytestai -z0 -rmaxris -wingi -y0
| +s2f +wingi -zwf1 -rmaxris -winge -clzi +ytestai
| +boxin +w2_i -w1_f
| +boxin +s1l -w2_f
| +screenin +s1f -s1i
| +boxin +di1 -s1f
| +boxin +s2i -discs -di1
| +discs +di2 -df1
| +discs +di3 -df2
| +discs +di4 -df3
| +discs +di5 -df4
| +discs +di6 -df5
| +discs +di7 -df6
| +discs +di8 -df7
| +discs +di9 -df8
| +discs +di10 -df9
| +discs +di11 -df10
| +discs +di12 -df11
| +discs +di13 -df12
| +discs +di14 -df13
| +discs +di15 -df14
| +discs +s2i -df15
| +screenin +s2f -s2i
| +distf +distin -s2f
| +dumpi2 +dumpin -dumpf1
| +dumpi3 +dumpin -dumpf2
| +dumpi4 +dumpin -dumpf3
| +clxi +dcyi -s2f -wingyf -rmaxris -winge -zwf2 -
| +clzi -clzf -punte2 +ytestai
| +rmaxris +dcyi -tantaout -zwf2
| +tantaout +fine_b -tantaout -fine_h
| +tantaout +dcyi -fine_b
| +clxi +clzi +dcyi -clxf -clzf -clpf2
| +dumpcpcl +dcpi -dcyi -zbf
| +dcpi +zcanpc1 -tantaout -dumpcpcl
```c
#define ytestai
void1 5 +zbf +discs -zbi
| +dcpi -zbf -dciy +z0
| +clai1 +dciy +yttestai -basei
| +dciy +yttestai -clai1 -clxi -basei
| +clzf +dciy -zbf -clai1 -basei -dcpi -punte1 -punte2
| +z0 +clxi +clpf2 +dciy +yttestai -zbf -rmaxris -clzi -punte1 -clzi -clzf -punte2 -basei -dcpi
| +wingyf +zwf2 +clxi -s2f -clxf -clzf -punte2
| +zwf1 +clxi +clzi -z0 -wingi -punte1 -clzf
| +zwf1 +wing1 +winge +clxi +clzi -z0 -clxf -punte1 -clzf
| +clzf +clxi +clpi1 -claf2 -clxf -clzf
| +clxi +clzf -punte2 -basei -dcpi
| +winge +zwf2 +clzi -s2f -clxf -clzf
| +punte1 +yttestai -puntiy
| +punte2 -puntiy +yttestai
| +clxf +clzi +dciy -clzf
| +z0 +dcpi -clai1
| +clxi +clzi +clpi1 -claf2 -clxf -clzf
| +clxi +zwf2 -rmaxris -wingi -clai1 -punte1 -punte2
| +clzi +yttestai
| +zwf1 +wingyf +clxi -z0 -clxf -punte1 -clzf
| +winge +dciy +yttestai -rmaxris -clzi -z0
| +boxin +w1 i -z0
| +tantaout +fine_b -boxout -z0
| +s2f +rmaxris -tantaout -zwf1
| +wingi +zwf2 +dciy +yttestai -z0 -rmaxris -winge -y0
| +s2f +wingi +y0 -zwf1 -rmaxris -winge -clzi

void2 5 +boxin +w2 i -w1 f
| +screenin +s1i -w2 f
| +screenin +s1f -s1i
| +boxin +di1 -s1f
| +boxin +s2i -discs -di1
| +discs +di2 -df1
| +discs +di3 -df2
| +discs +di4 -df3
| +discs +di5 -df4
| +discs +di6 -df5
| +discs +di7 -df6
| +discs +di8 -df7
| +discs +di9 -df8
| +discs +di10 -df9
| +discs +di11 -df10
| +discs +di12 -df11
| +discs +di13 -df12
| +discs +di14 -df13
| +discs +di15 -df14
| +discs +s2i -df15
| +screenin +s2f -s2i
| +distf +distin -s2f
| +dumpi2 +dumpin -dumpf1
```
| +dumpi3 +dumpin -dumpf2 |
| +dumpi4 +dumpin -dumpf3 |
| +clxi +dciy -s2f -wingyf -rmaxris -winge -zwf2 -clzi -clzf -punte2 +ytestai |
| +rmaxris +dciy -tantaout -zwf2 |
| +tantaout +fine_b -tantain -fine_h |
| +tantaout +dciy -fine_b |
| +clxi +clzi +dciy -clxf -clzf -clpf2 |
| +dcpi +zcanpc1 -tantaout -dumpcpl |
| +tantaout +zcanpc1 -dumpccl -dumpcp2 |
| +dumpccl1 +zcanpc1 -dumpcp3 |
| +guat2 +guain1 -ytestai |
| +dumpcp1 +dcpi -dciy -z0 |

END
GEOEND           20.       20.       30.     -20.     -20.     -
10.DEBUG
GEOEND           10.       10.       20.  
&MATERIAL           4.2
UC4
MATERIAL           3.05
SiC
MATERIAL           6.  12.011  1.76
GRAPHITE
MATERIAL           92. 238.0289  18.95
238.URANIUM
MATERIAL           14. 28.0855  2.33
SI
COMPOUND           1.  URANIUM      4.  CARBON
UC4
COMPOUND           1.  SI         1.  CARBON
SiC
MATERIAL           9.  0.001696
FLUORINE
MATERIAL           29. 63.548  8.9659
COPPER
* Teflon
* Chemical         F  F
* Formula          |  |
*                 -- C -- C ----
*                 |  |
*                F  F
MATERIAL           2.2
Teflon
COMPOUND           2.  CARBON      4.  FLUORINE
Teflon
MATERIAL           13.  2.6989
ALUMINUM
MATERIAL           5.  2.34
BORON
* Boron carbide B4_C
* MATERIAL           2.52
B4C
COMPOUND          -0.78261  BORON  -0.21739  CARBON
B4C
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USRBIN</th>
<th>11.</th>
<th>ENERGY</th>
<th>-21.</th>
<th>2.</th>
<th>0.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.88DISC3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>200.</td>
<td>64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.08DISC4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>200.</td>
<td>64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.38DISC5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6.29</td>
<td>200.</td>
<td>64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.68DISC6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>7.59</td>
<td>200.</td>
<td>64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.98DISC7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>8.89</td>
<td>200.</td>
<td>64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.33DISC8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>10.24</td>
<td>200.</td>
<td>64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.83DISC9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>11.74</td>
<td>200.</td>
<td>64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.23DISC10</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>13.14</td>
<td>200.</td>
<td>64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.53DISC11</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>14.44</td>
<td>200.</td>
<td>64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.73DISC12</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>15.64</td>
<td>200.</td>
<td>64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.83DISC13</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>16.74</td>
<td>200.</td>
<td>64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.93DISC14</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>17.84</td>
<td>200.</td>
<td>64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.03DISC15</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>18.94</td>
<td>200.</td>
<td>64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.2SCREEN2</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>113.</td>
<td>64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USRBIN</td>
<td>11.</td>
<td>ENERGY</td>
<td>-21.</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.1DISTA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USRBIN</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>1.</td>
<td>64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90. &amp;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*USRBIN</td>
<td>11.</td>
<td>ENERGY</td>
<td>-21.</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.EXT_DUMP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*USRBIN</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>1.</td>
<td>64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90. &amp;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USRBIN</td>
<td>11.</td>
<td>ENERGY</td>
<td>-21.</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.2DUMP1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USRBIN</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>180.</td>
<td>64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. &amp;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USRBIN</td>
<td>11.</td>
<td>ENERGY</td>
<td>-21.</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.9DUMP2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USRBIN</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>180.</td>
<td>64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. &amp;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USRBIN</td>
<td>11.</td>
<td>ENERGY</td>
<td>-21.</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.DUMP4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USRBIN</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>22.</td>
<td>180.</td>
<td>64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. &amp;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*USRBIN</td>
<td>11.</td>
<td>PROTON</td>
<td>-21.</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.187DUMPCAM_F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*USRBIN</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>29.187</td>
<td>5.</td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. &amp;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*USRBIN</td>
<td>11.</td>
<td>PROTON</td>
<td>-22.</td>
<td>5.</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.DUMPCAM1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*USRBIN</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-5.</td>
<td>100.</td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300. &amp;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESNUCLE</td>
<td>3.</td>
<td>-23.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISOT_PRO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USRBIN</td>
<td>11.</td>
<td>NEUTRON</td>
<td>-27.</td>
<td>5.</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.N_DIST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USRBIN</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-5.</td>
<td>500.</td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600. &amp;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USRBIN</td>
<td>11.</td>
<td>PROTON</td>
<td>-28.</td>
<td>5.</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.P_DIST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USRBIN</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-5.</td>
<td>500.</td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600. &amp;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USRBXD</td>
<td>11.</td>
<td>NEUTRON</td>
<td>-24.</td>
<td>ARIA</td>
<td>Voidext</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEUTRON_Y1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USRBXD</td>
<td>70.</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>70.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USRBXD</td>
<td>11.</td>
<td>NEUTRON</td>
<td>-24.</td>
<td>void1</td>
<td>Voidext</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEUTRON_Y2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USRBXD</td>
<td>70.</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>70.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*USRBIN</td>
<td>10.</td>
<td>DOSE-EQ</td>
<td>-25.</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400.N_EN_DOSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*USRBIN</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-400.</td>
<td>1.</td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800. &amp;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*USRBIN</td>
<td>10.</td>
<td>DOSE-EQ</td>
<td>-25.</td>
<td>400.</td>
<td>400.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400.G_EN_DOSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
*USRBIN     -400.  -400.  -400.  100.  100.
  100. &
*AUXSCORE  USRBIN  NEUTRON    N_EN_DOSE
*AUXSCORE  USRBIN  PHOTON    G_EN_DOSE
N_DAMAGE
*USRBIN     GUATE
&
G_DAMAGE
*USRBIN     GUATE
&
*AUXSCORE  USRBIN  NEUTRON    N_DAMAGE
*AUXSCORE  USRBIN  PHOTON    G_DAMAGE

* Set the random number seed
RANDOMIZ   1.1418926680
* Set the number of primary histories to be simulated in the run (>= 1E8 primaries recommended in order to reduce % error)
START       5E8
STOP        0.0
APPENDIX B: ANSYS ADPL CODE (CONFIGURATION 6)

FINISH
/CONFIG,NRES,1000000
/PREP7

ET,1,SOLID70
ET,2,SHELL131
ET,11,SOLID70

pi=3.141592653589793

!--Material properties---
M26Ta.mac
M27W.mac
M28Cu.mac
M29C_ATJ.mac
M23Al5083_X.mac
M32B4C.mac

!PARAMETERS FOR GEOMETRY DEFINITION

!HEATER
ng_h=100
!Geometry
z_h=0
re_heater=50/2
t_heater=0.2
ri_heater=re_heater-t_heater

l_heater=202.7
V_heater=(pi*(re_heater*re_heater-ri_heater*ri_heater)*l_heater)/1e9

!Mesh
n_h_r=1
n_h_c=4
n_h_l=50

!BOX
ng_b=900
!MUST BE AT LEAST 100 IN THE NUMBER OF FIRST DISC
!Geometry
d_h_b=0
z_b=z_h+d_h_b
to=0.1
re_box=ri_heater-to
t_box=1
ri_box=re_box-t_box
ri_box=45/2
l_box=l_heater-d_h_b
V_box=(\pi*(\text{re_box}^2-\text{ri_box}^2)*l_box)/1e9

!mesh
n_b_r=2
n_b_c=4
n_b_l=6
n_b_ld=4

!The number of the first part only

!number of divisions between two discs

!DUMP_BOX
ng_dumpbox=300

!geometry
d_b_dumpbox=0
z_dumpbox=z_b+l_box+d_b_dumpbox
re_dumpbox=ri_heater-to
ri_dumpbox=42/2

l_dumpbox=54

V_dumpbox=(\pi*(\text{re_dumpbox}^2-\text{ri_dumpbox}^2)*l_dumpbox)/1e9

!mesh
n_dumpbox_r=2
n_dumpbox_c=4
n_dumpbox_l=10

!WINDOW1
ng_w1=400

!geometry
d_b_w1=10
z_w1=d_b_w1+z_b
re_w1=ri_box-to
l_w1=0.2
V_w1=(\pi*(\text{re_w1}^2)*l_w1)/1e9

!mesh
n_w1_re=4
n_w1_c=4
n_w1_l=4

lqi=\text{re_w1}/2

!SIDE OF SQUARE INSIDE THE CYRICLE TO IMPROVE MESH QUALITY AND DECREASE ELEMENTS'NUMBER

!WINDOW2
ng_w2=500
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!geometry
d_w2_w1=1
z_w2=z_w1+l_w1+d_w2_w1
re_w2=ri_box-to
l_w2=0.2
V_w2=(\pi*(re_w2**2)*l_w2)/1e9
!mesh as WINDOW1

nddis=8

!factor for convergence of discs
nfatt_d=1
dnd=200
ddd=300

!DISK1
ng_d1=1000
ng_b1=ng_d1+dnd
!geometry
d_w2_d1=2.5
z_d1=z_w2+l_w2+d_w2_d1
!re_d1=ri_box-to
re_d1=40/2
l_d1=0.9
V_d=(\pi*re_d1*re_d1*l_d1)/1e9
!mesh
n_d1_r=2*nfatt_d
n_d1_c=4*nfatt_d
n_d1_l=4*nfatt_d

!DISK2
ng_d2=ng_d1+dnd
ng_b2=ng_d2+dnd
!geometry as DISK1
d_d1_d2=11
z_d2=z_d1+d_d1_d2
!mesh as DISK1

!DISK3
ng_d3=ng_d2+dnd
ng_b3=ng_d3+dnd
!geometry as DISK1
d_d2_d3=11
z_d3=z_d2+d_d2_d3
!mesh as DISK1
!DISK4
ng_d4=ng_d3+ddd
ng_b4=ng_d4+dnd
!geometry as DISK1
d_d3_d4=11
z_d4=z_d3+d_d3_d4
!mesh as DISK1

!DISK5
ng_d5=ng_d4+ddd
ng_b5=ng_d5+dnd
!geometry as DISK1
d_d4_d5=12
z_d5=z_d4+d_d4_d5
!mesh as DISK1

!DISK6
ng_d6=ng_d5+ddd
ng_b6=ng_d6+dnd
!geometry as DISK1
d_d5_d6=12
z_d6=z_d5+d_d5_d6
!mesh as DISK1

!DISK7
ng_d7=ng_d6+ddd
ng_b7=ng_d7+dnd
!geometry as DISK1
d_d6_d7=12
z_d7=z_d6+d_d6_d7
!mesh as DISK1

!DISK8
ng_d8=ng_d7+ddd
ng_b8=ng_d8+dnd
!geometry as DISK1
d_d7_d8=13
!z_d8=z_d7+l_d1+d_d7_d8
d_d7_d8=13.5
z_d8=z_d7+d_d7_d8
!mesh as DISK1

!DISK9
ng_d9=ng_d8+ddd
ng_b9=ng_d9+dnd
!geometry as DISK1
d_d8_d9=13
z_d9=z_d8+d_d8_d9
!mesh as DISK1

!DISK10
ng_d10=ng_d9+ddd
ng_b10=ng_d10+dnd
!geometry as DISK1
d_d9_d10=14
z_d10=z_d9+d_d9_d10
!mesh as DISK1

!DISK11
ng_d11=ng_d10+ddd
ng_b11=ng_d11+dnd
!geometry as DISK1
d_d10_d11=16
z_d11=z_d10+d_d10_d11
!mesh as DISK1

!DISK12
ng_d12=ng_d11+ddd
ng_b12=ng_d12+dnd
!geometry as DISK1
d_d11_d12=16
z_d12=z_d11+d_d11_d12
!mesh as DISK1

!DISK13
ng_d13=ng_d12+ddd
ng_b13=ng_d13+dnd
!geometry as DISK1
d_d12_d13=14
z_d13=z_d12+d_d12_d13
!mesh as DISK1

!DISK14
ng_d14=ng_d13+ddd
ng_b14=ng_d14+dnd
!geometry as DISK1
d_d13_d14=14
z_d14=z_d13+d_d13_d14
!mesh as DISK1
!DISK15
ng_d15=ng_d14+ddd
ng_b15=ng_d15+dnd
!geometry as DISK1
d_d14_d15=13
z_d15=z_d14+d_d14_d15
!mesh as DISK1

!DUMP1
ng_dump1=10000
!geometry
d_dumpbox_dump1=5
z_dump1=z_dumpbox+d_dumpbox_dump1
re_dump1=36/2
l_dump1=0.8
V_dump1=(pi*re_dump1*re_dump1*l_dump1)/1e9
!mesh
n_dump1_r=4
n_dump1_c=4
n_dump1_l=4
n_dump1_rf=2
re_fdump=45/2-to/2
lqd=re_dump1/2

ndisk=15  !NUMBER OF TARGET DISK

z_last_disk=z_d%ndisk%
d_d%ndisk%_d%(ndisk+1)%=z_dumpbox-Z_d%ndisk%+d_dumpbox_dump1
ld_d%ndisk%_d%(ndisk+1)%=z_dumpbox-Z_d%ndisk%-l_d1

!DUMP2
ng_dump2=ng_dump1+100
!geometry
d_dump1_dump2=6
z_dump2=z_dump1+l_dump1+d_dump1_dump2
re_dump2=re_dump1
l_dump2=0.8
V_dump2=(pi*re_dump2*re_dump2*l_dump2)/1e9
!mesh
n_dump2_r=4
n_dump2_c=4
n_dump2_l=4
n_dump2_rf=2
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!DUMP3
ng_dump3=ng_dump1+200
!geometry
d_dump2_dump3=4.5
z_dump3=z_dump2+l_dump2+d_dump2_dump3
re_dump3=re_dump1
l_dump3=0.8
V_dump3=(pi*re_dump3*re_dump3*l_dump3)/1e9
!mesh
n_dump3_r=4
n_dump3_c=4
n_dump3_l=4
n_dump3_rf=2

!DUMP4 (FINAL)
ng_dump4=ng_dump1+300
!geometry
d_dumpboxf_dump4=3
lz_dump4=z_dump3+l_dump3+d_dump3_dump4
l_dump4=30
z_dump4=z_dumpbox+l_dumpbox-d_dumpboxf_dump4-d_dump4-l_dump4
re_dump4=re_dump1
V_dump4=(pi*(re_dump4**2)*l_dump4)/1e9
!mesh
n_dump4_r=4
n_dump4_c=4
n_dump4_l=7
ndump=4 !NUMBER OF GRAPHITE DUMPS

-------------------------------
!BEGINNING WITH SOLID COSTRUCION AND MESHING
-------------------------------

!HEATER
!-------------

MAT,Ta
!geometry
NUMSTR,KP,ng_h
NUMSTR,LINE,ng_h
NUMSTR,AREA,ng_h
NUMSTR,VOLU,ng_h
K,ng_h,0,0,z_h
K,ng_h+1,ri_heater,0,z_h
K,ng_h+2,0,ri_heater,z_h
K,ng_h+3,ri_heater,0,z_h
K,ng_h+4,0,ri_heater,z_h
K,ng_h+5,re_heater,0,z_h
K,ng_h+6,0,re_heater,z_h
K,ng_h+7,-re_heater,0,z_h
K,ng_h+8,0,-re_heater,z_h

LARC,ng_h+1,ng_h+2,ng_h,ri_heater
LARC,ng_h+2,ng_h+3,ng_h,ri_heater
LARC,ng_h+3,ng_h+4,ng_h,ri_heater
LARC,ng_h+4,ng_h+1,ng_h,ri_heater
LARC,ng_h+5,ng_h+6,ng_h,re_heater
LARC,ng_h+6,ng_h+7,ng_h,re_heater
LARC,ng_h+7,ng_h+8,ng_h,re_heater
LARC,ng_h+8,ng_h+5,ng_h,re_heater

L,ng_h+1,ng_h+5
L,ng_h+2,ng_h+6
L,ng_h+3,ng_h+7
L,ng_h+4,ng_h+8

AL,ng_h,ng_h+8,ng_h+4,ng_h+9
AL,ng_h+1,ng_h+9,ng_h+5,ng_h+10
AL,ng_h+2,ng_h+10,ng_h+6,ng_h+11
AL,ng_h+3,ng_h+11,ng_h+7,ng_h+8

!meshing
LSEL,S,LINE,,ng_h,ng_h+3,1
LESIZE,ALL,,n_h_c
ALLSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE,,ng_h+8,ng_h+11,1
LESIZE,ALL,,n_h_r
ALLSEL,ALL

MSHAPE,0,2D
MSHKEY,1
!TYPE,4
TYPE,2
AMESH,ng_h,ng_h+3,1

!TYPE,3
TYPE,1
EXTOPT,ACLEAR,1
EXTOPT,ESIZE,n_h_l
VEXT,ng_h,ng_h+3.1..l_heater

!BOX
!------------

MAT,C_ATJ

!geometry
NUMSTR,KP,ng_b
NUMSTR,LINE,ng_b
NUMSTR,AREA,ng_b
NUMSTR,VOLU,ng_b

K,ng_b,0,0,z_b
K,ng_b+1,ri_box,0,z_b
K,ng_b+2,0,ri_box,z_b
K,ng_b+3,-ri_box,0,z_b
K,ng_b+4,0,-ri_box,z_b
K,ng_b+5,ri_box,0,z_b
K,ng_b+6,0,ri_box,z_b
K,ng_b+7,-ri_box,0,z_b
K,ng_b+8,0,-ri_box,z_b

LARC,ng_b+1,ng_b+2,ng_b,ri_box
LARC,ng_b+2,ng_b+3,ng_b,ri_box
LARC,ng_b+3,ng_b+4,ng_b,ri_box
LARC,ng_b+4,ng_b+1,ng_b,ri_box
LARC,ng_b+5,ng_b+6,ng_b,re_box
LARC,ng_b+6,ng_b+7,ng_b,re_box
LARC,ng_b+7,ng_b+8,ng_b,re_box
LARC,ng_b+8,ng_b+5,ng_b,re_box

L,ng_b+1,ng_b+5
L,ng_b+2,ng_b+6
L,ng_b+3,ng_b+7
L,ng_b+4,ng_b+8

AL,ng_b,ng_b+8,ng_b+4,ng_b+9
AL,ng_b+1,ng_b+9,ng_b+5,ng_b+10
AL,ng_b+2,ng_b+10,ng_b+6,ng_b+11
AL,ng_b+3,ng_b+11,ng_b+7,ng_b+8

!MESHING
LSEL,S,LINE,,ng_b,ng_b+3,1
LESIZE,ALL,,n_h_c
ALLSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE,,ng_b+8,ng_b+11,1
LESIZE,ALL,,n_h_r
ALLSEL,ALL

MSHAPE,0,2D
MSHKEY,1
TYPE,2
AMESH,ng_b,ng_b+3,1

TYPE,1
EXTOPT,ACLEAR,1
EXTOPT,ESIZE,n_b_id
!VEXT,ng_b,ng_b+3,1,,l_box
l_p_box=d_b_w1+l_w1+d_w2_w1+l_w2+d_w2_d1
V_p_box=(pi*(re_box*re_box-ri_box*ri_box)*l_p_box)/1e9
VEXT,ng_b,ng_b+3,1,,l_p_box

!WINDOW1
----------------

MAT,C_ATJ

!geometry
NUMSTR,KP,ng_w1
NUMSTR,LINE,ng_w1
NUMSTR,AREA,ng_w1
NUMSTR,VOLU,ng_w1

K,ng_w1,0,0,z_w1
K,ng_w1+1,re_w1,0,z_w1
K,ng_w1+2,0,re_w1,z_w1
K,ng_w1+3,-re_w1,0,z_w1
K,ng_w1+4,0,-re_w1,z_w1
K,ng_w1+5,lqi,0,z_w1
K,ng_w1+6,0,lqi,z_w1
K,ng_w1+7,-lqi,0,z_w1
K,ng_w1+8,0,-lqi,z_w1

LARC,ng_w1+1,ng_w1+2,ng_w1+3,ng_w1+4,ng_w1+5,ng_w1+6,ng_w1+7,ng_w1+8,
!meshing
LSEL,S,LINE,,ng_w1,ng_w1+7,1
LESIZE,ALL,,,n_w1_c
ALLSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE,,ng_w1+8,ng_w1+11,1
LESIZE,ALL,,,n_w1_re
ALLSEL,ALL

MSHAPE,0,2D
MSHKEY,1
TYPE,2
AMESH,ng_w1,ng_w1+4,1

TYPE,1
EXTOPT,ACLEAR,1
EXTOPT,ESIZE,,,n_w1_l
VEXT,ng_w1,ng_w1+4,1,,,l_w1

!WINDOW2
------------

MAT,C_ATJ

!geometry
NUMSTR,KP,ng_w2
NUMSTR,LINE,ng_w2
NUMSTR,AREA,ng_w2
NUMSTR,VOLU,ng_w2
\begin{verbatim}
K,ng_w2+0.0,z_w2
K,ng_w2+1,re_w2,0.0,z_w2
K,ng_w2+2,0,0,re_w2.0,z_w2
K,ng_w2+3.,-re_w2,0.z_w2
K,ng_w2+4.0,.-re_w2,z_w2
K,ng_w2+5.lqi,0,z_w2
K,ng_w2+6.0,lqi_z_w2
K,ng_w2+7.-lqi,0.z_w2
K,ng_w2+8.0,-lqi_z_w2

LARC,ng_w2+1,ng_w2+2,ng_w2,0_re_w2
LARC,ng_w2+2,ng_w2+3,ng_w2,0_re_w2
LARC,ng_w2+3,ng_w2+4,ng_w2,0_re_w2
LARC,ng_w2+4,ng_w2+1,ng_w2,0_re_w2
L,ng_w2+5,ng_w2+6
L,ng_w2+6,ng_w2+7
L,ng_w2+7,ng_w2+8
L,ng_w2+8,ng_w2+5

L,ng_w2+1,ng_w2+5
L,ng_w2+2,ng_w2+6
L,ng_w2+3,ng_w2+7
L,ng_w2+4,ng_w2+8

AL,ng_w2,ng_w2+8,ng_w2+4,ng_w2+9
AL,ng_w2+1,ng_w2+9,ng_w2+5,ng_w2+10
AL,ng_w2+2,ng_w2+10,ng_w2+6,ng_w2+11
AL,ng_w2+3,ng_w2+11,ng_w2+7,ng_w2+8
AL,ng_w2+4,ng_w2+5,ng_w2+6,ng_w2+7

!meshing
LSEL,S,LINE,,ng_w2,ng_w2+7,1
LESEQ,ALL,,n_w1_c
ALLSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE,,ng_w2,ng_w2+8,ng_w2+11,1
LESEQ,ALL,,n_w1_re
ALLSEL,ALL

MSHAPE,0,2D
MSHKEY,1
TYPE,2
AMESH,ng_w2,ng_w2+4,1

TYPE,1
\end{verbatim}
EXTOPT,ACLEAR,1
EXTOPT,ESIZE,n_w1_l
VEXT,ng_w2,ng_w2+4,1,,l_w2

!DISK (ALL)
!---------------------
nindisc=1

*DO,i,nindisc,ndisk,1
  MAT,B4C !TARGET DISK MATERIAL - B4C
  !geometry
  NUMSTR,KP,ng_d%i%
  NUMSTR,LINE,ng_d%i%
  NUMSTR,AREA,ng_d%i%+1
  NUMSTR,VOLU,ng_d%i%+1

  K,ng_d%i%+1,0,0,z_d%i% !DISK CENTRE
  !central disk
  K,ng_d%i%+1,4,0,0,z_d%i%
  K,ng_d%i%+2,0,4,0,z_d%i%
  K,ng_d%i%+3,0,0,4,z_d%i%
  K,ng_d%i%+4,0,4,4,z_d%i%
  LARC,ng_d%i%+1,ng_d%i%+2,ng_d%i%,re_d1/nndis
  LARC,ng_d%i%+2,ng_d%i%+3,ng_d%i%,re_d1/nndis
  LARC,ng_d%i%+3,ng_d%i%+4,ng_d%i%,re_d1/nndis
  LARC,ng_d%i%+4,ng_d%i%+1,ng_d%i%,re_d1/nndis
  !AL,ng_d%i%,ng_d%i%+1,ng_d%i%+2,ng_d%i%+3

  *DO,j,1,nndis-1,1
  K,ng_d%i%+1+j*4,0,0,0,z_d%i%
  K,ng_d%i%+2+j*4,4,0,0,z_d%i%
  K,ng_d%i%+3+j*4,0,4,0,z_d%i%
  K,ng_d%i%+4+j*4,0,0,4,z_d%i%
  L,ng_d%i%+1+(j-1)*4,ng_d%i%+1+j*4
  L,ng_d%i%+2+(j-1)*4,ng_d%i%+2+j*4
  L,ng_d%i%+3+(j-1)*4,ng_d%i%+3+j*4
  L,ng_d%i%+4+(j-1)*4,ng_d%i%+4+j*4
  LARC,ng_d%i%+1+j*4,ng_d%i%+2+j*4,ng_d%i%,re_d1/nndis*(j+1)
  LARC,ng_d%i%+2+j*4,ng_d%i%+3+j*4,ng_d%i%,re_d1/nndis*(j+1)
  LARC,ng_d%i%+3+j*4,ng_d%i%+4+j*4,ng_d%i%,re_d1/nndis*(j+1)
  LARC,ng_d%i%+4+j*4,ng_d%i%+1+j*4,ng_d%i%,re_d1/nndis*(j+1)

  AL,ng_d%i%+8*(j-1),ng_d%i%+8*(j-1)+4,ng_d%i%+8*(j-1)+8,ng_d%i%+8*(j-1)+5
AL,ng_d%i%+8*(j-1)+1,ng_d%i%+8*(j-1)+5,ng_d%i%+8*(j-1)+9,ng_d%i%+8*(j-1)+6
AL,ng_d%i%+8*(j-1)+2,ng_d%i%+8*(j-1)+6,ng_d%i%+8*(j-1)+10,ng_d%i%+8*(j-1)+7
AL,ng_d%i%+8*(j-1)+3,ng_d%i%+8*(j-1)+7,ng_d%i%+8*(j-1)+11,ng_d%i%+8*(j-1)+4

*ENDDO
LSEL,S,LINE,,ng_d%i%+4,ng_d%i%+4+(nddis-2)*8,8
LSEL,A,LINE,,ng_d%i%+5,ng_d%i%+5+(nddis-2)*8,8
LSEL,A,LINE,,ng_d%i%+6,ng_d%i%+6+(nddis-2)*8,8
LSEL,A,LINE,,ng_d%i%+7,ng_d%i%+7+(nddis-2)*8,8
LESIZE,ALL,,,n_d1_r
ALLSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE,,ng_d%i%+4,ng_d%i%+(nddis-2)*8,8
LSEL,A,LINE,,ng_d%i%+1,ng_d%i%+1+(nddis-2)*8,8
LSEL,A,LINE,,ng_d%i%+2,ng_d%i%+2+(nddis-2)*8,8
LSEL,A,LINE,,ng_d%i%+3,ng_d%i%+3+(nddis-2)*8,8
LESIZE,ALL,,,n_d1_c
ALLSEL,ALL
MSHAPE,0,2D
MSHKEY,1
TYPE,2
AMESH,ng_d%i%+1,ng_d%i%+4*(nddis-1),1

NUMSTR,LINE,ng_d%i%+4
NUMSTR,AREA,ng_d%i%+3
NUMSTR,VOLU,ng_d%i%+3
L,ng_d%i%+ng_d%i%+1
L,ng_d%i%+ng_d%i%+2
L,ng_d%i%+ng_d%i%+3
L,ng_d%i%+ng_d%i%+4
AL,ng_d%i%-4,ng_d%i%-3,ng_d%i%
AL,ng_d%i%-3,ng_d%i%-2,ng_d%i%+1
AL,ng_d%i%-2,ng_d%i%-1,ng_d%i%+2
AL,ng_d%i%-1,ng_d%i%-4,ng_d%i%+3
MSHAPE,1,2D
MSHKEY,0
TYPE,2
ASEL,S,AREA,,ng_d%i%-3,ng_d%i%
AESIZE,ALL,20/nfatt_d
AMESH,ALL
ALLSEL,ALL
EXTOPT,ACLEAR,1
EXTOPT,ESIZE,n_d1_l
TYPE,11
VEXT,ng_d%i%-3,ng_d%i%+4*(nddis-1),1,,l_d1

!BOX
MAT,C_ATJ
NUMSTR,KP,ng_b%%
NUMSTR,LINE,ng_b%%
NUMSTR,AREA,ng_b%%
NUMSTR,VOLU,ng_b%%
*IF,i,EQ,1,THEN
  ASEL,S,AREA,,ng_b%%-%d+4
  ASEL,A,AREA,,ng_b%%-%d+9
  ASEL,A,AREA,,ng_b%%-%d+13
  ASEL,A,AREA,,ng_b%%-%d+17
*ELSE
  ASEL,S,AREA,,ng_b%%-%d
  ASEL,A,AREA,,ng_b%%-%d+5
  ASEL,A,AREA,,ng_b%%-%d+9
  ASEL,A,AREA,,ng_b%%-%d+13
*ENDIF
EXTOPT,ESIZE,n_b_Ld
TYPE,1
! VEXT,ALL,,,,l_d1+d_d%i_%d%(i+1)%
VEXT,ALL,,,,d_d%i_%d%(i+1)%
ALLSEL,ALL
*ENDDO

!DUMP (ALL)
!-----------------------
MAT,C_ATJ

*DO,i,1,ndump,1
!geometry
NUMSTR,KP,ng_dump%i
NUMSTR,LINE,ng_dump%i
NUMSTR,AREA,ng_dump%i
NUMSTR,VOLU,ng_dump%i

K,ng_dump%i,0,0,z_dump%i
K,ng_dump%i+1,re_dump%i,0,z_dump%i
K,ng_dump%i+2,0,re_dump%i,z_dump%i
K,ng_dump%i+3,0,0,lqd,z_dump%i
K,ng_dump%i+4,0,0,lqd,z_dump%i
K,ng_dump%i+5,lqd,0,z_dump%i
K,ng_dump%i+6,0,lqd,z_dump%i
K,ng_dump%i+7,lqd,0,z_dump%i
K,ng_dump%i+8,0,lqd,z_dump%i
LARC, ng_dump%i+1, ng_dump%i+2, ng_dump%i+3, re_dump%i
LARC, ng_dump%i+2, ng_dump%i+3, ng_dump%i+4, re_dump%i
LARC, ng_dump%i+3, ng_dump%i+4, ng_dump%i+1, re_dump%i
L, ng_dump%i+5, ng_dump%i+6
L, ng_dump%i+6, ng_dump%i+7
L, ng_dump%i+7, ng_dump%i+8
L, ng_dump%i+8, ng_dump%i+5
L, ng_dump%i+1, ng_dump%i+5
L, ng_dump%i+2, ng_dump%i+6
L, ng_dump%i+3, ng_dump%i+7
L, ng_dump%i+4, ng_dump%i+8
AL, ng_dump%i, ng_dump%i+8, ng_dump%i+4, ng_dump%i+9
AL, ng_dump%i+1, ng_dump%i+9, ng_dump%i+5, ng_dump%i+10
AL, ng_dump%i+2, ng_dump%i+10, ng_dump%i+6, ng_dump%i+11
AL, ng_dump%i+3, ng_dump%i+11, ng_dump%i+7, ng_dump%i+8
AL, ng_dump%i+4, ng_dump%i+5, ng_dump%i+6, ng_dump%i+7

!parte esterno del dump
K, ng_dump%i+9, re_fdump, 0, z_dump%i
K, ng_dump%i+10, re_fdump, z_dump%i
K, ng_dump%i+11, re_fdump, 0, z_dump%i
K, ng_dump%i+12, re_fdump, z_dump%i
L, ng_dump%i+1, ng_dump%i+9
L, ng_dump%i+2, ng_dump%i+10
L, ng_dump%i+3, ng_dump%i+11
L, ng_dump%i+4, ng_dump%i+12
LARC, ng_dump%i+9, ng_dump%i+10, ng_dump%i, re_fdump
LARC, ng_dump%i+10, ng_dump%i+11, ng_dump%i, re_fdump
LARC, ng_dump%i+11, ng_dump%i+12, ng_dump%i, re_fdump
LARC, ng_dump%i+12, ng_dump%i+9, ng_dump%i, re_fdump

AL, ng_dump%i, ng_dump%i+12, ng_dump%i+16, ng_dump%i+13
AL, ng_dump%i+1, ng_dump%i+13, ng_dump%i+17, ng_dump%i+14
AL, ng_dump%i+2, ng_dump%i+14, ng_dump%i+18, ng_dump%i+15
AL, ng_dump%i+3, ng_dump%i+15, ng_dump%i+19, ng_dump%i+12

!meshing
LSEL, S, LINE,, ng_dump%i, ng_dump%i+7, 1
LESIZE, ALL,, n_dump%i, c
ALLSEL, ALL
LSEL, S, LINE,, ng_dump%i+8, ng_dump%i+11, 1
LESIZE, ALL,, _n_dump%i%_r
ALLSEL, ALL
LSEL, S, LINE,, _ng_dump%i%+12, _ng_dump%i%+15, 1
LESIZE, ALL,, _n_dump%i%_rf
ALLSEL, ALL

MSHAPE, 0, 2D
MSHKEY, 1
TYPE, 2
AMESH, _ng_dump%i%, _ng_dump%i%+8, 1

TYPE, 1
EXTOPT, ACLEAR, 1
EXTOPT, ESIZE, _n_dump%i%_l
VEXT, _ng_dump%i%, _ng_dump%i%+8, 1,, _l_dump%i%
*IF, i, LT, ndump, THEN
  ASEL, S, AREA,, _ng_dump%i%+26
  ASEL, A, AREA,, _ng_dump%i%+30
  ASEL, A, AREA,, _ng_dump%i%+33
  ASEL, A, AREA,, _ng_dump%i%+36
  VEXT, ALL,, _z_dump%i+1% - _z_dump%i% - _l_dump%i% - to
*ENDIF
*ENDDO

ASEL, S, AREA,, _ng_dump%ndump%+9
ASEL, A, AREA,, _ng_dump%ndump%+14
ASEL, A, AREA,, _ng_dump%ndump%+18
ASEL, A, AREA,, _ng_dump%ndump%+22
ASEL, A, AREA,, _ng_dump%ndump%+25
ASEL, A, AREA,, _ng_dump%ndump%+26
ASEL, A, AREA,, _ng_dump%ndump%+30
ASEL, A, AREA,, _ng_dump%ndump%+33
ASEL, A, AREA,, _ng_dump%ndump%+36
TYPE, 1
EXTOPT, ACLEAR, 1
EXTOPT, ESIZE, 2
!VEXT, ALL,, _d_dumpboxf_dump4
VEXT, ALL,, _d_dumpboxf_dump4

!DUMP BOX
!-------------
!geometry
NUMSTR, KP, _ng_dumpbox
NUMSTR, LINE, _ng_dumpbox
NUMSTR, AREA, ng_dumpbox
NUMSTR, VOLU, ng_dumpbox

ASEL, S, AREA,, ng_b%ndisk%
ASEL, A, AREA,, ng_b%ndisk%+5
ASEL, A, AREA,, ng_b%ndisk%+9
ASEL, A, AREA,, ng_b%ndisk%+13
EXTOPT, ESIZE, n_dumpbox_l
VEXT, ALL,,,,, l_dumpbox-d_dumpbox_dump1
!VCLEAR, ng_dumpbox, ng_dumpbox+3
ALLSEL, ALL

!WPCSYS, 0
!NUMSTR, KP, ng_dumpbox+30
!NUMSTR, LINE, ng_dumpbox+30
!NUMSTR, AREA, ng_dumpbox+30
!NUMSTR, VOLU, ng_dumpbox+30
!CYLIND, re_fdump+to/2, re_box, z_dumpbox+d_dumpbox_dump1-to, z_dumpbox+l_dumpbox

!NUMSTR, KP, ng_dumpbox+50
!NUMSTR, LINE, ng_dumpbox+50
!NUMSTR, AREA, ng_dumpbox+50
!NUMSTR, VOLU, ng_dumpbox+50

!VSEL, S, VOLU,, ng_dumpbox, ng_dumpbox+3
!VSEL, A, VOLU,, ng_dumpbox+30, ng_dumpbox+33
!VGLUE, ALL

!MSHAPE, 1, 3D
!MSHKEY, 0
!TYPE, 1
!ESIZE, 6
!VMESH, ALL

!WINDOW SCREENS
!------------------ start

n_ws=2
MAT, C_ATJ

!WINDOW SREEN1
ng_ws1=700
!geometry
d_ws1_d1=0.5
re_ws1=ri_box-to
ri_ws1 = re_ws1/2
ri_ws1 = 22.5/2
l_ws1 = 0.3
z_ws1 = z_d1 - l_ws1 - d_ws1_d1
V_ws1 = pi*(re_ws1**2 - ri_ws1**2)*l_ws1/1e9

! mesh
n_ws1_re = 4
n_ws1_c = 4
n_ws1_l = 4

! WINDOW SCREEN2
ng_ws2 = 750
! geometry
d_ws2_d%ndisk% = 0.5
z_ws2 = z_d%ndisk% + l_d1 + d_ws2_d%ndisk%
re_ws2 = ri_box - to
ri_ws2 = re_ws2/2
ri_ws2 = 22.5/2
l_ws2 = 1
V_ws2 = pi*(re_ws2**2 - ri_ws2**2)*l_ws2/1e9

! mesh
n_ws2_re = 4
n_ws2_c = 4
n_ws2_l = 4

! WINDOW SCREEN
--------

MAT.C_ATJ

*DO, i, 1, n_ws, 1
  ! geometry
  NUMSTR,KP, ng_ws%i%
  NUMSTR,LINE, ng_ws%i%
  NUMSTR,AREA, ng_ws%i%
  NUMSTR,VOLU, ng_ws%i%

  K, ng_ws%i%, 0, 0, z_ws%i%
  K, ng_ws%i%+1, ri_ws%i%, 0, z_ws%i%
  K, ng_ws%i%+2, 0, ri_ws%i%, z_ws%i%
  K, ng_ws%i%+3, ri_ws%i%, 0, z_ws%i%
  K, ng_ws%i%+4, 0, ri_ws%i%, z_ws%i%
  K, ng_ws%i%+5, re_ws%i%, 0, z_ws%i%
  K, ng_ws%i%+6, 0, re_ws%i%, z_ws%i%
  K, ng_ws%i%+7, re_ws%i%, 0, z_ws%i%

K,ng_ws%i%+8,0,-re_ws%i%,z_ws%i%

LARC,ng_ws%i%+1,ng_ws%i%+2,ng_ws%i%,ri_ws%i%
LARC,ng_ws%i%+2,ng_ws%i%+3,ng_ws%i%,ri_ws%i%
LARC,ng_ws%i%+3,ng_ws%i%+4,ng_ws%i%,ri_ws%i%
LARC,ng_ws%i%+4,ng_ws%i%+1,ng_ws%i%,ri_ws%i%
LARC,ng_ws%i%+5,ng_ws%i%+6,ng_ws%i%,re_ws%i%
LARC,ng_ws%i%+6,ng_ws%i%+7,ng_ws%i%,re_ws%i%
LARC,ng_ws%i%+7,ng_ws%i%+8,ng_ws%i%,re_ws%i%
LARC,ng_ws%i%+8,ng_ws%i%+5,ng_ws%i%,re_ws%i%

L,ng_ws%i%+1,ng_ws%i%+5
L,ng_ws%i%+2,ng_ws%i%+6
L,ng_ws%i%+3,ng_ws%i%+7
L,ng_ws%i%+4,ng_ws%i%+8

AL,ng_ws%i%+8,ng_ws%i%+4,v_ws%i%+9
AL,ng_ws%i%+1,ng_ws%i%+9,ng_ws%i%+5,v_ws%i%+10
AL,ng_ws%i%+2,ng_ws%i%+10,ng_ws%i%+6,v_ws%i%+11
AL,ng_ws%i%+3,ng_ws%i%+11,ng_ws%i%+7,v_ws%i%+8

!meshing
LSEL,S,LIN,ng_ws%i%,ng_ws%i%+3,1
LESIZE,ALL,,n_ws%i%_c
ALLSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LIN,ng_ws%i%+8,ng_ws%i%+11,1
LESIZE,ALL,,n_ws%i%_re
ALLSEL,ALL

MSHAPE,0,2D
MSHKEY,1
!TYPE,4
TYPE,2
AMESH,ng_ws%i%,ng_ws%i%+3,1

!TYPE,3
TYPE,1
EXTOPT,ACLEAR,1
EXTOPT,ESIZE,n_ws%i%_l
VEXT,ng_ws%i%,ng_ws%i%+3,1,,l_ws%i%
ALLSEL,ALL

*ENDDO

----------------------
! DEFINING CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM
WPCSYS
CLOCAL,15,1,0,0,0,0,0,0
CSYS,15

!----------------------------
|WPCSYS|
|CLOCAL,15,1,0,0,0,0,0,0|
|CSYS,15|

!----------------------------

!BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

I_beam=200  !BEAM CURRENT
convP=I_beam/1E6  !Conversion factor to calculate power

!Read in power deposition data on components - obtained from FLUKA
/INPUT,pbox.txt
/INPUT,pw1.txt
/INPUT,pw2.txt
/INPUT,ps1.txt
/INPUT,pdisc1.txt
/INPUT,pdisc2.txt
/INPUT,pdisc3.txt
/INPUT,pdisc4.txt
/INPUT,pdisc5.txt
/INPUT,pdisc6.txt
/INPUT,pdisc7.txt
/INPUT,pdisc8.txt
/INPUT,pdisc9.txt
/INPUT,pdisc10.txt
/INPUT,pdisc11.txt
/INPUT,pdisc12.txt
/INPUT,pdisc13.txt
/INPUT,pdisc14.txt
/INPUT,pdisc15.txt
/INPUT,ps2.txt
/INPUT,pdis1a.txt
/INPUT,pexdump.txt
/INPUT,pdump1.txt
/INPUT,pdump2.txt
/INPUT,pdump3.txt
/INPUT,pdump4.txt

P_h = 1500/V_heater  !HEATERT POWER (Watts/m3)

!-----------------------------------------------------------------------

!Reading in input files
VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_h,ng_h+10  
BFV,ALL,HGEN,P_h

VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_w1,ng_w1+10  
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pw1%

VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_w2,ng_w2+10  
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pw2%

VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_d1-3,ng_d1+32  
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pdisc1%

VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_d2-3,ng_d2+32  
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pdisc2%

VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_d3-3,ng_d3+32  
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pdisc3%

VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_d4-3,ng_d4+32  
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pdisc4%

VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_d5-3,ng_d5+32  
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pdisc5%

VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_d6-3,ng_d6+32  
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pdisc6%

VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_d7-3,ng_d7+32  
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pdisc7%

VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_d8-3,ng_d8+32  
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pdisc8%

VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_d9-3,ng_d9+32  
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pdisc9%

VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_d10-3,ng_d10+32  
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pdisc10%

VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_d11-3,ng_d11+32  
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pdisc11%

VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_d12-3,ng_d12+32
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pdisc12%
VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_d13-3,ng_d13+32
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pdisc13%
VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_d14-3,ng_d14+32
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pdisc14%
VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_d15-3,ng_d15+32
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pdisc15%
VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_dump1,ng_dump1+182
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pdump1%
VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_dump2,ng_dump2+182
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pdump2%
VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_dump3,ng_dump3+182
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pdump3%
VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_dump4,ng_dump4+182
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pdump4%
VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_ws1,ng_ws1+115
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%ps1%
VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_ws2,ng_ws2+115
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%ps2%
VSEL,S,VOLU,,ng_b/ng_b+3
*DO,i,1,13
  *DO,i,1,15  !Update for 15 discs
  VSEL,A,VOLU,,ng_b%i%,ng_b%i%+3
*ENDDO
VSEL,A,VOLU,,ng_dumpbox,ng_dumpbox+3
BFV,ALL,HGEN,%pbox%

ALLSEL,ALL

CSYS,0
WPCSYS

!---------------------------------
!TOTAL RADIATION
!---------------------------------
RADOPT,,0.001,0,10000,,0.5
HEMOPT,100
SPCTEMP,1.50
STEF,5.67e-8
TOFFST,273.15
TUNIF,1500

ALLSEL,ALL
VSEL,R,MAT,,1
ALLSEL,BELOW,VOLU
SFA,ALL,,RDSF,em1,1
ALLSEL,ALL

VSEL,R,MAT,,2
ALLSEL,BELOW,VOLU
SFA,ALL,,RDSF,em2,1
ALLSEL,ALL

VSEL,R,MAT,,Ta
ALLSEL,BELOW,VOLU
SFA,ALL,,RDSF,-Ta,1
ALLSEL,ALL

VSEL,R,MAT,,C_ATJ
ALLSEL,BELOW,VOLU
SFA,ALL,,RDSF,-C_ATJ,1
ALLSEL,ALL

VSEL,R,MAT,,B4C
ALLSEL,BELOW,VOLU
SFA,ALL,,RDSF,-B4C,1
ALLSEL,ALL
ALLSEL,ALL

*GET,nvolu,VOLU,0,COUNT
nn=0
*DO,i,1,nvolu
    nn=vlnext(nn)
    VSEL,ALL
    VSEL,U,VOLU,,nn
    ALLSEL,BELOW,VOLU
    VSEL,S,VOLU,,nn
    ASLV,R
    SFADELE,ALL,,RDSF
ALLSEL,ALL
*ENDDO

/INPUT,'APDL_CAMERA','txt',,0,1

!call model geometry
VLSCALE,ALL,,0.001,0.001,0.001,,0.1
ALLSEL,ALL

!AMBIENTE SOLUTION
/SOLU
SOLCONTROL,ON
ANTYPE,TRANS
AUTOTS,ON
KBC,1
DELTIM,0.001,0.0001,1000
TIME,10000
OUTRES,NSOL,ALL
SAVE,TERM,DB
SOLVE
SAVE,TERM,DB

/INPUT,'APDL_struct','txt',,0,1
APPENDIX C: GRAPHITE – ANSYS MATERIAL FILE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-----</td>
<td>2-----</td>
<td>3-----</td>
<td>4-----</td>
<td>5-----</td>
<td>6-----</td>
<td>7-----</td>
<td>8-----</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATJ graphite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition: isomolded graphite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Version 0.4 (Apr 2017) by       
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/prep7

C_ATJ=29  !Material number in the ANSYS library
MPDELE,all,C_ATJ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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NOTE 2 - values over 2126.9°C are calculated by linear extrapolation.

NOTE 3 - 5% error; National Carbon Co.

NOTE 4 - the S.I. system of units is used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature table [°C]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MPTEMP ! erase previous table
MPTEMP,  1, 27., 127., 227.,
MPTEMP,  4, 327., 427., 527.,
MPTEMP,  7, 627., 727., 827.,
MPTEMP, 10, 927., 1027., 1127.,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MPTEMP</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>1227.</th>
<th>1327.</th>
<th>1427.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MPTEMP</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1527.</td>
<td>1627.</td>
<td>1727.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPTEMP</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1827.</td>
<td>1927.</td>
<td>2027.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPTEMP</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2127.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

![Electrical resistivity table [ohm m]]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MPDATA,RSVX , C_ATJ</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1.3430E-04</th>
<th>1.1750E-04</th>
<th>1.0670E-04</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MPDATA,RSVX , C_ATJ</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.9650E-05</td>
<td>9.4800E-05</td>
<td>9.1400E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPDATA,RSVX , C_ATJ</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8.9650E-05</td>
<td>8.9200E-05</td>
<td>8.9150E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPDATA,RSVX , C_ATJ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.9800E-05</td>
<td>9.0750E-05</td>
<td>9.2100E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPDATA,RSVX , C_ATJ</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9.3700E-05</td>
<td>9.5300E-05</td>
<td>9.7050E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPDATA,RSVX , C_ATJ</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9.9000E-05</td>
<td>1.0110E-04</td>
<td>1.0330E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPDATA,RSVX , C_ATJ</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.0550E-04</td>
<td>1.0780E-04</td>
<td>1.1000E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPDATA,RSVX , C_ATJ</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.1230E-04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY**

- **NOTE 2** - thermal conductivity is strongly dependent on impurities.
- **NOTE 3** - 5% error; National Carbon Co.
- **NOTE 4** - the S.I. system of units is used.

---

**Temperature table [°C]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MPTEMP</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>27.</th>
<th>127.</th>
<th>227.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MPTEMP</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>327.</td>
<td>427.</td>
<td>527.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPTEMP</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>627.</td>
<td>727.</td>
<td>827.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPTEMP</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>927.</td>
<td>1027.</td>
<td>1127.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPTEMP</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1227.</td>
<td>1327.</td>
<td>1427.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPTEMP</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1527.</td>
<td>1627.</td>
<td>1727.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPTEMP</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1827.</td>
<td>1927.</td>
<td>2027.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPTEMP</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2127.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Thermal conductivity table [W/m°C]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MPDATA,KXX , C_ATJ</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1.0600E+02</th>
<th>9.9700E+01</th>
<th>9.2250E+01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MPDATA,KXX , C_ATJ</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.5750E+01</td>
<td>7.9800E+01</td>
<td>7.4650E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPDATA,KXX , C_ATJ</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.9500E+01</td>
<td>6.4800E+01</td>
<td>6.0550E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPDATA,KXX , C_ATJ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.6800E+01</td>
<td>5.3250E+01</td>
<td>5.0150E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPDATA,KXX , C_ATJ</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4.7450E+01</td>
<td>4.5350E+01</td>
<td>4.3700E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPDATA,KXX , C_ATJ</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4.2200E+01</td>
<td>4.1050E+01</td>
<td>4.0100E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPDATA,KXX , C_ATJ</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3.9300E+01</td>
<td>3.8700E+01</td>
<td>3.8200E+01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EMISSIVITY (hemispherical total emissivity)

NOTE 1 - Data are taken from:
L. Biasetto, M. Manzolaro, A. Andrighetto Emissivity measurements
of opaque gray bodies up to 2000°C by a dual-frequency pyrometer (2008)

NOTE 2 - Isotropic graphite 2114 (unpolished)

Temperature table [°C]
MPTEMP ! erase previous table
MPTEMP, 1, 1270, 1380, 1450,
MPTEMP, 4, 1560, 1660, 1775,
MPTEMP, 7, 1870, 1970,

Emissivity table [-]
MPDATA,EMIS, C_ATJ, 1, 0.815, 0.820, 0.825,
MPDATA,EMIS, C_ATJ, 4, 0.835, 0.840, 0.845,
MPDATA,EMIS, C_ATJ, 7, 0.850, 0.855

Density table [kg/m³]
MPDATA,DENS, C_ATJ, 1, 1.76E+03,

Specific heat
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Temperature table [°C]
MPTEMP ! erase previous table
MPTEMP, 1, 27., 127., 227.,
MPTEMP, 4, 327., 427., 527.,
MPTEMP, 7, 627., 727., 827.,
MPTEMP, 10, 927., 1027., 1127.,
MPTEMP, 13, 1227., 1327., 1427.,
MPTEMP, 16, 1527., 1627., 1727.,
MPTEMP, 19, 1827., 1927., 2027.,
MPTEMP, 22, 2127.,

!Specific heat table [J/kg°C]

MPDATA,C, C_ATJ, 1, 702, 955, 1168,
MPDATA,C, C_ATJ, 4, 1282, 1520, 1637,
MPDATA,C, C_ATJ, 7, 1726, 1797, 1859,
MPDATA,C, C_ATJ, 10, 1905, 1942, 1975,
MPDATA,C, C_ATJ, 13, 2002, 2028, 2050,
MPDATA,C, C_ATJ, 16, 2070, 2087, 2100,
MPDATA,C, C_ATJ, 19, 2111, 2127, 2140,
MPDATA,C, C_ATJ, 22, 2155,

!-----------------------------------

!COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION
!

!NOTE 1 - Data are taken from:
!

!NOTE 2 - Orientation: with grain
!

!NOTE 3 - 10% error; National Carbon Co..
!

!NOTE 4 - the S.I. system of units is used.
!

!-----------------------------------

!Temperature table [-C]

MPTEMP ! erase previous table
MPTEMP, 1, 20., 127., 327.,
MPTEMP, 4, 527., 727., 927.,
MPTEMP, 7, 1127., 1327., 1527.,
MPTEMP, 10, 1727., 1927., 2127.,
MPTEMP, 13, 2327.,

!Secant coefficient of thermal expansion [1/-C]

MPDATA,ALPX, C_ATJ, 1, 2.2162E-06, 2.4088E-06, 2.9000E-06,
MPDATA,ALPX, C_ATJ, 4, 3.3000E-06, 3.7000E-06, 4.0000E-06,
MPDATA,ALPX, C_ATJ, 7, 4.3000E-06, 4.6000E-06, 4.9000E-06,
MPDATA,ALPX, C_ATJ, 10, 5.1000E-06, 5.4000E-06, 5.5000E-06,
Elastic modulus

NOTE 1 - Data are taken from:
Marlowe, M.O., 1970. Elastic properties of three grades of fine grained graphite at 2000 C.

NOTE 2 - the S.I. system of units is used.

Temperature table [-C]

Elastic modulus [Pa]

Poisson's ratio [-]
APPENDIX D: BORON CARBIDE – ANSYS MATERIAL FILE

B4C=32  !Material number in the ANSYS library
MPDELE,all,B4C

!---------------------------------------------------------------------
!ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
!

!NOTE 2 - Data used was for approximately 20% carbon containing boron carbide
!
!NOTE 3 - the S.I. system of units is used.
!
!---------------------------------------------------------------------

!Temperature table [°C]
MPTEMP ! erase previous table
MPTEMP,  1, 1023., 1273., 1523.,
MPTEMP,  4, 1773., 2023., 2273.,
MPTEMP,  7, 2523., 2773., 3023.,
MPTEMP, 10, 3273., 3523., 3773.,

!Electrical resistivity table [ohm m]
MPDATA,RSVX , B4C , 1, 1.2500E-05, 1.4286E-05, 1.5385E-05,
MPDATA,RSVX , B4C , 4, 1.5625E-05, 2.2222E-05, 1.0000E-04,
MPDATA,RSVX , B4C , 7, 1.1111E-04, 1.2500E-04, 1.5385E-04,
MPDATA,RSVX , B4C , 10,  2.2222E-04,  3.3333E-04,  5.0000E-04,
------------------------------------------------------------------
! THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
!
! NOTE 1 - Data taken from:
!
! NOTE 2 - thermal conductivity is strongly dependent on impurities.
!
! NOTE 3 - No data above 2000°C obtainable.
!
! NOTE 4 - the S.I. system of units is used.
------------------------------------------------------------------
! Temperature table [°C]
MPTEMP ! erase previous table
MPTEMP, 1, 1., 10., 100.,
MPTEMP, 4, 200., 400., 600.,
MPTEMP, 7, 800., 1000., 1500.,
}
! Thermal conductivity table [W/m°C]
MPDATA,KXX , B4C , 1,  8.0000E-03,  5.0000E-01,  9.0000E+00,
MPDATA,KXX , B4C , 4,  1.2000E+01,  1.2200E+01,  1.1000E+01,
MPDATA,KXX , B4C , 7,  9.0000E+00,  8.0000E+00,  6.5000E+00
------------------------------------------------------------------
! EMISSIVITY
!
! NOTE 1 - Data taken from:
! Evaluation of gap heat transfer between boron carbide pellet and cladding in control rod of FBR.
!
! Temperature table [°C]
MPTEMP ! erase previous table
MPTEMP, 1, 5, 200, 300,
MPTEMP, 4, 400, 500,
! Emissivity table [-]
MPDATA,EMIS , B4C , 1,  0.990,  0.890,  0.865,
MPDATA,EMIS , B4C , 4,  0.855,  0.860,
------------------------------------------------------------------
! DENSITY
\textbf{NOTE 1} - Data taken from:
\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}

\textbf{NOTE 2} - the S.I. system of units is used.

\begin{verbatim}
-----------------------------------------------------
| Temperature table [-C]
| MPTEMP ! erase previous table
| MPTEMP, 1, 25.,
| Density table [kg/m^3]
| MPDATA,DENS , B4C , 1, 2.52E+03,
|-----------------------------------------------------
| Specific heat table [J/kg\,-\,C]
| MPDATA,C , B4C , 1, 1050, 1400, 1700,
| MPDATA,C , B4C , 4, 2020, 2200, 2400,
|-----------------------------------------------------
| Coefficient of thermal expansion
| MPTEMP ! erase previous table
| MPTEMP, 1, 25., 200., 600.,
| MPTEMP, 4, 1000., 1200.,
\end{verbatim}
Coefficient of thermal expansion [1/°C]
MPDATA, ALPX, B4C, 1, 2.6000E-06, 3.9000E-06, 6.3000E-06,
MPDATA, ALPX, B4C, 4, 7.4000E-06, 7.7000E-06,

---

ELASTIC/YOUNG'S MODULUS

NOTE 1 - Data taken from:
Young's modulus, thermal expansion coefficient and fracture behavior of selected Si-B-C based carbides in the 20?1200° C temperature range as derived from the behavior of carbon fiber reinforced microcomposites.
Journal of the European Ceramic Society, 27(12), pp.3551-3560

NOTE 2 - the S.I. system of units is used.

---

Temperature table [°C]
MPTEMP! erase previous table
MPTEMP, 1, 0., 200., 400.,
MPTEMP, 4, 600., 800., 1000.,
MPTEMP, 7, 1200.,

Elastic modulus [Pa]
MPDATA, EX, B4C, 1, 448.00E+09, 446.00E+09, 444.00E+09,
MPDATA, EX, B4C, 4, 440.00E+09, 420.00E+09, 380.00E+09,
MPDATA, EX, B4C, 7, 330.00E+09,

---

POISSON'S RATIO

NOTE 1 - No data available:
To perform thermo-structural analysis a "reasonable" value of 0.2 was used.

---

Temperature table [°C]
MPTEMP! erase previous table
MPTEMP, 1, 20.,

Poisson's ratio [-]
MPDATA, PRXY, B4C, 1, 0.2E-01,
APPENDIX E: 15 DISCS $B_4C$ TARGET DESIGN DETAILS

Figure E-A: Configuration 6 target layout.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Start (z1) [mm]</th>
<th>Final (zf) [mm]</th>
<th>Length (∆z) [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target box</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>256,7</td>
<td>256,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window 1</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10,2</td>
<td>0,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window 2</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>11,2</td>
<td>11,4</td>
<td>0,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen 1</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>13,1</td>
<td>13,4</td>
<td>0,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk 1</td>
<td>Boron Carbide</td>
<td>13,9</td>
<td>14,8</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk 2</td>
<td>Boron Carbide</td>
<td>24,9</td>
<td>25,8</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk 3</td>
<td>Boron Carbide</td>
<td>35,9</td>
<td>36,8</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk 4</td>
<td>Boron Carbide</td>
<td>46,9</td>
<td>47,8</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk 5</td>
<td>Boron Carbide</td>
<td>58,9</td>
<td>59,8</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk 6</td>
<td>Boron Carbide</td>
<td>70,9</td>
<td>71,8</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk 7</td>
<td>Boron Carbide</td>
<td>82,9</td>
<td>83,8</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk 8</td>
<td>Boron Carbide</td>
<td>95,9</td>
<td>96,8</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk 9</td>
<td>Boron Carbide</td>
<td>108,9</td>
<td>109,8</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk 10</td>
<td>Boron Carbide</td>
<td>122,9</td>
<td>123,8</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk 11</td>
<td>Boron Carbide</td>
<td>138,9</td>
<td>139,8</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk 12</td>
<td>Boron Carbide</td>
<td>154,9</td>
<td>155,8</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk 13</td>
<td>Boron Carbide</td>
<td>168,9</td>
<td>169,8</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk 14</td>
<td>Boron Carbide</td>
<td>182,9</td>
<td>183,8</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk 15</td>
<td>Boron Carbide</td>
<td>195,9</td>
<td>196,8</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen 2</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>197,7</td>
<td>198,7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dump 1</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>207,7</td>
<td>208,5</td>
<td>0,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dump 2</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>214,7</td>
<td>215,5</td>
<td>0,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dump 3</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>220,2</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>0,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dump 4</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>226,7</td>
<td>256,7</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table E-A: Configuration 6 - Component layout/positioning